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Interlocutory Order
IN THE MATTER OF

BEATRICE FOODS CO. , ET AL.
Docket

9112.

Interlocutory Order,

ORDER DENYING EXTENSION OF

In response to the Commission

Feb.

27, 1984

IN CAMERA

TREATMENT

1983 order to show
treatment for certain
documents , respondent Tropicana Products , Inc. has withdrawn its
motion for such an extension for all but one document , CX 413B.
cause for a two-year

extension of

s October 14 ,
in camera

CX 413B contains statistical information on Tropicana shipments

of chiled and canned citrus products during the four-week period

ending March 26 ,

1978. It is alleged that this information is not

otherwise available and that the public disclosure of it would cause
clearly defined , serious injury, " justifying the extension of
in camera
treatment under the standard for confidentiality articulated in

Hood and Sons,

HP.

Inc. 58 F. C. 1184 (1961) Tropicana asserts that by

knowing its total shipments for a one-month period almost six years
ago ,

competitors could extrapolate from generally available A.C.

Nielsen data on chain store distribution to determine the extent and
strength of Tropic ana s current non-chain distribution to specific geo-

graphic markets. It is alleged that non-chain distribution is a " recognized strength of Tropicana s distribution system "

and that

knowledge of it derived from this information could be utilized by
competitors in sales and marketing strategies to Tropicana s competitive detriment. Tropicana Response to Show Cause Order at 5.
It is diffcult to evaluate Tropicana s claim that the information in
CX

413B

is not otherwise available to the competition. We do know

that it was submitted to the Florida Canner s Association , some of

whose directors were executives of Tropicana s competitors , CX 414
, yet it is unclear whether such individuals ever saw the information in CX 413B or would have been free to share it with their companies ifthey had. Regardless ofthis ambiguity, however , it remains the
case that this information is now nearly six years old and, therefore
presumably not competitively sensitive unless Tropicana can make a
convincing showing that such data would provide significant insight
into its strengths and weaknesses. General Foods, Corporation, 95
C. 352 , 353- 354 (1980).

We are not convinced it would. Accepting Tropicana s premise that
its non-chain distribution is generally competitively sensitive information , we fail to see how competitors could use such old , limited data

on total shipments in conjunction with Nielsen data to derive accu-
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rate information on Tropicana current
non-chain shipments. For
such analysis to be possible, the total amounts and geographic areas
of Tropicana s distribution today would have to be basically unchanged from what they were six years ago. In support ofthis assumption , all that Tropicana contends is that there has been " limited
relative growth" in the citrus industry, but even ifthat is true, it does
not necessarily follow that Tropicana s volume and pattern of distri-

bution have stayed the same. Absent better proof, we are not convinced that competitors of Tropic ana could use the information in CX
in the manner suggested to any effective competitive advantage.
Adding to our doubts about Tropicana s showing is its equally unsub413B

stantiated claim that

in camera

treatment is needed for only two more

years because " predicted. . . industry growth wil result in ultimate
minimization of the competitive sensitivity of the information.
Tropicana Response at 7.
We thus find that Tropicana has not made the convincing showing
of competitive injury required in seeking confidential treatment of old
documents. In addition to claiming injury, Tropicana argues that

there is no " countervailing consideration " in support of disclosing CX
413B
to explain the Commission s decision since it was never cited in
the opinion.
See General Foods Corp. , supra 95 F. C. at 355. Before
such countervailing considerations can even enter the analysis , how-

ever , competitive injury from disclosure must appear to be likely. This
showing has not been made.
Therefore it is ordered
that the motion for extended
in camera
treatment for CX
413B
is hereby denied.
Commissioners Miller and Douglas voted in the negative.
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IN THE MATTER OF

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
Docket

9145.

Interlocutory Order,

March

7, 1984

ORDER

By letter of November 1 , 1983 , Chairman Florio of the House Subcommittee on Commerce, Transportation , and Tourism of the Com-

mittee on Energy and Commerce requested access to certain
materials in the so-called " GM Defects " case , D. 9145. (102 F.

C. 1741

(1983)J Generally, the Commission takes the position that it has no

authority to withhold information that is responsive to an offcial
request of a congressional committee or subcommittee acting within
See
15 V. C. 57b-2(b)(3)(C), 57b-2(d)(I)(A); 5 V.
v. FTC,
409 F.8upp. 297 (D.D.
See also, e. , Ashland Oil Co.
affd 548 F. 2d 977 (D. C. Cir. 1976).
The materials responsive to Chairman Florio s request have been

its jurisdiction.
552(c).

subject to a protective order that was entered by the administrative
law judge in December 1980. That protective order limits access to the
documents to Commission employees involved in the conduct of the
proceeding and ostensibly precludes the Commission from authoriz-

ing their transmittal to Congress. Although an ALJ' s order that purports to preclude the Commission from complying with an offcial
congressional request for access is of doubtful validity, the Commission concluded that notice of its intention to disclose was appropriate
and , on November 23 , 1983 , it issued an order that General Motors
Corporation (" GM" ) show cause why the ALJ' s order should not be
modified to conform to the confidentiality provisions ofthe FTC Act.
GM fied a response to that order on December 22 , 1983.
General Motor s Response (" Res. ) makes three arguments in oppo-

sition to the proposed modification. In addition , it requests access to
the internal FTC staff memoranda responsive to Chairman Florio
request , return of the documents it submitted as well as of all copies
in camera oral presentamade by staff, and permission to make an
tion to the Commission.
A.

GM' s Arguments in Opposition and Disposition

1. Modification After GM' s Production in Reliance is Vnfair

rewrite
GM first argues that it is tt unfair " for the Commission to
its obligations after the company has provided documents in reliance
on the order. It points out that " (tJhe preamble to the Order straightforwardly declares that it has been ' stipulated and agreed to ' by coun-

,"
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sel for both General Motors and the Commission. " Res. at 2. Finally,
the company argues that the order to show cause offers two justifica-

tions for modification , both of which " were in existence and known to
and neither of
(id.J,
which provides , in GM' s view basis for any subsequent modification. Id.
An ALJ has no authority to issue orders that are inconsistent with
applicable law, Commission decisions , policy directives or the rules.
See
16 C. R. 0. 14. To the extent , therefore , that the ALJ' s order in
this case bars the Commission from fulfillng its obligation to provide
documents in response to offcial requests of the Congress , it has no
force and effect. Nevertheless , as a matter offairness , the Commission
the Commission when the Order was issued"

determined to notify the company before responding to Chairman
Florio and it issued the November 1983 show cause order. The Commission believes that because its consistent policy has been to provide

documents in response to offcial congressional

requests-a fact

which has been no secret to the major companies subject to the Com-

mission s jurisdiction I-the agency has acted with scrupulous attention to fairness by offering GM formal notice of its intentions and

soliciting its views.
Not only have other major companies been aware of the Commission s policy and practice with respect to offcial congressional requests (see note 1
supra),
but also , GM itself has long been cognizant
of the Commission s position by virtue of fiings in the subpoena

enforcement proceeding that preceded document production in the
defects case.
FTCv. General Motors Corporation No. G-0-276 (N.
Ohio 1980). Immediately prior to the enactment ofthe FTC Improvements Act of 1980 , the district court had issued a protective order
covering most of the documents subsequently made subject to the
ALJ' s protective order. The court order , which has now expired , limited access to the documents to FTC employees involved in the defects
proceeding. Commission counsel sought to convince the court , prior to

its issuance of the order , that it should conform the decree to the
confidentiality provisions of the FTC Improvements bil , which was
then expected to be passed by Congress within days. The court declined. Subsequently, the Commission fied a motion seeking partial
relief from the order and arguing specifically for terms that would

allow the Commission to provide the documents to Congress in the
event they were responsive to an offcial access request. GM respond-

ed vigorously in opposition to the proposed change, among other
things, referring to comments that had been made by the court in
chambers on what it termed " the inherent tension between
cal

hypotheti-

congressional requests for documents and whatever order the
See , e. , Ashland Oil Co. v. FTC, supra; i''xon Corpv. FTG 589 F.2d 585 (D.C. Cir. 1978)

GENERAL MOTORS CORP.
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Court might impose. "

tioner s
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Respondent' s Statement in Opposition to Peti-

Motion for Relief from Order at 6 (emphasis added).

GM' s argument opposing the Commission s current move to modify

the similarly restrictive order of the ALJ is therefore inconsistent
with its previous suggestion that absent an actual request , the basis
for modification was too hypothetical. Moreover , its suggestion that
the Commission was , or should have been , aware of the problem of

congressional access in 1980 but chose to do nothing is ill-founded. As
noted , the Commission did attempt to seek modification ofthe court'
order and , when these efforts failed , complaint counsel should not be
faulted for not pursuing the matter before the ALJ while a court order

remained in effect that would have superseded any inconsistent provision in an order issued by an ALJ.
In light ofthe above , the Commission does not believe that modification of the protective order at this time would treat the company
unfairly, and it does not consider GM' s claims in this respect to bar

such a modification.

2. Modification Not in Commission s Interest
The GM memorandum suggests first that because the proposed
modification was triggered by Chairman Florio s request for access to
the protected documents on behalf of his subcommittee , the Commission s purpose is " to assist that congressman " (Res. at 6) rather than
to advance the interests of the Commission ' . . (which) already
enjoys full access to the documents. " Res. at 7. GM then asserts that
Congress does not need the Commission s help ' . . (because it)

retains its full constitutional authority to seek discovery ofthe General Motors documents directly from General Motors. Id. Last , GM
argues that the modification , if implemented , would cause future
parties to be reluctant to provide documents to the Commission pursu-

ant to a protective order " if such an order can be summarily rewritten
by the Commission to restrict or even rescind the proffered protection. Id.
GM' s suggestion that providing documents to Chairman Florio assists the congressman but not the Commission is without merit. Clearly, it is in the Commission s interests to comply with its legal
obligations , including those under which it is bound to provide infor-

mation to Congress upon receipt of an offcial request. As to the
question whether parties might be deterred in the future from providing documents under protective orders issued by ALJ' , parties always are entitled to certain statutory protections and to additional
safeguards included in the Commission s rules. These protections

have been held by the courts to afford adequate protection for companies responding to compulsory process , and the Commission may not

),
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modify a protective order in a manner that is inconsistent with the

law or its own rules.
3. Practical Alternative Better Than Modification
Finally, GM suggests a " common sense alternative " to the proposed

modification- General Motors is wiling to consider , on a documentby- document basis , allowing the Commission to release such documents to Congress or appropriate law enforcement agencies. " Res. at
8. This alternative is predicated both on a recognition that some ofthe

material may be less confidential in 1984 than when it was produced
in 1980 and on the condition that the Commission will permit GM to
inspect documents , including staff memoranda , that are responsive to

offcial congressional or law enforcement agency requests for access
including this one.

GM' s alternative is unacceptable because it would require the Com-

mission to divulge to the company its internal deliberations and those
of its staff. The internal memoranda and related documents responsive to Chairman Florio s request consist largely of pre decisional and
deliberative material such as analyses , opinions and recommendations about the conduct of the then pending investigation. The staff
documents also constitute attorney work product that would reveal
the mental impressions of the legal staff in preparation for litigation.
Tbe documents, therefore , are both exempt from mandatory public
disclosure under the Freedom ofInformation Act
(see NLRBv. Sears
Roebuck
& Co. , 421 U.S. 132 (1975)) and privileged from civil discovery.
Carl Zeiss Stiftung
v.
VE. B. Carl Zeiss, Jena 40 F. R.D. 318
324-25 (D. C. 1966),
aff'd on opinion below , VE. B. Carl Zeiss, Jena
v.
Clark 384 F. 2d 979 (D. C. Cir. cert. denied,
389 U. S. 952 (1967). The
Commission declines to waive either ofthese protections by acceding
to GM' s alternative course of action.
B.

GM' s Other Requests and Disposition

For the reasons stated immediately above , the Commission denies
request for access to the internal Commission documents responsive to Chairman Florio s request. In addition , because it seems
unlikely that GM wil raise any arguments that would justify refusing
to modify the order so as to permit transmittal of the documents in
question to the Subcommittee , the Commission does not believe that
oral argument on this matter is warranted.
GM' s final request is for return of all documents submitted to the
Commission as well as all copies of such materials that may have been
GM' s

made by the Commission staff GM acknowledges that the Commis-

was acting within its authority " to make copies of the
company submissions (Res. at 10), but it profIers no argument to
sion staff "
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justify their being surrendered to the company. Requests for return
of documents are governed by Section 21(b)(5) of the FTC Act , 15
U.S. C. 57b-2(b)(5), and Section 4. 12 of the Commission s Rules ofPrac-

tice , 16 C. R. 4. 12

(1983). Both of these provisions specify that the

Commission must return company-submitted documents to their sub-

proceeding arising out of the investigation
in which the documents were obtained , and both also allow the Commission to retain copies ofthose documents. In addition , Rule 4. 12(b)
mitter at the close of any

provides:
The Commission will not return to the submitter copies of documents made by the
Commission unless , upon a showing of extraordinary circumstances , the Commission
determines that return would be required in the public interest.

GM has made no showing of extraordinary circumstances to justify its
request for return of all copies of its submissions.

The Commission

however , hereby directs the Secretary to arrange for the prompt return of original submissions as required by the statute and Rule 4. 12.
C. ORDER
In light of the above discussion;

It is hereby ordered That the protective order issued by the ALJ be
modified as described in the Order to Show Cause including provision
for both congressional access and access by law enforcement agencies
in a manner consistent with the confidentiality provisions of the FTC
15 U. C. 46(1), 57b-2(b), and 16
R. 4. 10-. 11 (1983); and
It is further ordered That GM' s request for access to the Commission s internal documents be denied under Exemption 5 of the Free-

Act and the Commission s Rules ,

dom of Information Act; and
That GM' s request for return of all copies of
documents it submitted to the Commission be denied; and
That GM' s request to make an oral presentaIt is further ordered,
It is further ordered,

tion be denied.
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IN THE MATTER OF

CLIFFDALE ASSOCIATES, INC. , ET AL.
ORDER , OPINION , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLGED VIOLATION OF THE

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Doket

9156.

Complaint,

July

1981--rdr, March

, 1984

This order requires a Westport , Conn. firm and two individuals engaged in the advertis-

ing, sale and distribution of an automobile retrofi device variously known as the
Ball- Matic , the Ball Matic
Valve, the
Ball Matic Gas Saver Valve and the Gas
Saver Valve, among other things , to cease representing that the device
is a unique
or new product; and that it is needed on every vehicle except Volkswagens , diesels
and fuel- injection vehicles. The company is barred from making fuel economy
improvement claims for the device unless it can reasonably support those claims
with competent and reliable substantiation. The order further prohibits the firm
from representing that a consumer endorsement is a typical experience of a user
of the product; using any endorsement unless they have good reason to believe that
the endorser subscribes to the facts and opinions set forth in that endorsement; and
failing to disclose any material relationship existing between the endorser and
respondents. Additionally, the company may not make any unsubstatiated energy savings claims for any product or misrepresent the results

of any

test or survey.

Appearances
For the Commission,

For the respondents:

Friend, Dorfman

William Haynes

and

Solomon H Friend

Wendy Kloner.

and Jerold Dorfman

Marks New York City.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Cliff dale Associates
Inc. , a corporation , Jean- Claude Koven , individually and as an offcer
of Cliff dale Associates , Inc. , and Arthur N. Sussman , an individual

hereinafter sometimes referred to as " respondents " have violated the
provisions of the said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that

a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint , stating its charges as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Cliff dale Associates , Inc. , is a corpora-

tion organized , existing, and doing business under and by virtue ofthe
laws of the State of Connecticut , with its offce and principal place of
business located at 180 Post Road , East , West port , Connecticut.
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Respondent Jean- Claude Koven is President of the corporate respondent Cliff dale Associates , Inc. He formulates, directs , and controls the acts and practices of the corporate respondent , including the
acts and practices hereinafter set forth. His address is the same as
that of said corporation.

Respondent Arthur N. Sussman has been a consultant to ClifHlale

Associates , Inc. , and has participated in the acts and practices hereinafter set forth. His address is Tamarack Road , Pomona , New York.
The aforementioned respondents cooperate and act together in car-

rying out the acts and practices hereinafter set forth. (2)
PAR. 2. Respondents are now and for sometime last past have been
engaged in the advertising, offering for sale, sale , and distribution of
a product variously known as the Ball- Matic , the Ball- Matic Gas
Saver Valve and the Gas Saver Valve (hereinafter sometimes referred
to as " Ball- Matic " or " product" ), which product is advertised as a
means of improving fuel economy in automobiles. Said product is an
automobile retrofit device as " automobile retrofi device " is defined
in Section 511 ofthe Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act
15 U. C. 2011. Respondents , in connection with the marketing of said
product , have disseminated , published and distributed , and now disseminate, publish and distribute advertisements and promotional
materials for the purpose of promoting the sale of said product.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business, the respondents
have disseminated and caused the dissemination of certain advertisements for the product through the United States mail and by various
means in or affecting commerce, as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , including, but not limited to , the

insertion of advertisements in magazines and newspapers with national circulations for the purpose of inducing, and which have induced, directly or indirectly, the purchase of said product in

commerce.
PAR. 4. Among the advertisements and other sales promotional

materials disseminated by respondents are the materials identified as
Exhibits A- F which are attached hereto.
PAR. 5. Through the use of the

advertisements referred to in Para-

graph Four , and other advertisements and sales promotional materi-

als, respondents represented and now represent ,

directly or by

implication , that
a. the Ball- Matic is an important , significant , and unique new invention;
b. the Ball- Matic is needed on every motor vehicle except Volkswagens , diesel vehicles , or fuel injection vehicles;
c. the Ball- Matic when installed in a typical automobile and used
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significantly improve fuel

economy;

d. under normal driving conditions, a typical driver can usually
obtain a fuel economy improvement of20% (or more) or an improvement that wil approximate or equal four miles per gallon when the
Ball- Matic is installed in his/her automobile;

e. competent scientific tests prove the fuel economy claims made for
the Ball- Matic;

f. results of consumer usage , as evidenced by consumer endorsements , prove that the Ball-Matic significantly improves fuel economy;
(3)

g. the consumer endorsements that appear in advertisements and
sales promotional materials for the Ball- Matic are statements of persons who have used the Ball-Matic in the recent past or are currently
using the Ball- Matic and who have given permission for the publication of these statements;
h. all consumer endorsements which appear in advertisements and
sales promotional materials for the Ball-Matic were obtained from
individuals or other entities who , at the time of providing their endorsements , were independent from all ofthe individuals and entities
that have marketed the Ball- Matic;
i. the consumer endorsements that appear in advertisements and
sales promotional materials for the Ball-Matic reflect the typical or

ordinary experience of members of the public who have used the
BalJ- Matic.
PAR. 6. In truth and in fact ,

contrary to respondents ' representa-

tions set forth in Paragraph Five:

a. the Ball- Matic is not an important , significant , or unique new
invention;
b. the Ball-

Matic is not needed on every motor vehicle

except

V olkswagens , diesel vehicles, or fuel injection vehicles.

c. the Ball- Matic when installed in a typical automobile wil not
significantly improve fuel economy;
d. under normal conditions, a typical driver cannot usually obtain
a fuel economy improvement that will approximate or equal 20% or
four miles per gallon when the Ball- Matic is installed in his/her
automobile;
e. no competent scientific tests prove the fuel economy claims for
the Ball- Matic;

f. results of consumer usage , as evidenced by consumer endorsements , do not prove that the Ball- Matic significantly improves fuel
economy;

g. some individuals whose endorsements appeared in advertise-
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ments and sales promotional materials for the Ball-Matic did not give
prior permission for the use of their endorsements , did not use the (4)
Ball- Matic at the time of the publication of their endorsements , and
had not used the device in the recent past;
h. some consumer endorsements that appeared in advertisements
and sales promotional materials for the Ball- Matic were obtained
from individuals who , at the time they provided the endorsements
were not independent of all individuals and entities that have marketed the Ball- Matic.
i. the consumer endorsements and sales promotional materials do
not reflect the typical or ordinary experience of members ofthe public
who have used the Ball- Matic.
Therefore , said advertisements and sales promotional materials are
deceptive or unfair.
PAR. 7. At the time respondents made the representations

alleged

in Paragraph Five of the complaint , they did not possess and rely
upon a reasonable basis for such representations. Therefore , said advertisements and sales promotional materials are deceptive or unfair.
PAR. 8. The advertisements referred to in Paragraph Four and

other advertisements and sales promotional materials represent , directly and by implication , that respondents had a reasonable basis for
making, at the time they were made, the representations alleged in
Paragraph Five. In truth and in fact , respondents had no reasonable
basis for such representations. Therefore , said advertisements and
sales promotional materials are deceptive or unfair.
PAR. 9. In the course and conduct of their business , and at all times
mentioned herein , respondents have been , and now are ,

in substantial

competition in or affecting commerce with corporations , firms and
individuals engaged in the sale of automobile retrofit devices.
PAR. 10. The use by respondents ofthe aforesaid unfair or deceptive

statements, representations , acts and practices , directly or by implication , has had and now has the capacity and tendency to mislead
members of the public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that
said statements and representations were and are true and complete
and into the purchase of substantial quantities of respondents

product by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief.
PAR. 11. The acts and practices of respondents , as herein alleged
including the dissemination of the aforesaid false advertisements

were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of
respondents ' competitors , and constituted and now constitute unfair
methods of competition in or affecting commerce and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce in (5) violation of
Section 5 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act. The acts and practices
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of respondents , as herein alleged , are continuing and wil continue in

the absence of the relief herein requested.

EXHIBIT A
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EXRIBIT C
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BALi.- MATIC GAS SAVER VALVE
Questions Most Frequently Asked
Q. WHAT II THE 8ALL- MAYIC?
A. The eaU- MaUc III . prechllon-englneered, v8cuum-ope,eled air Inducllon vIIIY8. The unit I, auto-

mallcally controlled by the amount 01 vacuum produced by the engIne under varying spees and
loada.

Q. WHAT IS THI! OPERATING PAINCIPlE OF THE BALl- MAYIC?
A. To Induce Inlo the combustion chamber of an automobile engine cool ,

fresh, air which
produce. 8 more (lflelenl combustion whenever the mixture la rich (the V8cuum lowl.

In turn

Q. CAN THE BALL- MAYle DAMAGE AN ENGINE?
A. Absolutely

nol. The Ball- Malic 18 an automallclllly controlled valv8 which only opens when the

mixture Is rich, and then It only opens suflclenlly to reatore the Ideal combustion mixture of 15

parte 01 air to one pert of gasoline.

Q. DOES THE BALl- MATIC " LEAN" THE MIXTURE?

A. Technically, the unll dOM nollean the mldure , In thai the valve Is automatically In II closed pOII
tlon whenever thl mlxlure Is 1811n

(high vacuum).

The valve openl only when thll mixture 18 rich.

The mlxlure at no time cuts from thin to thinner; Inslead , the compensallon Is from rich to normal.

Q. WHAT HAPPENS WHENEVER AN ENGINE NEEDS MORE AIR?
A. The answer is simple. The amounl 01 air to the amount 01 fuel Is Inadequate at the polnl of firing In
the combustion chamber, causing a severe loss 01 power and wasled gasoline. This occurs whenliver the vacuum Is low , such as when Ihe car Is starting up again Irom a dead stop, while negollat
Ing grades, hila and mounlalns , while Iravellng at speeds In excess 01 45 mph, IInd when pullng

a trailer or carrying e full load of passengers.

Q. WilL THE BALL- MATIC FIT ANY AUTOMOBILE?

A. Yes , Ihe Bali- Malic fis all CIUS . . . Amerlclln and mosl lorelgn (Volkswagena excluded) from a
Cadillac to a Datsun. . . and any gasoline-drlven internal combustion engine powering bOlita,
trucks, Vllns , etc.

Q. IF A PERSON GETS A NEW CAR OR TRADES FOR ANOTHER CAR , CAN THEY
TRANSFER THE BAlL. MATlC?

A. Yes, the BIIU

M.tlc fia all cars; Iransference Is the simplest of Jobs.

Q. I!CTLY WHERE 18 THE JlALL. MATIC IN8TALLED?
A. On mo st all cars on Ihe rOlld loday, the Bali- Malic la Installed In thll crankcaae venl hose leadlnij
from Ihll base of the carburelor to the Positive Crankcase VenUlatlon valve (the

PCV Valve.

Only a couple of mlnules lime Is needed 10 Inatall the Ball- Malic once you hllve locllltt the

proper hoae.

Q. WILL A PERSON HAVE TO RE- ADJUST THEIR CARBURETOR AFTER INSTALLATION?
A. No. When your engine Is Idling, maximum pressure exists In- the manifold. This pressure closes the
valve-the heart 01 the Ball-Matlc - allowing Ihe engine to Idle normally.

Q. WHAT MAKES THE BALL- MATIC OPERATE?
A. The Bali- Malic

opens or closes automstlcally from Ihe power 01 engine vscuum.

Q. WHAT IS THE GUARANTEE ON THE BALL- MATIC?

A. Ctlffdale Associates wil replsce any BslI- Msllc sir Inlsclor which Is not free of defects In materlili.

or workmanship, lor one year Irom Ihe date of purchase. In addition , Cllffdale wil relund the full
purchase price to anyone who does not realize an annual savlnga 01 8t leaat 5 tlmea the pur
chRse price.

Q. DOES THE BAlL- MAYIC EVER MALFUNCTION?
A. In Itself , the Ball- Matlc should never mallunctlon. However , the unit will become Inoperative If the

P08!tve Crankcase Ventiation valve Is plugged up. Therefore, II Is vel' Importanl that you keep

the PCV valve always clean , as It Is not only agalnsl the law 10 operate your automobile with a
plugged PCV velve , bul you wil not anJoy sll tha wondartul benefis of having the BslI Mallc

Inatslled under your hood.

Q. IF THE BALL- MAYIC 18 SO OREAT , WHY ISN'T IT IN8TALLED IY THE CAR

COMPANIES AS ORIGINAL EOUIPMENT?
A. Wa don t know , bul look lit radial tires , eleclronlc Ignllon syslems , end even rear view mirrors.
All 01 these were available outside of Delrolt fIrst. Frequenlly, new devices are Installad by the Cllr

manufacturers only on public demand.

Q. DOES THE UNIT REQUIRE CLEANING?
A. The Bali- Malic

requires no maintenance and \a lell-illlaninp
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Q. WtMT PRECAUTON MUIT ONE TAKE TO IIAKE SURI OF AL THE "".
YOU CLAIM?

ha..e Inahlll- th

A. It Is only

nec.sury to make .ur. your PCY yalV8 I. not plugged up and that )'u
Bali- MaliC In the crankc... ...nt hose leading from the b... of the carburetor to the PCY ..alve on
allllle modal automobiles.

Q. WHY.8 THI! 8Al-MATIC NEI!DED ON A CAR?
A. Since Ita Inception, the Inlemal combustion engine ha.

be nolorlousty Ineficient, due to the

deelgn 01 the carburetor. The carburetor Is HI at the factory In the Idle polton fOf maximum
efflclency- The alr- Iuel mixture 18 8e1 al . 15 10 1 r.Uo, which I. efflclant only unti 8 .

30 to 40 mph (2 00 rpm) is r.ached. AI this point, the combustion chamMr demands mora fual

amount 01 air I. nx8d. Thl.
r..ults In sn overly rich mIxture of fuel end air; 1hls mIxture burns Incompletely, reulting In wasl.

and the amount 01 g..oUna entering the chamber Incr..... whUe the

of g..olln. and 1088 01 power Ihrough Ineffcient combustion. The OalH"Iatlc was designed 10

minimize this 10ls or power - Ihus Incr88slng power - to provide a situation where there 18 I...
csrbn build-up Ihus mlnlmiling engine wear , 10 permit quicker acceleraUon and better engln.
perlormance.

In 1977 ,

the 113, 696, 111.

sumed 107 978, 395,

registered automobiles in the U. S. con-

00 gallons of gasoline. If each of these vehicles

mil-

had a Ball- Matic, the potential savings would have been almost 6
lion

gallons

of gasoline per day.
Source: u. s. Depl. of Transportation - Federal Highway AdmlnlatraUon.

ANNUAL SAVINGS WITH
20"!0 INCREASE IN FUEL ECONOMY
Assuming Gasoline At 80
Miles Driven

Per Year

Per Gatlo

MIS PE GA YOU CA GE NOW
5mpg

10mpg 15mpg 20 mpg 25 mpg

180.

$ 80.

320.

180.

10887

15,

48.

240.

20,

840.

30,

98.
28.

50,

BO.

$ 53.

$ 40.

$ 32.00

80.

84.

180.

120.

98.

32.
48.

213.

180.

128.

320.

240.

192.

840.

428.

BO.

533.

32.
40.

25.
32.

This chart Is based on a 20'" Increaa In mite plr gaUon uaumlng an

averge cost of gasline al
per gallon. The speifc economy .ch .,8d
with Ihe BALL- MATIC wil .,ary with the efficiency 01 each engine, driving

habits, local driving conditions and the price of gasline In each .r...

.1'J'

Ct..

lft.

."
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LE". TEHS WE' VE RE\,eIVED

The BAlL- MATIe (ga8 $8Ver) 'hall purChased

has proven Itsel'. I drive 8 1970 Oldsmobne
now I gel lour miles more per gallon.

lalion of Ihe BALL- MATIC I am gellng almosl15
miles lathe gallon.

R. B.

C. T.

Hickman , Nabra.ka

Orange , Caliornia
I would like to lake Ihls opportunity to com-

mend you on your product , BAll- MATlC, t have
had II Installed on Iwo vehicles for the past two
months and Ihe rasulls are outstanding.

I am con'idonl the BAlL- MATIe will obtain

the acceptance It so rightly deserves.

Tuc80n , "rl;(008
Just a shori nole 10 Inlorm you 0' the performance 01 your BAlL- MATIC unit thai I have Installed in my 1972 Ford staliof1- wagon . Prior to
using your dovlce . I Rveraged 12 to 13 MPG . now
that I have Inslalled your unll my mlleagl! has
gone up 10 16 MPG IHound lown.

Couti

Since I InstaUed BALL- MATIC

fully performs better ,

LOl Ano.'.., Camoml.
On a recenl trip 10 Las Vegas we were gelling

approximalely 22 miles per gallon , quite a dJfference Irom the 17 & 18 we usually get.
L.A.
B",an. Park , Callfornl.
Simple 15 second inslallation on 1010 model

Chrysler New Yorker. Morning slutlering has
disappeared. No rough idling/stallng when airconditioning is on Take-of!" perlormance exhilarating wilh much fess pedal. MUeage tncrease 2- 3

SherrIN

Orang. County, C.lliomi.
My tired old engine Is once again alive, my
gas consumption is lessoned , and I gel much
quicker starts. And probably the mosl nOlicable

Ihlng Is , the " Ping " hom Ihe engine 15 gone lrom
the dally use 0' Regular Gasoline,

I would highly recommend your " Air Injeclor
unit 10 be used by companies wilh Fleel operations. I find II , overall a great investment

Chlc.go, IIlnol.

miles per gallon,

AlbartSI."

C08la Ma.a , Caliornia
I want 10 express my thanks lor the BAlL-

MATIC on my 1973 Dodge molar home , I have
Increased my gas mileage 'rom 7. 5 to 10. 1 miles

gallon. This is an increase of 5. 5
gallon.
n.". R.

Cllramonl , Calilornlll
II gives me pleasure to express to you my

my 1973 Ford Pinlo Stalion Wagon.
I was getting 14_
8 miles per gallon of gasoline.
Aller Ihe installation this Increased 10 19. 2 miles
per gallon , or approximately 30 percent

Certmed Public Accounlanl
5ant. Ane , Callorn''

An.h.lm , Ca!lomla
Following installation of Ihe BALL- MATICS we

found Ihal Ihe miles per gallon increased about
10% on the Ford Galaxle with a 302 engine and
over 30% on the Dodge Charger with a 440 engine. Taking inlo consideration the mileage

driven on bolh cars , we leel we are saving between $2. 50 and $3. 00 per week on gasollno.

Since purchasing and Installng your BALl-

..ATIC on my 1973 Dodge motorhome , I have increased my gas milage 'rom 7. 5 10 10. 1 miles
per gallon.
I have recommended the BALL- MATIC to other
RV owners and they all leet Ihe same way I do;
They
Gene Supran.nl

re Grea!."

Santa Ana, Ca'Komla

amount 01 powar the car has acquired alter the

aIr injeclor was inslalled is quite remarkable.
Santa A., ,

Caliornia
I lell Calilomla lor Te.las early Monday mornIng and drove slraighl through in appro.limately

25 hours to meel my appointments on Tuesday.
I don l believe Ihal would have been possible
wUhout Ihe exlra three to 'our mUes per gallon
Ihe BAlL- MATIC Air- Injector gave me. There
several tJmes during the nighl hours when

those exlra miles kept me Irom being stranded

due to the long distances between the few servIce stations open. Additionally, the significance
01 the cost savings Is substantial during these
times 01 high gasoline prices

Au.rln , T8.1aa

Supeni.or,

Beckman In.trumant.

The gas mileage Is unbelievable and also the

Fullerlon , Call1or,,la

I have calculated Ihat In gasoline costs 9.lone
J have saved $138. 32

over the year and a harf

the BALL- MATIC was inslalled. I am unoble to

calculale , how many " lighl scrapes "

1 have
gollen out of because 0' tha Increased power

arid pertormam:e supplied by Ihe BALL- MATIC.
Rob.rt L Cllron

County of Orange

To ColI.clor- Trea.urar
Alter installing the BALL. MATIC on my 1972

OidsmobJJe Toronado I increased from 7. 5 to

10. 5 miles 10 the g8110n.

Seeing Ihls I took my stellon on as a BALLMATIC dealer and within Ihe lirsl week sold
over 100 valves.
Thill Is the kind 01 o.llra income producer Ihot
other service stalions should consider during
Ih1s energy crIsis 10 service Iheir cUllomers.

Belore It was Installed on my 1973 Ford l.T.

I was getting 9 miles to Ihe gallon. Slnc a

miles per

satisfaclion with Ihe BAll- MATIC irystaUed on

On II trip 'rom Tustin 10 San Francisco
(480
mUes) we averaged 21 miles par gallon . On the
same Irip last spring we averaged 17 miles per
gallon.

were

my car truth-

and Is averaging 16 10 17

G- Thanks 10 BALl- MATIC.

Inslal-

Louis Mlch8ud

Mobl' Sec8

H8W Brhlln, Connacllcut

CLiFFDALE MOTORS
DIVISION CUFFDALE ASSOCIATES , INC

121 Post RoM East , Westport CT 06BBO
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INITIAL DECISION BY

MILES J. BROWN , ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE
OCTOBER 8 ,

1982

INTRODUCTION

The Federal Trade Commission issued its complaint in this matter
1981 (mailed August 5 , 1981), charging respondents Cliffdale Associates, Inc. (" Cliff dale ) and Jean- Claude Koven and Arthur
on July 7 ,

N. Sussman with unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting com-

merce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act
(15 U.8. C. 45).
More particularly, the Commission charged that respondents , in

connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale , and distribution of an " automobile retro fit" device known as the Ball- Matic Gas
Saver Valve (" Ball- Matic " or " Ball- Matic Valve ), had misrepresented that (Complaint TITI 5 , 6); (2)
a. the Ball- Matic is an important , significant , and unique new invention;
b. the Ball- Matic is needed on every motor vehicle except Volkswagens , diesel vehicles , or fuel injection vehicles;
c. the Ball- Matic , when installed in a typical automobile and used
under normal driving conditions , will significantly improve fuel
economy;

d. under normal driving conditions , a typical driver can usually

obtain a fuel economy improvement of 20% (or more) or an improvement that wil approximate or equal four miles per gallon when the
Ball- Matic is installed in his/her automobile;
e. competent scientific tests prove the fuel economy claims made for
the Ball-Matic;

f. results of consumer usage , as evidenced by consumer endorsements , prove that the Ball- Matic significantly improves fuel economy;
g. the consumer endorsements that appear in advertisements and
sales promotional materials for the Ball- Matic are statements of persons who have used the Ball- Matic in the recent past or are currently
using the Ball- Matic and who have given permission for the publication of these statements;
h. all consumer endorsements which appear in advertisements and

sales promotional materials for the Ball-Matic were obtained from
individuals or other entities who , at the time of providing their en-
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dorsements , were independent from all ofthe individuals and entities
that have marketed the Ball- Matic;

i. the consumer endorsements that appear in advertisements and
sales promotional materials for the Ball-Matic reflect the typical or
ordinary experience of members of the public who have used the
Ball- Matic. (3)
The Commission also charged that , in their advertisements and
promotional material ,

respondents misrepresented that they had a

reasonable basis for making the above enumerated claims about fuel
economy (Complaint U 8).

The Commission also charged that because respondents did not

have a reasonable basis for making such claims , the advertisements
and promotional materials were deceptive or unfair (Complaint U 7).

In their answer to the complaint fied September 29 , 1981 , respondents admitted only that (1) Cliff dale is a Connecticut corporation and
that its offce and principal place of business is located at 180 Post

Road East , Westport , Connecticut; (2) that respondent Jean- Claude
Koven (" Koven ) is its president; (3) that for a period of time , until
approximately December 1979 , Cliff dale marketed a product known

Matic Valve; and (4) that in the course and conduct of its
business, prior to December 1979 , Cliff dale disseminated advertise-

as the Ball-

ments for the Ball- Matic

Valve (Answer UU 1- 3). Respondents denied

all other allegations of the complaint and further alleged as follows
(Answer UU 12 14):

The complaint fails to state a claim against Respondents upon which
relief can be granted;

The Federal Trade Commission has failed to demonstrate that a formal proceeding with respect to the alleged violations is in the public
interest; and

The Federal Trade Commission lacks jurisdiction over the subject
matter and the Respondents with respect to the matters alleged in the
complaint.
Accompanying the complaint was an eight part notice order setting
forth the form of order " the Commission has reason to believe should
issue if the facts are found to be as alleged in the complaint" (Complaint , Notice Order). The Commission also stated (Complaint , Notice):
Moreover , the Commission has rea"30n to believe that if the facts are found as alleged
in the complaint , it may be necessary and appropriate for the Commission to seek relief
to redress injury to consumers , or other persons , partnerships or corporations , in the
form of restitution and refunds (4) for past , present , and future consumers and such
other types of relief
as a rest forth in Section 19(b) of the Federal Trade Commission

Initial Decision
Act. The Commission wil determine whether to apply to a court for such relief on the
basis of the adjudicative proceedings in this matter and

such other factors as are

relevant to consider the necessity and appropriateness of such action.
On January 5 ,

1982 ,

following most of the pretrial discovery con-

ducted by both parties ,

the Administrative Law Judge scheduled adjudicative hearings to commence on February 2 , 1982 , in Los Angeles
California.
On January 25 , 1982 , respondents fied a motion for consideration
of a proposed consent agreement and to withdraw the matter from
adjudication pursuant to Section 3. 25 of the Commission s Rules of
Practice ("Motion , Docket 9156" ). The consent order proposed by respondents was substantially the same as the consent order issued

against the manufacturer and distributor of the Ball- Matic Valve
Agreement Containing Order to Cease and Desist , File No.
(Compare
812- 3182 , Motion , Docket 9156 , Exhibit 2 with Proposed Agreement
Containing Consent Order , Motion , Docket 9156 , Exhibit 4).
At a prehearing conference held January 25 , 1982 , complaint coun(see
PHC tr. 46-72). Complaint counsel opposed respondents ' motion
sel argued that the proposed consent order was not adequate and that

any disposition of this matter by consent procedures would preclude
the Commission from seeking consumer redress under Section 19 of
the Act
(see
PHC tr. 74). After the Administrative Law Judge refused
to certify the matter to the Commission because he could not make
the required finding as to the likelihood of a settlement on the basis

of any order other than the notice order that accompanied the complaint (PHC tr. 89 , 92), respondents , on January 27 , 1982 , fied a
supplemental submission to their motion which included a form of
order identical to the notice order. On January 28 , 1982 , the Administrative Law Judge certified respondents ' motion , as supplemented , to
the Commission stating: " Notwithstanding complaint counsel's opposition to any consent order , I find that there is a ' likelihood of settle-

ment' , if the Commission is willng to forego the possibility of seeking
consumer redress in federal court. " On January 29 1982 , the Commission denied respondents ' motion.

Thereafter , nine days of adjudicative hearings were held: February
, 3 and 4 in Los Angeles, and February 23 and 24 , (5) March 2 , 3 , and

, and April 14 , 1982 , in New York , New York. After rulings were
made on certain evidentiary matters and the transcript ofthe last day
of hearings was received from the Offce of the Secretary, the record
was closed for the receipt of evidence on May 28 , 1982. The parties
fied their proposed findings and conclusions oflaw on July 14 , 1982
and their answering briefs on July 28 1982. On August 17 , 1982 , the
Commission granted the Administrative Law Judge s request for an
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extension oftime until September 24 , 1982 , in which to fie the initial
decision in this matter , and on September 24 , 1982 , further extended

the time to fie the initial decision until October 8 , 1982.
On July 14 , 1982 , the Administrative Law Judge advised the Offce
ofthe Secretary that certain documentary exhibits were missing from
the offcial documentary exhibit binders in Docket No. 9156. On September 28 , 1982 , the Offce ofthe Secretary advised the Administrative Law Judge that they had located all but four ofthose exhibits. On
October 5 1982 , the Administrative Law Judge issued an order certifying his bench copies ofCX 141 , RX 7 , RX 243A-D and RX 257F to

the Offce of the Secretary for incorporation into the offcial record.
Any motions appearing on the record not heretofore specifically

ruled upon either directly or by the necessary effect of this initial
decision are hereby denied.
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

The principal issues presented in this matter go to whether respondents made the representations challenged in the complaint
whether such representations , if made , were false , and whether respondents had a reasonable basis for the fuel economy claims that
were contained in the advertisements.
The evidence of record in this case demonstrates that owners of
some vehicles (other than V olkwagens and vehicles containing diesel
and fuel injection engines) may experience fuel economy of up to 11

by installng a Ball- Matic Valve. The controversy in this matter
evolves from respondents ' advertising claims that owners of all vehicles (except V olkswagens and vehicles containing diesel and fuel in-

jection engines) could expect to obtain up to 20% or more fuel
economy or 4 extra miles per gallon from the use of the Ball- Matic
Valve and Commission counsel's position that no significant savings
can be expected from use of the product. (6)

In this respect , respondents rely heavily on consumer testimonials
which report fuel economy savings of up to 20% or more and up to 4
miles per gallon or more , whereas Commission counsel rely upon the
testimony of their expert witnesses to the effect that consumers cannot measure the fuel consumption of their automobiles accurately
enough to determine whether the Ball- Matic Valve does effect fuel
economy. They also rely on an engine dynomometer laboratory test
which demonstrated that the fuel economy to be expected from use
ofthe Ball- Matic Valve was , under conditions favorable for its operation , quite small i.e. less than 5%.
According to respondents , the actual performance of the Ball- Matic
Valve must be determined by actual use on an automobile , and that

)).
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laboratory tests using chassis dynamometers or engine dynamometers do not duplicate or represent the driving conditions under which
the Ball- Matic Valve will work.
I have considered the entire record in this matter as well as the

demeanor of the witnesses, and the proposed findings of fact submitted by counsel and their arguments. All proposed findings that are not
adopted in form or substance by the effect of this initial decision are
rejected as being argumentative , irrelevant to the issues in this matter , or not supported by the record.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

1. Cliff dale is a Connecticut corporation with its offce and principal
place of business at 180 Post Road East, Westport , Connecticut (An-

order

swer n 1). It was established in 1977 by respondent Koven and his wife
Beth Koven , who are the sole shareholders of the corporation (CX
153A , n 1 (Stip. ); tr. 889 (Koven)). It is a marketing company that has
engaged in the mail
sale of products (tr. 889- 891 (Koven)).
Among the products that have been marketed by Cliff dale is the
Ball-Matic Valve (Answer n 2). Total net sales of Cliff dale for the year

ending December 31 , 1979, was $692 998 (tr. 963 (Stip.
2. Respondent Koven has been president of Cliff dale since its incorporation in 1977 (tr. 889 (Koven)). He has directed the marketing and

advertising activities of Cliffdale , and has shared responsibility for
s oper-

the administrative and bookkeeping aspects ofthe corporation

ation with Mrs. Koven (tr. 892 (Koven)). Koven has been engaged in
(see
tr. 887-

various mail order and marketing businesses since 1970

893 , 972 (Koven)).

3. Respondent Sussman acted as a consultant to Cliffdale from

January 6 1979 ,

to July 1 , 1979 (Sussman Admission No. 28). (7) His
responsibility as consultant was to " bring in new products " to be sold
by mail order by Cliff dale (tr. 804- 806 (Sussman); tr. 894 (Koven)).
Sussman had an agreement with Cliffdale that if Cliffdale s profits
from the mail
sale of products that he " brought in " reached
$25 000 , a separate corporation would be established of which he
would be half owner and from which he would receive half of the

order

(see
CX 153A- B n 4 (Stip. ); tr. 804 (Sussman); tr. 999 (Koven)).
Sussman met Koven in 1976 when they both worked for Film Corporation of America (tr. 804 , 836 (Sussman); tr. 893 (Koven)). Sussman had
been employed by various mail order businesses since 1970 (tr. 800803 (Sussman)). One of the products Sussman " brought" to Cliffdale
was the Ball- Matic Valve (tr. 806-808 (Sussman)).
4. Sherwood Marketing (" Sherwood" ), also a Connecticut corporation (not a respondent), was established in October 1978. The original
profits
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shareholders were Martin Howard and Mrs. Koven , each owning
50%. In July 1979 ,

Sherwood acquired Cliffdale s mail order business
(see
Find-

pursuant to the agreement between Cliffdale and Sussman

ing 3 supra).
At that time Sherwood acquired the assets and liabilities of Cliffdale s mail order business. The major assets acquired were
the advertisements for the Ball- Matic Valve and the right to receive
income from mail order sales prior to July 1 , 1979; the major obligations assumed were the obligations to pay suppliers , the obligation to
pay for prior advertisements , and the obligation to make refunds

when requested regardless of when the sales were made. In September 1979 ,

Sussman acquired Howard' s

50% interest in Sherwood.

From July 1 , to September 14 , 1979 , Sussman was an employee of
Sherwood and was primarily responsible for implementing Sherwood' s acquisition of Cliff dale s mail order operation (CX 153A-B

U 4

(Stip. )). After the transfer of Cliffdale s mail order business to Sherwood , Sussman and Koven received equal salaries from Sherwood at
the rate of $75 000 annually (tr. 837-39 (Sussman); tr. 998 (Koven)).

Koven withdrew from Sherwood in the spring of 1980 (tr. 999 (Koven)). Sherwood fied a voluntary petition for bankruptcy under Chapter 7 of the U. S. Bankruptcy laws in November 1980 , was liquidated
in bankruptcy and no longer exists as a corporation (tr. 1591-92 (Sussman)).

in

5. Koven and Sussman were actively involved in all aspects of the
mail order marketing of the Ball- Matic Valve by Cliffdale and Sherwood. Along with Howard , they created the advertisements which are
the subject of this proceeding (tr 816 (Sussman); tr. 924-38 (Koven)).
They both benefitted from the sale ofthe Ball-Matic Valve
Find(see
ing 4
supra).
It is found that respondents, as individuals , were both
responsible (8) for the activities of Cliffdale and Sherwood in the
marketing of the Ball- Matic Valve.
6. In the course and conduct oftheir business , respondent Cliff dale
and respondents Koven and Sussman (through Cliffdale and Sherwood) have disseminated advertisements for the Ball- Matic Valve in
interstate commerce by publishing them in newspapers and magazines with national circulation (tr. 1491 (Stip. ); Cliff dale and Koven
Admission No. 21; Sussman Admission No. 21). Total advertising expenditures by Cliffdale and Sherwood for the Ball-Matic Valve have
been substantial , a total of$549 973 having been expended from April
1979 through November 1979
(see
CXs 18-25). In the further course
of their businesses , Cliff dale and Sherwood have disseminated
interstate commerce promotional materials for
the Ball- Matic Valve such as CX 13 through CX 17 (Sussman Admission Nos. 16 , 17 and 19; Koven Admission Nos. 15 , 16 , 17 , 19
22;
through the mail

tr. 860-2 (Sussman)).

In the further course and conduct of their

businesses , sales of the Ball- Matic Valve were made bv Cliffdale and

to
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consumers located in various parts of the United States (CX 153 D n 25).

Sherwood by sending Ball-Matic Valves through the mail

Revenue from the sale of Ball-Matic Valves totaled $1 781 876 (CXs
66, 67). In marketing the Ball- Matic Valve the respondents were in
competition with the sellers of other products marketed to improve
gasoline consumption (Koven Admission No. 25; Sussman Admission
No. 25).

7. It is found , on the basis ofthe facts set forth in Finding 6 supra
that respondents Cliffdale , Koven and Sussman have engaged in commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission

Act , and their business activities relating to the matters alleged in the
commerce " within
affect
complaint have been H in commerce " and
the meaning of these terms as set forth in the Federal Trade Commission Act.

8. The Ball- Matic Valve is what is called an " air-bleed" device (tr.
444 (Patterson); CX 49A; RX 244A). Its purpose is to admit additional

air into a vehicle s engine to lean the air- fuel mixture , thus improving

gasoline mileage (tr. 172 (SmitL" tr. 509 (Patterson)). It is inserted
into the positive crankcase ventilation line ("PCV Line ) of an engine
The Ball- Matic
CX 99K reproduced at page 8a infra).
(CX 99C;
see
,
and
metal
case
(CX
99C , K). The
,
spring,
fiter
Valve consists ofa ball
,
ball , in combination with the casing, serves as a valve which is designed to open when the vacuum in the engine is low thus admitting
additional air into the engine. When the vacuum rises, the valve shuts
CX 99K , reproduced at p. 8a,
vacuum is experienced in an engine (8a)
(CX 99C;

see

infra).

Relatively lower

Figure 1

Schematic of Ball- Matic Installation

PCV Valve

Rocker
Cover

).
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Figure 2

Ball- Matic Construction

Ball

ease

(9) during rapid acceleration or " floor boarding " of the foot pedal
while negotiating steep grades and hills , or while pulling trailers or
campers (tr. 515- , 518 , 521 , 524 (Patterson)).
9. The opening and closing of the Ball- Matic Valve is determined
by the interplay of the strength of the spring in the Ball- Matic Valve

and the vacuum of the engine (tr. 509 (Patterson); CX 99C). The ball
is kept pulled against the casing ofthe device by the vacuum so long

as the vacuum exerts enough force to overcome the strength of the
spring in the valve. When the vacuum is not strong enough , the spring
forces the ball up and air is admitted into the PCV system
(id. The

amount of air that can be physically admitted into the PCV system
is limited by the size of the opening when the ball is in the " open
position

(see

RX 41C ,

D;

see also

tr. 1090 (Korth)).

10. An internal combustion engine produces power by processing
fuel mixed with air in its combustion chambers (tr. 372 (Patterson)).
The amount of fuel reaching the engine is expressed as an " air- fuel"
ratio showing the number of pounds of air delivered to the engine for

).

);
).

).
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each pound of fuel that is delivered (tr. 387 (Patterson)). Gasoline
engines are usually most effcient at air-fuel ratios slightly above the
stoichiometric (chemically correct) value; in non-stoichiometric mix-

tures , there is either excess fuel (a rich mixture) or excess air (a lean
mixture) in the combustion chamber (RX 212J). The excess fuel or

(ld. The air and
excess air does not enter into the combustion process
fuel entering the engine are mixed in the carburetor , which has a fuel
metering system consisting of cruise circuits (providing fuel for normal operating conditions), idle jets (providing additional fuel when

the vehicle is idling), and power jets (providing additional fuel when
high power output is necessary) (tr. 390 , 515 (Patterson); tr. 1092
(Korth)). In addition , the choke richens the mixture when the engine
is cold (tr. 390 (Patterson)). Typically, carburetors are set according to
normal operating conditions (cruise conditions) (tr. 387-90 (Patter-

son)). The actual carburetion of a particular model of vehicle is deter(id. The carburetor can be set to operate
mined by the manufacturer
rich" (low air fuel ratios), " lean " (high air- fuel ratios), or at a level
anywhere in between. The carburetor setting is permanent and is not
expected to change over time. Devices such as the Ball-Matic Valve

admit air into the engine in addition to the air entering through the
carburetor and the air which would normally enter through the PCV
line (CX 99C). This additional air wil dilute the air- fuel

mixture.
Depending upon the " air- fuel" ratio ofthe carburetor of a particular
vehicle , the admission of additional air wil (10) lead to an improvement in fuel economy, no change in fuel economy, or an actual decline
in fuel economy (CX 99E , L). If the " air- fuel" ratio is " rich" , improvement in fuel economy may result (CX 99;

see

ALJX 120).

11. The designed carburetion of vehicles on the road has been
changed by manufacturers over the years. A number of factors , including government regulations concerning emissions and fuel econo-

my, the increasing public demand for fuel effcient vehicles , and
major technological advances in regulating emission , have led to fre-

quent changes in carburetion systems in recent years (tr. 388-9
(Patterson)). However , in deciding how to set the carburetor for a
particular vehicle ,

manufacturers are always faced with balancing

the need to optimize fuel economy with the need to have a vehicle that
is
drivable (i. that runs smoothly, is responsive , and does not
hesitate or stumble), that meets the emission requirements set by law
and that does not experience excessive engine " knocking "

(tr. 388-90

506-7 (Patterson); RX 212 J ). Typically, rich carburetion will lead
to better driveability characteristics; however , this may also lead to
unacceptable levels of hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions
(id. Cars carbureted on the lean side have less power , and thus may
(id. however , they have better hydrocarhave driveability problems

).

. .
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(id.

Cars with

leaner carburetion also tend to experience engine knocking

the 1950' s

(id.

and earlier , cars were typically carbureted on the rich side.

However , in the late 1950' s and early 1960' s concern about air pollution led to changes in carburetion and vehicles were then carbureted
with leaner air-fuel ratios. Typically, 1960 to 1974 vehicles were car-

bureted chemically correct or leaner. From 1975 to 1980 , vehicles
were typically carbureted at or near the point of best fuel economy
which occurs at an even leaner air- fuel ratio. This change was made
possible by the use of the catalytic converter to control emissions (CX
99F , U). In 1979 , when respondents made their advertising claims
there were 44 399 000 vehicles on the road manufactured from 1975
through 1979 and 60 264 000 vehicles manufactured before 1975 (RX
106C).

12. The record contains twelve advertisements for the Ball- Matic
and five pieces of promotional material (CXs 13- 17).

Valve (CXs 1- 12)

The record also contains the publication schedules of the advertisements covering a period from April 17 , 1979 , to November 12 , 1979
(CXs 18-25). ClifIaale placed the advertisements prior to July

1,

1979

and Sherwood placed advertisements from July 1 to approximately
July 15 , 1979 (Respondents ' Admission No. 3). Certain promotional
materials (11) were disseminated by Cliff dale during the period April
17 to December 3 , 1979 (CXs 13 , 15 , 17) and by Sherwood (CXs 16 , 17)

during the period July 1 to December 3 , 1979 (Cliffdale and Koven
Admissions Nos. 16 ,

17; Sussman Admission No. 20).
13. With some minor language differences and different headlines

the advertisements are substantially similar. For example some ofthe
headlines state:
SA VF MONEY SAVE MONEY SAVE MONEY SAVE MONEY Without the BalIMatic you re wasting up to $200 or more on gasoline EVERY CAR NEEDS ONE! (eX
1; see ex 5).
STRIKE BACK AT RISING GAS PRICESI GET UP TO 4 EXTRA MILES PER GAL100 EXTRA MILES BETWEEN FILL-UPS-A VE UP 1'0
$200
A YEAR ON
GAS OR DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK (CX 2;
see CXs 3 , 4).

LON

GET UP 1'0 4 EXTRA MILES PER GALLON- 100 EXTRA MILES BETWEEN FILLUPS-A VE UP TO $200 A YEAR ON GAS (CX, 7 , 8; see CXs 10 , 11.

In most of the advertisements language similar to the following

paragraphs appears somewhere in the text:
Think of it! Thanks to an important automobile invention , every single car owner
every fleet operator , every truck or camper owner.
everyone who operates
a gas-
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powered combustion engine, may now be able to save up to 20% and more on their
gasoline bils! (CX 8;
see CXs 2 , 3, 4, 6 , 7 , 10 , 11 , 12).

The BALL-MATIC fits all American and foreign cars except Volkswagens. Do not use
on diesel or fuel injection models (eX
B; seeCXs
, 2 , 3 , 4 , 5, 6 , 7 , 9, 10 , 11 , 12). (12)

. . . (T)he carburetor is pre-set at the factory for idle conditions. This means that it is
most effcient in regulating the gas- to-air mixture when the car is standing still and
up to speeds of 35 mph. When you drive over that speed. . . or start up from a dead
stop. . . or negotiate grades and steep hils. . . or pull a trailer or camper. . . or carry
a full load of passengers , too much gas feeds into the carburetor and you get incomplete
combustion. Every time that happens , it' s just like pouring money down the drain (CX
10; see

CXs 1 , 2, 3 , 4 , 5 , 6, 7 , 8 , 11 ,

12).

GUARANTEED SAVINGS
We firmly believe the Ball- Matic to be one of the best investments you can make to save

money this year. The exact saving you wil receive may vary significantly depending
on the kind of car you drive , the condition of your engine , weather , your driving habits
and the amount of driving you do; however we guarantee that you MUST SAVE AT
LEAST FIVE TIMES the amount you paid for your BALL-MATIC in the first year or
you may return it for a full refund (CX 5;
see CX 6 , 7 , 8 , 9, 10 , 11 , 12; see also CXs 2
, 4 (" double your money back"

Test the BALL-MATIC yourself entirely at our risk. Install it in your own family or
company car and if it doesn t deliver everything we say it will-starting with the first
tankful , just return it and we ll refund your purchase price (CX 7;
see CXs 1 , 5, 6, 8
, 12; see also CXs 2 , 3 , 4 , 10 (" double your money )). (131
CONTROLLED TESTS CONFIRM BIG DOLLAR SAVING
In the Spring of 1978 ,

we arranged for a local Shell Service Station to conduct a

controlled , supervised, test using seven different cars owned and driven by non- profes-

sional drivers. Each car was fitted with a locked gas cap and the keys kept in the
possession of the testers.
After establishing base mileage consumption data for the various cars , the BALLMA TIC was instaJled and miles- per- gallon figures were re- checked. Every single car in
the test showed meaningful improvement.

Make of Car

MPG Improvement
21%
28%

Cadilac Eldorado

Chrysler Imperial
Oldsmobile Cutlass
Chevrolet Vega
Ford Gran Torino
Chevrolet Camero
Cadillac Eldorado

IMPROVEMENT RANGE.

8% to 40% (eX 7;

10%
19%
16%
40%
see

CXs 1-- , 8 , 10-12).
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Yes , you can actually get up to 70 . . . 80 . . . 90 . . . even 100 extra miles from every
single tankful. No matter how old or rundown your car may be . . . no matter how many
gallons of gas it now devours each week. . . FROM THE VERY INSTANT YOU
INSTALL THE BALL-MATIC GAS SAVER VALVE IN YOUR CAR , YOU MUST
seeCXs 2

EXPERIENCE A DRAMATIC DECREASE IN GAS CONSUMPTION (CX 6;

, 4, 7 , 8, 10 , 11 , 12). (14)

READ THE RESULTS FOR YOURSELF'

The BALL-MATTC (gas saver) that I purchased has proven itself.
Oldsmobile , now I get four miles more per gallon.

I drive a 1970

--range, California

Just a short note to inform you ofthe performance of your BALL-MATIC unit that
I have installed in my 1972 Ford station wagon. Prior to using your device , I averaged
12 to 13 MPG , now that I have installed your unit my mileage has gone up to 16 MPG
around town.

A. Coutts
Sherriff Orange County, California

Before it was installed on my 1973 Ford L. D. I was getting 9 miles to the gallon
since installation of the BALL-MATIC I am getting almost 15 miles to the gallon.
RB.-Hickman , Nebraska
After installing the BALL-MA TIC on my 1972 Oldsmobile Toronado I increased from
miles to the gallon.
Seeing this I took my station on as a BALL- MATIC dealer and within the first week

5 to 10. 5

sold over 100 valves.
This kind of extra income producer that other service stations should consider during
this energy crisis to service their customers.

Louis Michaud

Mobile Service, New Britain , Connecticut

I want to express my thanks for the BALL-MATIe. Since it has been installed in my
car , my gas mileage has not been under 18 miles per gallon. This is an increase of 5.
miles per gallon.

Rev. R.N. Claremont ,

California (CX 4;

see

CXs 2 , 3 , 6 , 10; see also CXs 1 , 5 , 7 , 8 , 11

12). (15)

14. In addition to the statements quoted above in Finding 13 supra
respondents ' advertisements and promotional materials contain a
thanks to an amazing au-

statement that consumers can save fuel

tomobile discovery " (CXs 2-6 ,
scribe the Ball-

10; 13- 15). Other advertisements de-

Matic as an " important

automobile invention "

(CX 7).

Many of the advertisements and promotional materials also contain
bold type headlines in the text stating that the Ball- Matic is " the Most

Significant Automotive Breakthrough of the Last Ten Years "

(CXs

2-6 , 13- 15). Some advertisements liken the Ball- Matic to a " minicomputer brain " (CXs 2-4 , 6, 8 , 10-12), and in one instance the BallMatic is referred to as a " unique, patented" valve (CX 9).

15. Through the above representations set forth in Finding 14

. .
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supra respondents have represented to the public that the Ball- Matic
is an important , significant and unique new invention.
16. Several of respondents ' advertisements and promotional

materials contain headlines that " EVERY CAR NEEDS ONE" . (CXs
, 5 , 15 , 17). Many ofthe respondents ' advertisements and promotion-

al materials contain the statement that " every single car owner
can now save
every fleet operator , every truck or camper owner.
up to 20% and more on their gasoline bils " (CXs 2-4 , 6 , 10 , 13- 15).
Other ads contain the same statement but with the word " can
changed to " may " (CXs 7 , 8 , 11, 12). In addition , in the " guarantee
contained in most ofthe advertisements, respondents state that users
wil save fuel. All of the advertisements and promotional materials
include a statement that Volkswagens , diesels , and fuel injection

vehicles cannot use the Ball- Matic.

respond17. Through the statements set forth in Finding 16 supra,
ents have represented to the consumer that the Ball- Matic valve is
needed on every car except V olkswagens , diesels , and fuel injection
vehicles.
18. Most of respondents '

advertisements contain the following

statement in bold type (CXs 1-8; 10-12): " you experience a significant

saving with the very first tankful." Many of the advertisements and
promotional materials claim that consumers wil " save up to 20% and
more " (CXs 1- 8; 10-15). A number of advertisements claim that con10-12). Almost
all of respondents ' advertisements and promotional materials claim
that consumers will " get up to . . . 4 extra miles per gallon " (CXs 2-4;
6-15). Other representations contained in these advertisements and
promotional materials are: " Get up to. . . 100 extra miles (16) between
fill-ups " (CXs 2-4 , 6-9; 12- 15). Most advertisements report the results
of the Shell Service Station test showing savings from 11 % to 40% or
sumers wil save up to $200 a year on gas (CXs 6-;

(see
CXs 1- , 10-15). The consumer testimonials report
savings of from 2 to 6 miles per gallon (CXs 1-8 , 10-15). Most of the
8% to 40%

advertisements also describe the type of driving under which the
Ball- Matic Valve wil effect fuel effciency and that the actual fuel
saving wil depend on the type of car driven or the amount of miles
driven , the condition of the engine, weather , and driving habits (CXs
1-8; 10-15).

19. Through the claims set forth in Finding 18 supra as well as the
lay-out ofthe advertisements and promotional materials , respondents
have represented to consumers that the Ball-Matic Valve , when installed in a typical automobile and used under normal driving conditions , wil significantly improve fuel economy.

20. Through the claims set forth in Finding 18 supra as well as the
lay-out ofthe advertisements and promotional materials, respondents
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have represented to consumers that under normal driving conditions
a typical driver can usually obtain a fuel economy improvement of up
to 20% or more or an improvement that will approximate or equal up
to four miles per gallon when the Ball- Matic is installed in his or her
car.
21. In most of respondents ' advertisements and promotional materialb p.spondents refer to a " controlled , supervised , test" (CX 1-10-15). The text of the advertisement explains that this test (the
Orange Hil Shell Service Station test) used seven different automobiles owned and driven by non-professional drivers where each car

was fitted with a locked gas cap and the keys were kept in the possession of the testers. The advertisements refer to the results as " dramat" and contain a chart showing the results for each automobile and
representing an overall average gas saving of 18%

(i.

8 to 40%).

Several brochures that do not contain the results of the Orange Hil
Shell Service Station test , represent the Ball- Matic Valve as " Tested
and Proven up to 20% increase in fuel economy " (CXs 16 , 17). Several

advertisements and promotional materials refer to " several years of
tests to prove the Ball- Matic Gas Saver Valve in the field under actual
day- to- day driving conditions " as a preface to the Orange Hil Service
Station Test segment of the advertisements (CXs 1 , 5 , 13- 15). One
advertisement states " (fJield tests for over seven years and lab tests
at an Accredited Eastern University confirm that the Gas Saver

Valve really works " (CX 9). The existence of tests to support the
claims made in respondents ' advertisements and promotional (17)
materials is referred to in the following: " (i)f after reading this ad you
stil have any doubts whatsoever , just drop (mJe a note and I'll (We ll)

gladly forward a copy of my (our) test reports for your inspection
(CXs 1 , 3- , 7 , 8 , 10, 11 , 13- 17.
22. Through the representations set forth in Finding 21 supra
respondents have represented that competent tests prove the fuel
economy claims made for the Ball- Matic Valve.
23. With one exception (CX 9), all of respondents ' advertisements
and promotional materials feature a black bordered box containing
excerpts from consumer testimonials (CXs 1- , 10-17) This box is
captioned " Read the results for yourself" In each testimonial excerpt

the testimonialist reports a significant increase in fuel economy after
the Ball- Matic Valve was installed on his or her vehicle. The range
of fuel economy improvement reported by the testimonialists is from
over 2 miles per gallon to 6 miles per gallon.
24. Through the publication of consumer testimonials including the

gas saving claims as set forth in Finding 23 supra respondents have
represented that the use of the Ball- Matic Valve by consumers , and

g.
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the results reported by them , proves that the device significantly
improves fuel economy.
25. The respondents ' advertisements and promotional materials for
the Ball- Matic Valve do not provide any information concerning
when the consumer

testimonials were written or whether the

testimonialists were currently using the device when the advertising
materials were published

(see

CXs 1-8 , 10-- 17). For example , the quo-

tations from the testimonials themselves imply that the testimonialists were currently using the Ball- Matic Valve: C. T. (Clare Thorenson

Orange, California): " . . . now I get four miles more per gallon " (CXs
1-8 , 10 , 13-17); A. Coutts , (Sheriff, Orange County, California): " now
that I have installed your unit. . . " (CXs 1-8 , 10-17). The testimonials
also imply that permission has been given for their use: A. Coutts:
must a short note to inform you of the performance of your BallMatic " (CXs 1-8 , 10-17); Gene Suprenant: " I have recommended the
BALL-MATIC to other RV owners. . . (CXs 13-15); B. L. (Bily Largent, Certified Public Accountant , Santa Ana , California): " It gives
me great pleasure to express to you my satisfaction " (CXs 1 13-17).
26. Through the representations set forth in Finding 25 supra

respondents have represented that the consumer endorsements in
their advertisements and promotional materials are statements of
persons who have used the Ball-Matic in the (18) recent past or are
currently using the Ball- Matic and who have given permission for the
publication of their testimonials.
27. None of the testimonials used in the respondents ' advertisements and promotional materials indicate that at the time of their
writing, the testimonialists personally knew the manufacturers or

various marketers of the Ball- Matic

Valve or were connected with

them in any way (CXs 1-8 , 10-17). The advertisements contain claims
that thousands of consumers have purchased the Ball-Matic Valve

(seeCXs 1- 5). Moreover , the testimonials used in the advertising and
promotional materials are from different cities and different parts of
the country (CX 1- , 10-17)

28. Through the use of testimonials in the manner set forth in
Finding 27 ,

along with other representations stated therein , respond-

ents have represented that the testimonials that they used were from
individuals independent of all marketers of the Ball- Matic Valve.
29. The consumer endorsement section of the advertisements and

promotional brochures contain testimonials from persons living in
various parts of the country, driving a wide variety of cars and representing a variety of professions
(e. sheriff, service station owner
accountant , minister) (CXs 1-8 , 10-17) In their endorsements, con-

Sumers claim the same type of fuel economy

improvements from

using the Ball- Matic Valve as the respondents do in the text oftheir
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advertisements. For example , the endorsers claim fuel economy im-

provements ranging from over two to six miles per gallon. These
claims are similar to the claims in the narrative text of the respondents ' advertising and promotional material that the use of the BallMatic Valve can lead to improvements of up to four miles per gallon

or up to 20% or more. The endorsers ' claims are also similar to the
results for the Orange Hill Shell Service Station test reported in the

respondents ' advertisements (CXs 1-8 , 10-17) Moreover ,

the

testimonials are presented in the box captioned " Read the results for
yourself' or " Letters we ve received" (CXs 1- , 10-17) Every adver-

tisement and almost all of the promotional materials contain the
prominent caption " Over 100 000 already in Use " (CX 1- 15). Almost

all of the advertising and promotional materials include the statement that " (a)s of now , tens of thousands of motorists all over the
country have (installed)" the Ball- Matic

(CXs 1-8 , 10-15).

30. Through the representations set forth in Finding 29 supra
well as by the overall format of their advertisements and promotional
material , respondents have (19) represented that the consumer en-

dorsements that they used in their advertisements and promotional
materials reflect typical or ordinary experiences of users ofthe BallMatic Valve.

31. As set forth above in Findings 21 and 22 supra respondents
represented in most of their advertisements and promotional material that they have test evidence to support their claims as to gas

economy to be realized from the use of the Ball- Matic Valve. In addition , the advertisements and promotional material contain many explicit claims that the use of the Ball-Matic can lead to significant fuel
savings
(see
Finding 18).
32. Through the use of the claims set forth in Finding 31 , as well
as the general format of their advertisements and promotional

material , respondents have represented that they have a reasonable
basis for the claims that they have made.
33. On the basis of the record in this case, it is found that respondents ' performance claims for the Ball- Matic Valve as contained in
their advertisements and promotional materials and as challenged in
the complaint , are false. On the basis of Professor Patterson s engine
dynamometer test of the Ball- Matic Valve and the testimony of
Professor Patterson and Mr. Korth , it is apparent that under the most
favorable conditions for the operation of the Ball-Matic Valve , it cannot effect fuel economy anywhere near n up to 20% or more " or "
extra miles per gallon

Professor Patterson s engine dynamometer tests were conducted on
a small , 1.3 litre Ford engine that was carbureted at " 13. 1 to 1" which
is considered to be a very rich fuel to air ratio (tr. 392 (Patterson);

see
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ex 99). In an engine dynamometer test the engine is tested independently ofthe automobile chassis. Although used in certain European
model Ford cars, this 1.3 litre Ford engine was not sold in the United
States because the engine s emission control system could not meet
EPA' s 50 000 mile durability requirement and because its fuel economy was relatively low , both deficiencies being attributable to its rich
carburetion (tr. 391- 92 (Patterson)). Professor Patterson selected this
engine for his test in order to maximize the effects of the Ball- Matic

Valve and to obtain results that could be qualified and used to determine the effect ofthe Ball- Matic Valve on typical vehicles on the road
in 1979 , at the time respondents ' advertisements were published (tr.
390-91 , 409- 10 (Patterson)).

Professor Patterson modeled his test after the tests performed by
the Environmental Protection Agency, which uses a (20) chassis dynamometer test. In a chassis dynamometer test the entire vehicle is
used , the drive wheels exerting the power to the dynamometer. The
(see

EPA procedures are based on an established driving pattern

221E-F). Professor Patterson selected six test points from that pattern which represented approximately 75% of the energy used in the
EPA test (tr. 408 , 525- , 547- 48 (Patterson)).
Professor Patterson tested two Ball- Matic Valves. The results ofthe
test on Physical CX 115 (a black Ball- Matic Valve containing a rela-

tively weak spring) showed small increases and declines in fuel econo-

my within the test's range of

experimental uncertainty and

according to Professor Patterson , these results demonstrated that the

Ball- Matic Valve was ineffective as far as fuel economy was concerned
(CX 99E , G).
The results of the tests on Physical CX 116 (a silver Ball- Matic

Valve containing a relatively stiff spring) showed

a measurable

change in fuel economy, an average improvement of 6. 2 percent in
fuel consumption (CX 99F , J; tr. 416 (Patterson)). One test run , which
was not reproduced ,

showed an improvement of 11 percent in fuel
consumption (tr. 544 (Patterson)).
34. On the basis of the test results on Physical CX 116 , Professor
Patterson calculated the effect of the use of this Ball-Matic

vehicles on the road in 1979 ,

Valve on

considering the general weight of those

vehicles and their carburetor settings (tr. 416-17 (Patterson); CX 99S

, U). He considered that pre- 1975

vehicles generally weighed be-

tween 4000 and 6000 pounds loaded ,

whereas vehicles manufactured
from 1975 to 1979 were generally lighter , weighing 3000 to 4000
pounds loaded (CX 99). The results of these calculations are set forth

at CX 99 J as follows: (21)

Case A represents the 1.3 litre Ford test engine with a 13.

1 fuel-air
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TABLE 2

EFFECT OF GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT AND WEIGHT/POWER RATIO
ON FUEL ECONOMY CHANGE WITH DILUTION
PROVIDED BY BALL- MATIC DEVICE

Gross Vehicle Wt

2000

3000

4000

(1bm)
Weight/Power

12. 525

12. 525

12. 525

26.

CaseA- 13. 1:1
CaseB- 15. 7:1
CaseC- 14. 8:1

54.
1.4-1.
1.4 1.

G-2.4

02.

5000

6000

12.

12. 5 25

63.
1.G-1.2
1.2

1.72.
82 -

7 -

Case D- 15. 5:1
* Measured on Ford 1. 3

lire engine

- U

of M Auto Lab.

ratio , Case B represents vehicles manufactured from 1975 to 1979 and
Case C represents the vehicles manufactured before 1975

(see

CX 99

U). Professor Patterson concluded that " the effect on fuel economy (of
Physical CX 116) was judged to be both positive and negative with a

maximum effect of less than 2% (fuel economy) for vehicles with
carburetion typical of today s U. S. vehicle population " (CX 99G). He

was of the opinion that the use of the Ball- Matic Valve in actual
on- the-road driving would lead to results similar to those that he had

calculated in Table 2 (tr. 550 (Patterson)). Dr. Patterson was of the
opinion that under a hypothetical situation , where the effects of the
Ball- Matic Valve would be maximized , an improvement could be ex-

pected of from approximately 2\2 percent for a large vehicle to approximately 4 percent for a small vehicle (tr. 496-97 (Patterson)).
35. Mr. Korth testified that EP A has tested or evaluated 14 airbleed devices , including the Ball- Matic Valve. On older engines carbu-

reted to relatively rich fuel-air ratios , the devices reduced hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions , but did not improve fuel

economy (tr. 1050-51 (Korth)). He also testified that , when EPA first

started looking into the effect of enleanment on fuel economy and
emission , EP A conducted a wide range of engine dynamometer tests
and found that enleanment affected emission but did not improve fuel

economy in normal operating ranges (tr. 1092-93 (Korth)). A change
in fuel economy was obtained when the engine was operating under
such as when the carburetor was intentionally (22)

rich conditions ,

altered to enrich the air- fuel mixture. In those situations, EPA found
that it was possible to get as much as 5% improvement in fuel economy. These conditions ,

however , would not represent normal operating

conditions (tr. 1092- 93).
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36. Mr. Korth was of the opinion that the Ball-Matic Valve could
not bleed much air into an engine compared to the overall amount of
air that the engine uses , especially during heavy acceleration periods
when the Ball- Matic Valve is open and admitting air (tr. 1090). He
concluded that , given the basic principles of engineering and combustion theory, an air enleanment device such as the Ball- Matic Valve
cannot give any significant improvement in fuel economy and that an
actual loss in fuel economy could be expected on vehicles operating
near the point of best engine effciency, as in the 1975 to 1979 vehicles

(tr. 1090-91).
37. Respondents ' representation that " Every car needs one " (except
V olkswagens , diesels and fuel injection vehicles) is false. Most of the

automobiles manufactured after 1974 have such lean fuel-air mixture
setting on their carburetors that no fuel economy could be expected
by adding a air-bleed valve to the PCV line
(see
Findings 8-11 , 33-36).
38. Respondents ' representation that the use of the Ball- Matic

Valve would significantly improve fuel economy when installed in a
typical automobile and used under normal driving conditions is false.
Except in unusual automobiles that are carbureted for rich fuel air
mixtures and driven under power conditions (such as " floor boarding ) a large portion of the driving time , most automobiles wil not
experience significant fuel economy from using the Ball- Matic Valve
(see

Findings 8-11 , 33- 36).
39. Respondents ' representation that under normal driving condi-

tions a typical driver could usually obtain a fuel economy of up to 20%
or more or an improvement that would approximate or equal four
miles per gallon with the Ball- Matic installed in the automobile is

false. The record shows that even under the most ideal situations

favorable to the Ball- Matic Valve the fuel economy represented by
respondents could not be realized
(see
Findings 33-36).
40. The record contains the results of other laboratory tests on the
Ball- Matic Valve. In 1976 , the EPA performed its test , using standard
procedures (now set forth in the Code of Federal Regulations (40

R. 610)) on a black Ball-Matic Valve (containing a relatively weak
spring (tr. 1572 (Stip. )). The EPA test used a 1970 Plymouth Valiant
powered by a 225 cubic (23) inch 6 cylinder engine and equipped with
an automatic transmission (CX 57C). Based on the

test results

57D), EP A concluded that although the Ball- Matic

(seeCX

Valve caused re-

ductions in emissions of unburned hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide due to the enleanment of the air- fuel ration and also caused an
increase in oxides of nitrogen emission , it had no significant effect
upon fuel economy (CX 57E; tr. 1082-84 (Korth)). The EPA' s conclu-

sions can be considered quantitatively valid only for the specific type
of vehicle used in the chassis dynomometer test; however , similar
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results are likely to be achieved on other types of vehicles (CX

57B;

tr. 1157 (Korth)).

A test conducted by the Vernon , California Emission Test Laboratory in February 1979 , using single runs with a Ball-Matic Valve and
without the Ball-Matic Valve on a 1950 Chrysler with automatic
(see
RXs
43A , 44).
An Engine dynamometer test conducted by Professor Kishibay at
transmission obtained a fuel economy of almost 7 percent

the University of Bridgeport in May 1979 on the Ball- Matic

Valve

using a V -8 Oldsmobile engine obtained results indicating a range of
to 4. 58 percent reduction in fuel consumption for regular gas and
a range of2. 64 to 6. 01 percent reduction in fuel consumption for high

a .2

test gasoline (RX 217D).
On August 1 and 2 , 1979 , a test was performed by Scott Environmental Technology Inc ("Scott" ) on the Ball- Matic Valve on a 1978
Plymouth Volare equipped with a standard 318 cubic inch V- 8 engine
with automatic transmission ("Scott Test I" ). This was a chassis dyna-

mometer test using the EP A urban cycle with some test runs using
modified acceleration rates for hard acceleration (RX 221C, E). The

greatest increase in fuel economy measured during this test was 3.
percent (RX 221J).
On August 22 and 30 , 1979 , a second series of tests were performed
by Scott ("Scott Test II" ). The first test was a chassis dynamometer
test performed on the 1978 Plymouth Volare (used in Scott Test 1) and

using the EP A urban test cycle as well as certain portions of that
cycle. The results of these tests showed slight increases in fuel economy (RX 225M). The second series oftests, using the same procedures
as in the second test on the Plymouth V olare , were conducted on a
1976 Toyota Corolla equipped with a standard 96. 9 cubic inch , four-

cylinder engine and a four speed manual transmission. In the first two
comparative tests on the Toyota there was a 10. 9 percent increase in
fuel economy; however , it was suspected that (24) during later tests
which showed no fuel economy, a leak had developed in the manifold
vacuum system of the Toyota, which could possibly account for the
lack of increased fuel economy (RX 225M).
On September 26 and 27 , 1979 , an engine dynamometer test was
conducted by Automotive Testing Laboratories (" ATL" ), East Liberty,
Ohio , on the Ball- Matic Valve using a Toyota similar to that used in

the second part ofthe Scott Test II. Unlike other dynomometers used
in testing the Ball- Matic Valve , the Ilywheelloads at ATL were directly coupled to the drive shaft , instead of connected through a system

ofpullies and belts. Two test runs , one without the Ball-Matic Valve
and one with the Ball- Matic Valve obtained an 11.7% increase in fuel
economy. Subsequent test runs showed only minor fuel economy, but
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during those runs there was no drop in manifold vacuum when the
Ball- Matic should have opened (CX 87F , K , L; see tr. 879-80 (Sussman)).

Although the record contains much debate over the validity of any
of these tests, primarily because none ofthe results which showed fuel
economy in the 10 to 12% range could be duplicated, and because the
test results were introduced into evidence in this case only as notice

to respondents rather than for the truth of the facts reported , it is
apparent that no laboratory test indicated that the Ball- Matic Valve
under the most ideal conditions for its operation , would produce the
fuel economy represented by respondents in the challenged advertise-

ments and promotional materials.
41. The remaining evidence about the performance of the Ball-

Matic Valve consists of fuel economy reports by drivers who had
installed the Ball- Matic Valve on their vehicles. With one exception
87A , GJ, the results reported were not supported by statistical
(seeCX
data. Such reports consisted oftestimonials of consumers, the experience of individuals involved with the merchandising ofthe Ball- Matic
Valve , and tests referred to as the " Orange Hil Service Station " test
Register test. The results of such tests were
and the " Orange County
obtained by measuring fuel placed in the gasoline tank of the vehicle
and noting the change in the odometer reading of those vehicles.
These consumers reported fuel economy of up to 20% and over and
up to 4 extra miles per gallon , as represented by respondents.

Professor Patterson testified that such consumer tests were not a
generally recognized way of testing fuel economy (tr. 393). He was of
the opinion that the reproduceability of such (25) consumer tests
could vary by 20 to 30 percent due to the attitude of the driver and

the conditions ofthe road and the vehicle (tr. 394-96 , 550-51). He also

testified that measuring fuel consumer by " topping off the tank" is
not an adequate control for a fuel consumption test (tr. 577).
Mr. Korth testified that the consumer is not in a position to judge
whether a device such as the Ball- Matic Valve works or not (tr. 1064).
He considered testimonials essentially meaningless (tr. 1063), and all

consumer tests to be invalid. Dr. Wouk did not consider consumer
tests , including the Orange Hil Shell Service Station test and the
Register
test to be scientific tests (tr. 1413 , 1428).
Orange County
The record contains much evidence ofthe variable in driving habits
as well as road and vehicle conditions that can effect fuel economy.
By altering driving habits , an individual can effect a fuel saving of as
much as 20%. It is possible that a change in air temperature could
change fuel economy by 10% or more. The record contains reference
to the Hawthorn effect which recognizes that when a person , such as

a driver of an automobile , knows he or she is in a test situation he or
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she wil attempt to make the experiment work , in the case of a driver
by altering his or her driving habits
tr. 393-96 (Patterson)).
(see
It is found that the so-called consumer tests are not reliable enough
to offset the other evidence of record upon which it has been determined that the Ball- Matic Valve wil not produce the amount of fuel
economy as represented by respondents.

42. It is also found , for the reasons set forth in Finding 41 supra
that respondents ' use oftestimonials to represent performance claims
for the Ball- Matic

Valve were deceptive. Their representation that

the results of consumer usage as evidenced by consumer endorsements proved that the Ball-Matic Valve significantly improved fuel
economy was false. Their representation that the consumer endorse-

ments that appeared in advertisements and promotional materials
for the Ball- Matic Valve reflect the typical or ordinary experience of
members of the public who have used the device , was false.
43. None of the tests relied upon by respondent actually proved the
performance claims made for the Ball-Matic Valve. It is found that
none of these tests was competent tests. Accordingly, respondents

claim in their advertisements and promotional materials that they
had competent tests that proved the fuel economy claims made for the
Ball- Matic Valve was false. (26)

44. The Ball- Matic Valve was not a " new invention " when respond-

ents marketed it in 1979. It had been marketed since 1973 by the
Ball- Matic Corporation (tr. 175- 78 (Smith)). Moreover , the evidence
also shows that the Ball- Matic Valve was not an important , significant and unique new invention in 1973 ,

when it was first marketed

by Ball- Matic

Corporation. Devices like the Ball- Matic Valve are commonly called " air bleed" devices (tr. 444 , (Patterson); tr. 1139 (Korth);
tr. 173 (Smith); ex 99C; RX 244). Such devices have been in existence

for many years and the EP A and its predecessor agencies have tested
them since 1960 (tr. 1050 (Korth)). The patent for the Ball-Matic
Valve covered the fins , not the valve mechanism (tr. 284 (Smith)).
Professor Patterson testified that these cooling fins were merely cosmetic and had no effect upon the operation of the Ball- Matic Valve
(tr. 378 (Patterson)). Accordingly, also considering the evidence that

shows the limit to the effect that some consumers could obtain in fuel
economy from using the Ball- Matic Valve, it is found that respondents ' representations that the Ball- Matic Valve is an important , significant and unique new invention was false.
45. Except for CX 9 , all of respondents ' advertisements and promotional materials which are the subject of this proceeding contain
(see
CXs 1- , 10-17) Overall there are 18
different endorsements , although only eight different endorsements
appear in the advertisements
(see
CXs 1- , 10-17) Of these 18

consumer endorsements
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testimonials , only six ofthe individuals are named , respondents hav-

ing used initials and their town of residence to identify them. The
record also contains the testimonial letters of 16 ofthese testimonialists. There is no dispute that the letters are genuine and reflect the

experience that the consumers themselves perceived from the use of
the Ball- Matic Valve. Four of the testimonialists were relatives of
persons associated with the Ball- Matic Corporation (Robert Ness , son
of Al Ness , a Ball- Matic Valve distributor (CX 33; tr. 240-1 (Smith);
Ray Barker , brother- in- law of Hugh Harron , Ball- Matic Valve salesman (CXs 31 , 134A); Vincent Currieri , nephew of Al Hess (CXs 32
134B)).
One
134A) and Fred Bray, brother- in- law of Al Ness (CX
testimonialist was a distributor of Ball-Matic Valves (CX 36 (Michaud)) and one was a salesman for a supplier ofthe Ball- Matic Corpo134B;
tr. 242 (Smith)).
ration (CX 35 (Genoway), CX
Four of the testimonialists testified and a stipulation relating to

another is contained in the record (CX 133 (Thoreson)). (27)
Mr. Michaud testified that he had installed the Ball- Matic Valve on

his 1972 Oldsmobile Toronado in 1974. He sold that automobile in
1976 (tr. 940). He currently uses the Ball- Matic Valves in his automobiles (tr. 948 , 951). On May 4 , 1979 , Mr. Michaud signed a form granting Cliffdale permission to use his 1974 testimonial (CX 106; tr. 946).

Mr. Largent testified that he was the accountant for the Ball- Matic
Corporation and that in 1974 Mr. Smith installed a Ball- Matic Valve
on his automobile (tr. 593 94; see tr. 241-42 (Smith)). At the request
of Mr. Smith he wrote the testimonial letter (CX 29; tr. 595). He
traded in " that automobile in 1977 (tr. 597). He further testified that
it probably occurred to him at the time he wrote the letter that
might be used for promotional purposes and that he would not have

objected to its use (tr. 600-1).
Mr. Suprenant testified that he bought a Ball- Matic Valve from the
daughter of the inventor " who was his co-worker and installed it on
his Dodge Motor Home in 1974 (tr. 602-D4 , 610). He wrote a testimonialletter at the request of his co-worker (tr. 606 , CX 37). He sold the
motor home in 1976 (tr. 609). He gave Cliffdale permission to use his
testimonial on May 9 , 1979 (CX 93; tr. 608-9).

It was stipulated that Mrs. Thoreson would have testified that she
had a Ball- Matic Valve on her 1970 Oldsmobile " 98" from 1972 until
1977 when it was sold (CX 133A). She wrote the testimonial at Mr.

Smith' s request knowing that he was going to use it for promotional
purposes (CX 38; CX 133A-B). Mrs. Thoreson never received a request
Irom Cliffdale for permission to use her testimonial in their advertis-

ing and promotional material (CX 133B).

Mr. Coutts , an Investigator for the Orange County Sheriffs Offce
and who was once a Deputy Sherif I" with that offce , testified that he
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purchased a Ball- Matic Valve from Tex Smith in 1974 and had it on
his automobile for several months (tr. 619- 20). He wrote a letter about
the product at Mr. Smith' s request (CX 39; tr. 621). In 1979 , he became

aware of the advertisements in which his testimony appeared (tr.
623), He had never been contacted about permission to use his
testimonial in advertising (tr. 624). The use of his name with the title

Sheriff" caused him much embarrassment (tr. 625-27).
46. Most of the testimonials were written in 1973 or 1974. Except
for the details related by the four testimonialist (28) witnesses and in
the stipulation

(see

Finding 45

supra)

there is no evidence of record

as to the length of time the Ball- Matic Valve was used by these
consumers or if the facts related about the Ball- Matic Valve changed
over time. However , based on the five reports used in the record , it
is found that respondents ' implied representation that in 1979 the
statements were from persons who had used the Ball- Matic Valve in
the recent past was false.
47. Most of the testimonials were solicited or received by Mr. Smith

and were given to respondents at the time they were negotiating to
become the distributor of the Ball- Matic Valve. From the contents of
the letters, and the limited testimony of record , it would appear that

the testimonialists either expressly, or at least tacitly, granted Mr.
Smith permission to use such testimonials for promotional purposes
and respondents ' representation that permission was given was not
false

(see

tr. 243-44 (Smith)).

48. Although some of the testimonalists were relatives of persons
involved in sales or promotion of the Ball- Matic Valve , 1 find that no
evidence that any relationship, involving family or business , was such
that makes false respondents ' implied representation that the

testimonials and the statements contained therein were independent-

ly made.
49. In February 1979 , Sussman contacted Mr. Tex Smith , the President ofthe Ball- Matic Corporation , to see ifhe was still marketing the
Ball- Matic Valve (tr. 807-08 (Sussman); tr. 183 (Smith):
RX 4).
see

Sussman had learned of that product when he worked at American
Consumer Inc. ("ACI" ), ACI having marketed the Ball- Matic Valve
for a short time in 1978 , discontinuing it when the Federal Trade
Commission began an investigation of ACI's marketing practices involving the G. R. Valve , another automobile retro- fit device (tr. 806-7
(Sussman); tr. 175 , 178 , 181 , 285 (Smith);
see
CX 41)).
(American Consumer, Inc. , et at. 94 F. C. 648 (1979)) After Smith sent Sussman

some material about the product , including some promotional flyers
and the results ofthe Orange Hil Shell Service Station test , Sussman
recommended that Koven go to California to meet with Smith (tr.
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808-11 (Sussman); tr. 897-98, 903 (Koven); tr. 3 11 (Smith);
RXs
see
6A- , 8, 42A-C).
50. In March of 1979 , Koven traveled to California to meet Smith
(tr. 899 (Koven); tr. 184-87 , 294 (Smith)). At that time Koven signed
the marketing agreement with the Ball- Matic Corporation (CX 42;
see
tr. 261-65 (Smith); tr. 902 (Koven)). The contract was actually written
on a copy of a draft of a letter agreement between Ball- Matic Corpora-

tion and ACI (CX 42). While in (29) California , Koven obtained copies

of a number of consumer testimonials which he selected from the
approximately 100 testimonials that Smith had on fie (tr. 907 (Koven); CXs 29- 39; RXs 9-40)). Smith also delivered to Koven at that time
or by mail shortly thereafter , a reprint of an article by James Brock
of the Orange County
Register(CX
, RXs 46 47; tr. 211 (Smith); tr.
907 (Koven)), a copy ofthe patent for the Ball- Matic Valve (RX 41Atr. 283 (Smith)), and the exemption certificate for the Ball- Matic
Valve from the California Air Resources Board (CX 40A-B; tr. 197304 (Smith);

see

tr. 917 (Koven); tr. 808-9 (Sussman)). Smith showed

Koven an evaluation made by the California Air Resources Board
dated September 19 , 1977, and the result of a test done by a Chrysler
laboratory in Vernon , California (tr. 203..07 (Smith); tr. 985-7 , 1008
(Koven); RXs 44 , 63A- C; but see CX 117 A- E). Smith and Koven dis-

cussed a report by the Department of California Highway Control (CX
61A- B; tr. 218 (Smith); tr. 952 , 980 (Koven)). While in California
Koven contacted Mr. Lockwood of the Shell Station and was satisfied

that the Shell Service Station test had been conducted as stated in the
991 (Koven)). Later , in July 1979 , Barnett talked to
Brock about the Orange County
Register
article (tr. 907 (Koven); tr.
test report (904 ,

723 (Barnett); ex 28).

51. In early 1979 , Mr. Howard and Mr. Barnett installed Ball- Matic

Valves on their private automobiles and reported favorable results
(tr. 898-9 , 988 , 1004 , 1018 (Koven)). Barnett obtained a 10 percent
improvement or
IV,
miles per gallon (tr. 710-17 , 721 (Barnett)). How
ard obtained 2 miles per gallon increase in fuel economy, from 12 tc
14 miles per ga)lon (tr. 1532..33 (Howard)). Sussman also had ex
perienced an increase in fuel economy from 19. 8 miles per gallon t

22.4 miles per gallon by installing the Ball- Matic Valve on his at
tomobile when he worked for ACI (tr. 877 (Sussman)).

52. Respondents relied upon the material received from Smith j
the preparation of the two prototype advertisements which conta
the representations challenged in the complaint

(see

exs 1 ,

2; 1

924-29, 933- 35 (Koven); tr. 818 , 884 (Sussman); tr. 351-54 (Smith); I
154&-9 (Howard)). The format ofthe Cliff dale advertisements for t
Ball- Matic Valve was similar to the advertising disseminated by A
for the G. R. Valve (tr. 1480-81 , 1538 (Howard); tr. 811- 12 (SussmaI
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Respondents also relied upon the experience of their employees who
used the Ball- Matic Valve and , later relied on the Kishibay test results which were published May 18 , 1979 (tr. 988-89 (Koven); tr. 741
(Barnett); tr. 1548-9 (Howard)). (30)
53. When respondents began marketing the Ball- Matic Valve in
Consumer Re-

1979 , they were aware of a November 1978 article in

magazine which reported that there were no statistically significant changes in gasoline mileage from use of air-bleed devices such as
CX 50; tr. 708-9 (Barnett)). They
see
the Ball- Matic Valve (CX 49A;
were also aware of the EPA test on the Ball-Matic Valve (CX 57Atr. 249 (Smith); tr. 919 , 981 (Koven)), but had been informed by Smith
that the EPA test was not a fair test of the Ball-Matic Valve because
it was a dynamometer test and that the Ball- Matic Valve only worked
when installed on an automobile and used under actual driving condi-

ports

tions (tr. 252, 334 (Smith); tr. 981 (Koven)). They were also aware of
the Federal Trade Commission s investigation of ACI (tr. 900 (Koven)).

54. After preparing " paste

ups " of the original advertisements

respondents , pursuant to the requirements of their agreement with
Ball- Matic Corporation , submitted copy of the advertisements to
tr. 349-50 (Smith); tr. 882 , 884 (Suss(see
Smith in early April 1979
RXs
(see
man)). Smith approved the advertising copy without change
49- 53; tr. 882 , 884 Sussman)).
55. The first Ball- Matic Valve advertisements disseminated by respondents were published in mid- April

1979

(see

CX 18).

56. It is found that respondents , at the time they disseminated the
Ball- Matic Valve advertisements , did not have a reasonable basis for
the economy claims contained therein , as " reasonable basis " is understood for purposes of advertising substantiation under Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act , and that , accordingly, their represencation that they had such a " reasonable basis " was false.
57. In the last week of May 1979 , respondents secured the services

,fDr. Wouk. He reviewed the advertisements already published and
uggested numerous changes , most of which were adopted in later
RXs 230A-C; 231, 232 , 235 , 236; tr. 746 , 749dvertisements
(see
3arnett)). He advised respondents that consumer testimonials were
ot a scientific basis for fuel economy claims and recommended that
ley begin a testing program to corroborate , in a laboratory setting,
le fuel economy shown by the consumer tests supplied by Smith (tr.

;6 (Koven); tr. 876 (Sussman)).
carried a front page
58. On July 11 , 1979 , the Wall Street Journal
"
which
included
statements
made by the
JrY on " gas saving devices
mmission staff as well as by Barnett of Cliflaale (31) (RX 244A775-76 (Barnett)). On or about July 16 , 1979 , Cliffdale received an
'estigational subpoena from the Federal Trade Commission relat-
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ing to the marketing of the Ball- Matic Valve (tr. 844-5 (Sussman)).
About that same time respondents decided to stop advertising the
Ball- Matic Valve and attempted to cancel all advertising that had

been placed but not published (tr. 956 , 975 , 1000 (Koven); tr. 1550-51
(Howard); tr. 845 , 871 , 875 (Sussman)).
59. Respondents ' attempt to cancel all advertising for the BallMatic Valve was not successful because many magazines had closing
dates well in advance of publication and advertisements appeared in

many magazines in August , September and October. Only two adversee

tisements appeared in November (CX 18-25;

tr. 1491- 93 (How-

ard)). Respondents filled orders placed in response to their advertising

until early December when they entered into a settlement with the
Post Offce Department

(seetr.

956 , 975 (Koven); CXs 45A-J; 67). After

that time respondents returned the orders with a letter permitting
the consumer to reorder only upon certification that the consumer
was not relying upon respondents ' advertising claims about the product (CXs 101 , 102; tr. 725 (Barnett); tr. 855- , 870-71 (Sussman)).
60. During the period of his employment by Clillaale, from May
until November 1979 , Dr. Wouk conducted research and testing ofthe
Ball- Matic Valve to develop a protocol and test results that would
satisfy the government that the valve worked as respondents had
claimed (tr. 956 , 1000 (Koven)).
61. In all oftheir advertisements respondents offered a money back
guarantee and honored all requests made by consumers for refunds
(CX 153D , Item 27 (Stip. )). The Ball- Matic Valves returned to respond-

ents were in turn returned to Ball- Matic Corporation (tr. 330-31
Smith).
62. Although complaint counsel admit that " the exact date on

which the spring configuration (from a weak spring to a still. spring)
was made " on the Ball- Matic Valves manufactured by the Ball- Matic

Corporation has not been established , they request a finding that it
was not until sometime in August 1979 that Ball- Matic Valves containing the " still" spring were delivered to Cliff dale (CSCPF Nos. 98
102). Complaint counsel take the position , and argue throughout their
proposed findings , memorandum and reply brief; that the Ball- Matic
Valves sold by Cliff dale to consumers from April through July 1979
were ineffective due to the use of a spring that was too weak to permit
operation of the valve
CSCPF No. 102). Complaint counsel con(See
tend that ,

accordingly, all of respondents ' fuel (32) economy claims for
Valve disseminated before August 1 , 1979 , were pat-

the Ball- Matic
ently false

, not withstanding subsequent laboratory tests on the Ball-

Matic Valve with the

so-called " stiff

spring which might demon-

str;' e that it does effect some fuel economy.
Respondents argue (Reply Br. p. 24) that this case does not involve
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any allegation that respondents had shipped a product with an inherent defect and had not honored their money back guarantee, but
rather involves the question of whether " the Ball- Matics which respondents sold , assuming they had been manufactured properly, are
capable of effecting the fuel savings claimed in the advertisements,
and whether respondents had a reasonable basis and reasonable substantiation for the claims in the advertisements
The parties appear to agree that the " black" Ball-Matic Valve
which was manufactured before Cliff dale became a purchaser from
the Ball- Matic Corporation had a " weak" and ineffective spring and
that " black" Ball- Matic Valves were supplied to Cliff dale for a short
time , at the outset of its marketing program , most of them having

been returned to the Ball- Matic Corporation. The results of the tests
performed on the " black" Ball- Matic Valve (including the EPA test
in 1976), which did not demonstrate any fuel economy, have been
attributed to the " weak" spring. Tests which ostensibly demonstrated

fuel econorpy including the consumer type tests performed in 1974
were apparently performed on " silver " Ball- Matic Valves which presumably contained a !! stiff" spring.

Complaint counsel' s

contention ,

that " silver "

Ball- Matic Valves

delivered to ClifIaale before August 1979 actually contained " weak"
springs like the black Ball- Matic

Valve, is based on the testimony of
Dr. Wouk concerning his visit to the Ball- Matic Corporation s product

quality control facility in California and his observations during the
first Scott test , as contained in his recommendation , among others
that a stifIer spring be used on the Ball- Matic Valve (tr. 1214-15 , 1427
(Wouk); CXs 75 , 80).

The significance of the " weak" spring in the so-called " black" BallMatic Valve was not developed before the hearings and the possible
difference in the " springs " in the " silver " Ball- Matic Valve was not
developed until after the hearings. It is not clear whether Dr. Wouk'
concerns in September 1979 related to development of a Ball- Matic
Valve that would admit air into the engine in amounts necessary to
theoretically achieve the fuel economy claimed in the advertisements
rather (33) than to insure that the Ball- Matic Valve was not " defec-

tive . In my opinion , Dr. Wouk was suggesting the possible use of a
stifIer " spring and not that the valve was inherently defective.
In the circumstances

. complaint counsel's proposed finding that

Ball- Matic Valves with the " stiff"

spring were not sold by Cliffdale

until August 1979 is rejected and for purposes of this case it is found
that the silver Ball- Matic Valves which were delivered to Cliffdale
soon after the start ofthe Cliffdale marketing program were manufactured properly.

63. Respondents request findings that they are not responsible for
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any misrepresentations that may be adjudicated on the basis of the

advertisements and promotional materials challenged in this case
because they relied solely on information supplied to them by the
manufacturer and supplier of the Ball- Matic Valve. In this respect
they point out that they had obtained specific approval of such adver-

tising claims from the supplier and from Dr. Wouk , an eminent scientist. They also note that the Commission issued a complaint against

the Ball- Matic Corporation covering the identical advertisements
challenged in this docket , and has issued an order to cease and desist
against the Ball- Matic Corporation.
The record shows that Koven and Sussman prepared the challenged

advertisements and promotional material and were responsible for its
dissemination. Howard , an employee of Cliff dale ,

selected certain

testimonials for inclusion in the advertisements and prepared the
layout" ofthe advertisements. Koven and Sussman also planned the
marketing ofthe Ball- Matic Valve and dictated the operations of both
Cliff dale and Sherwood in marketing the product.
Whatever responsibility Smith and the Ball- Matic Corporation may
have had in supplying information , approving the advertising copy or

supplying the means for respondents advertising claims and marketing program does not lessen respondents ' responsibility for their own
actions.
Finally, Dr. Wouk' s approval of the advertising copy, after it had
been disseminated , does not lessen respondents ' legal responsibility
under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The requested
finding that respondents were not responsible for the challenged practices is rejected.
64. Respondents contend that Professor Patterson

s test should be

disregarded (RPF No. 90). They argue that his test does not fairly
reflect typical drivers , typical automobiles and typical (34) driving

conditions. They point out that Professor Patterson used an engine
which is not used in automobiles manufactured in the United States

that he employed an engine dynomometer instead ofthe chassis dynamometer used by the EP A , that he varied the test points of the EP A

test , and that he used a set of test points that were for a diflerent
engine than the one he used in his test ofthe Ball- Matic Valve. They
argue further that if the numerous field tests, consumer usage reports
and other data they relied upon , including the Kishibay chassis dynamometer test , are not reliable because, as complaint counsel contend

they do not fairly reflect typical driving conditions, then the Patterson test is not reliable for the same reasons.
The record shows that consumer type tests should not be used to
support fuel economy claims because there are so many variables that
can effect differences in fuel consumption that it is impossible to
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determine whether changes in fuel consumption are attributable to
the variable being tested, here the installation of the Ball- Matic
Valve. Engine dynamometer tests , such as Professor Patterson s test
eliminate all other variables. Accordingly, such laboratory testing is
more reliable than consumer type testing, notwithstanding that ex-

trapolations of such test results to the results that any single individu-

al may experience under actual driving conditions would not be
expected to be entirely accurate.
Professor Patterson s laboratory test demonstrated that under con-

ditions most favorable to the operation ofthe Ball- Matic Valve , the
maximum benefit any vehicle could experience would be far less than
the maximum claimed in respondents' advertising and promotional
materials. In the absence of any non-consumer test to the contrary,
Professor Patterson s test is the best evidence. In fact , all laboratory
tests confirm Professor Patterson s results. Respondents ' request that
Professor Patterson s test and his accompanying testimony be disregarded is denied.
RPF , pp. 3 , 61 , 62) that insofar as the
65. Respondents contend
(see
now
engaged in the practices
it must be dismissed because they have not engaged in any advertising for the Ball-Matic Valve since 1979 , and
have not sold any Ball-Matic Valves since early in 1980. I agree. That
portion of the complaint issued July 7 , 1981 , that alleges that respondcomplaint alleges that respondents are

challenged therein ,

ents were then currently engaged in the challenged practices is dismissed for failure of proof (Complaint nn 2 , 5, 9 , 10 , 11). (35)
DISCUSSION

The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over Cliff dale
Koven and Sussman. They are engaged in commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and the challenged acts and

practices are in commerce and affect commerce within the meaning
ofthe Act. Respondents ' contentions that the Commission lacks jurisdiction over them or the subject matter of the complaint or that the
complaint fails to state a claim against them upon which relief can
be granted , as pleaded in their answer , must be rejected.

It has been found that the advertisements contained the representations alleged in the complaint. This determination has been made
from carefully considering the advertisements , including the format
and the emphasis placed on certain words and phrases contained

therein. It is well settled that the meaning of an advertisement may
See

be determined by an examination of the advertisement itself.
Federal Trade Commission

v.

Colgate-Palmolive

Co.

380 U. S. 374
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(1965); J. B. Williams Co. , Inc.

v.

Federal Trade Commission 381 F.

884 (6th Cir. 1967).

It has been found that respondents ' advertising representations as
contained in their advertisements and as alleged in the complaint are,
with several minor exceptions ,

false. This determination has been
made on the facts of this record as set forth in the findings of fact. It
is well settled that any advertising representation that has the tendency and capacity to mislead or deceive a prospective purchaser is an
unfair and deceptive practice which violates the Federal Trade Commission Act.
v.
Federal Trade Commission 561 F.
Chrysler Corp.
357 , 363 (D. C. Cir. 1977);
Charles of the Ritz Distr. (:orp.
v.
Federal
Trade Commission 143 F. 2d 676 , 679-80 (2d Cir. 1944).

Determination as to whether an advertiser possessed and relied
upon a " reasonable basis " for believing a representation to be true
requires evaluation of " both the reasonableness of an advertiser
action and the adequacy of the evidence upon which such actions were
Pfizer, Inc. 81 F. C. 23 , 64 (1972). The basic question is whether the advertiser " acted upon information which would satisfy a reasonable prudent businessman " that the representations are true and
based"

that he thus acted in " good faith" National Dynamics Corp. 82 FTC.
488 , 553, 557.
Although the record is clear that the materials relied upon (36) by

respondents as basis for the performance claims made for the BallMatic Valve were merely consumer type tests and reports which
should not form the basis for fuel economy claims , the question of the
respondents' reasonableness in relying upon such material should be
considered as a factual matter apart from the adequacy ofthe materials themselves. The record shows that there were materials available

to respondents before and at the time that they published the first
advertisements which indicated that the value of the Ball-Matic
Valve and other such " air bleed" devices for effective fuel economy

was limited. Respondents should have made further investigation
into the matter instead of merely relying on the consumer tests. The
steps which they took to become informed occurred after the publication of the challenged advertisements.

In support of their contention that respondents ' represented that
scientific tests to support their performance

they had competent ,

claims for the Ball- Matic Valve , complaint counsel point to the statements in the advertisements about the Shell Service Station Test. In
their advertisements , respondents detailed how the test was conduct-

ed and the results thereof. In support of their contention that respondents falsely represented that they had scientific tests to support their
performance claims for the Ball- Matic Valve , complaint counsel
argue , based on the expert testimony of record , that consumer type
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tests such as the Shell Service Station test , are not scientific tests.
Respondents question complaint counsel logic , arguing that ifthe test
as detailed in the advertisement is not a scientific test , it could not be

an implied representation that it is. I agree with respondents. But
there are other representations in each advertisement that can be
interpreted as representing that such scientific tests supporting the
claims did exist , whereas , as the record shows , none did.

Respondents contend that statements attributed to others containing only initials ofthe testimonialist and no other identifying personal characteristic are not testimonials and not governed by the Federal
Trade Commission
testimonials (16 C.

In my opinion ,

guidelines concerning endorsements and
R. 255. 1 (1982)).

respondents are correct, because the Guidelines

appear to be directed at protecting the privacy ofthe testimonialist.
Initials are not such identifying material , without more, to bring the
Guidelines into operation.
Complaint counsel's contention that respondents must get direct
permission from each testimonialist before they can use their state-

ments in advertising, even though , as found in this (37) case , the
testimonialists gave Mr. Smith such permission , must be rejected.
Such a general proposition restricts a seller from permitting a buyer
to use testimonials in the resale of products. It is suffcient that the
buyer be assured that permission has been granted. The Coutts situation , which is the only matter of record where there is a question of
whether permission was granted to Mr. Smith , really involves the
misuse of the title " Sheriff" . This one situation , where respondents
did , in good faith , understand from Mr. Smith that permission was
granted, is not suffcient , in my opinion to support a finding of an
unfair and deceptive practice or an unfair method of competition or

to support a general prohibition in an order to cease and desist.
Although it appears that the Guidelines were substantially amended in January 1980 , and may not be directly applicable to this proceeding, the Commission , could , nevertheless invoke Section 5 of the

Federal Trade Commission Act to find certain practices unfair and
deceptive. But where the Guidelines limit or define certain practices
that wil be considered unfair , those practices apparently permitted
by the Guidelines should not be the subject of adjudicative proceedings.
In this respect ,

I do not think that the undisclosed relationships
between certain testimonialists quoted in respondents advertising
and the marketers of the Ball-Matic Valve are the type of relationships which might affect the weight or credibilty ofthe endorsement

so as to invoke the requirement that such relationships be fully disclosed.
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Finally, respondents contend that this entire proceeding, including

any order to cease and desist , is not in the public interest. They show
that they ceased their advertising as soon as questions arose as to the

merits of the Ball- Matic Valve , that they attempted to cancel advertising already placed , that the Post Offce has an outstanding consent
order against them , and that there is no possibility that they will
again publish advertisements about the Ball- Matic Valve. They argue
that their entire endeavor was short- lived and was undertaken and
terminated in good faith. In this respect , respondents emphasize the
matters challenged in this case took place in 1979 , and that they
voluntarily started to terminate their business in the Ball- Matic
Valve before the Federal Trade Commission investigation and did
terminate their business in the Ball-Matic Valve more than a year
RPF pp. 91- 94; Resp. Reply Br. 37before the complaint issued
(see
38). (38)
In my opinion ,

respondents ' actions do not bar the Commission

proceeding as a matter of law. The violations of Section

5 of the

Federal Trade Commission Act took place. The Commission has the
responsibility to seek an order to cease and desist against the use of
unfair and deceptive practices , such as false fuel economy claims and
misuse of testimonials , in the future. The fact that respondents
will
never sell Ball- Matic Valves again is not relevant. The record shows
that respondents are stil in the mail
business.
Moreover , there is nothing improper in the Commission s proceed.
ing under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act in areas
already covered by Post Offce Department orders. There are many
basic and material differences in the laws administered by the two
public agencies.
338 U. S. 269 277 (1949);
Damar
See Reillyv. Pinkus,
Products, Inc. 59 F. C. 1263 (1961), aIId.
Damar Products, Inc.
309 F. 2d 323 (3d Cir. 1962).
Federal Trade Commission,

order

CONCLUSIONS

1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of respondents Cliffdale , Koven and
Sussman.

2. This proceeding is in the public interest. The Commission so
determined upon the assumption of jurisdiction through the issuance
of the complaint.
American Airlines, Inc. v. North American Airlines
Inc.

351 U.8. 79 ,

83 (1956): Nothing in the record of findings requires

a different determination.

See Federal Trade Commission

v.

Klesner

280 U. S. 19 (1929).

3. The individual respondents formulated , directed and controlled
the acts and practices of the corporate respondent and other entities
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of which they were offcers or employees , including the acts and practices found herein , and are responsible , individually for such acts and

practices.
4. Respondents have disseminated unfair

, misleading and
deceptive advertisements and sales promotional materials in the promotion , marketing and sale of the Ball- Matic Valve and the respondents ' advertisements and sales promotional material constitute " false
, false

and deceptive " advertisements as those terms are defined in the Fed-

eral Trade Commission Act.
5. At the time respondents made the false representations about the

fuel economy that could be expected to result from use of the BallMatic Valve, they did not possess a " reasonable basis " on which to
make such claims. Failure to have such a (39) " reasonable basis " is
a violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
6. Respondents ' dissemination of such false and deceptive advertise-

ments had the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive

the

public and constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce or affecting commerce in
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REMEDY

The Commission is vested with broad discretion in determining the
type of order necessary to insure discontinuance ofthe unlawful practices found.

U.s. 374 ,

Federal Trade Commission
v.
Colgate- Palmolive Co. , 380
392 (1965). The Commission s discretion is limited only by

the requirement that the remedy be reasonably related to the unlawFederal Trade Commission , 327
Jacob Siegel
Co. v.
Warner-Lambert Co.
v.
Federal Trade CommisS. 608 , 613 (1946);
435 U. S. 950
cert. denied,
sion 562 F. 2d 749 , 762 (D. C. Cir. 1977),
v.
Federal Trade Commission 278 F.
(1978); Niresk Industries Inc.
337 , 343 (7th Cir. 1960),
cert. denied 364 U. S. 883. The Commission
ful practices found.

is not limited to prohibiting the ilegal practices in the exact form in
which they were found to have been employed in the past and may
close all roads to the prohibited goal.
Ruberoid
National Lead

Federal Trade Commission

Federal
Co. , 343 U. S. 470473 (1952);
Co. , 352 U.s. 419 (1957).

Trade Commission

Complaint counsel' s proposed order is identical to the notice order
that accompanied the complaint. Except for the two provisions relating to challenged representations concerning the testimonials that I
have found not to be false on the basis of this record , and the scope
of one ofthe ministerial provisions ofthe proposed order , the proposed
order is " reasonably related" to the violations found and meets the
requirements of the case law.
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Respondents challenge Part II ofthe proposed order as presenting
them with an impossible situation. They contend that if they rely
upon an engine dynamometer test , as complaint counsel relied on Dr.
Patterson s test , they could not use it as support for fuel economy
claims because the order requires either an appropriate EP A test

chassis dynamometer test or an appropriate track test. They also
dynomometer test they
would still be precluded from using the test results for advertising
because , as is reflected (40) on the record in this case , such results
contend that if they used an EP A chassis

cannot be represented as being achievable by typical drivers under
typical conditions , such results being useful only for comparative

purposes as between cars of different manufacture.
I do not read the proposed order as being so restrictive. The record
shows that there are procedures for testing retro- fit devices or other
fuel saving devices such as additives which require Hbefore " and (t af.
(seeCX 57B;
n. 1; RX 227). The tests
ter " test results for comparisons

described in the order are examples. The point of the order is to
require respondents to have a reasonable basis for fuel economy
claims founded on " a competent and reliable test that is one in which
persons qualified to do so conduct the test and evaluate its results in

an objective manner using procedures that insure accurate and relip. 43). I do not agree with reable results " (see Part II , order infra
spondents that the tests detailed in the proposed order would be less

of a reasonable basis for substantiation of fuel economy representations than the consumer type tests upon which they did rely.
I agree with respondents that Part IV of the order must be limited

to " gas saving products . To require the fie retention of post- purchase materials of all advertised products is beyond the scope of this
case and would impose an undue burden on respondents.
Part VII ofthe order , which requires respondent to notify the Commission , for a period of 10 years, of the discontinuance of any past
employment and affliation with any new business, is entirely proper.
ORDER
PART I
It is ordered,
That respondents Cliff dale Associates , Inc. , a corporation , its successors and assigns , Jean- Claude Koven , individually and
as an offcer of Cliff dale Associates , Inc. , and Arthur N. Sussman , an
individual , and respondents ' agents , representatives , and employees
directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division , or other
device , in connection (41) with the advertising, offering for sale , sale
or distribution of the automobile retrofit device variously known as
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the Ball- Matic Valve , the Ball- Matic Gas Saver Valve

and the Gas Save Valve , or of any other automobile retrofit device (as
automobile retrofit device " is defined in Section 511 of the Motor
Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act , 15 U. C. 2011) having
substantially similar properties ,

in or affecting commerce as " com-

merce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith
cease and desist from:

a. representing, directly or by implication , that such device is a
unique product or new invention; and
b. representing, directly or by implication , that such device is needed on every vehicle except V olkswagens , diesel vehicles and fuel injection vehicles. (42)

PART II

It is further ordered That respondents Cliff dale Associates , Inc. , a
corporation , its successors and assigns , and its offcers , and JeanClaude Koven , individually and as an offcer of Cliffdale Associates
Inc. , and Arthur N. Sussman , an individual , and respondents ' agents

representatives , and employees, directly or through any corporation
subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution of any automobile gasoline
additive , engine oil additive , or automobile retrofit device (as " automobile retrofit device " is defined in Section 511 of the Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act , 15 U.s. C. 2011), in or affecting
commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission

Act , do forthwith cease and desist from representing, directly or by
implication , that such device will or may result in fuel economy improvement when installed in an automobile , truck , recreational vehicle , or other motor vehicle unless , and only to the extent , respondents
possess and rely upon a reasonable basis which substantiates such

representation at the time of its initial and each subsequent dissemination. This reasonable basis shall consist of competent and reliable
tests , such as:

a. chassis dynamometer tests done according to procedures that
simulate typical (43) urban and highway driving patterns , such as the
then current urban and highway driving test schedules established by
the Environmental Protection Agency; or

b. track or road tests done according to procedures that simulate
urban and highway driving patterns , such as the then current procedures established in the Society of Automobile Engineers ' JI082b test
protocol.

A competent and reliable test means one in which persons qualified
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to do so conduct the test and evaluate its results in an objective
manner using procedures that insure accurate and reliable results.
Respondents shall , when using the results of any tests required by
this Part , clearly and conspicuously disclose any limitations upon the
applicability of the results to any automobile , truck , recreational
vehicle , or other motor vehicle. Where the results of such tests are
used in connection with a representation of fuel economy improvement expressed in miles per gallon (or liter), miles per tankful , or
percentage , (44) or where the representation of the benefit is expressed as a monetary saving in dollars or percentages , all advertising
and other sales promotional materials that contain the representation must also clearly and conspicuously disclose the following

dis-

Your actual saving may vary. It depends on the
kind of driving you do, how you drive and the condition of your car.

claimer: " REMINDER:

PART III

It is further ordered That respondents Cliff dale Associates, Inc. , a
corporation , its successors and assigns , and its offcers , Jean- Claude
Koven , individually and as an offcer of Cliff dale Associates , Inc. , and
Arthur N. Sussman , an individual , and respondents ' agents , representatives , and employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with the advertising,

offering for sale , sale or distribution of any product or service in or
affecting commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:

a. using, publishing, or referring to any endorsement unless respondents have good reason to believe that at the time of( 45) such
use , publication , or reference , the person or organization named subscribes to the facts and opinions therein contained;
b. representing, directly or by implication , any energy savings or
energy consumption characteristics of any product , other than any
gasoline additive , engine oil additive , or automobile retrofit device (as
automobile retrofit device " is defined in the Automobile Information
and Cost Savings Act , 15 U. c. 2011), unless, at the time of making
the representation ,

respondents possess and reasonably rely upon

competent and reliable evidence that substantiates such representation;

c. representing, directly or by implication , that any consumer endorsement of a product or service represents the typical or ordinary
(46) experience of members of the public who use the product unless
this is the case;

d. misrepresenting, in any manner , the purpose , procedure , results
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or conclusion of any test or survey pertaining to the energy saving or
energy consumption characteristics of any product.
PART IV

It is further ordered That respondents Cliff dale Associates , Inc. , a
corporation , its successors and assigns , and its offcers , and JeanClaude Koven , individually and as an offcer of Cliff dale Associates
Inc. , and Arthur N. Sussman , an individual , and respondents ' agents
representatives , and employees , directly or through any corporation
subsidiary, division ,

or other device , in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution of any fuel saving product
in or affecting commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from failing to
maintain accurately the following records which may be inspected by

Commission staff members upon fifteen (15) days ' (47) notice: copies
of dissemination schedules for all advertisements , sales promotional
materials , and post- purchase materials; documents relating to the use

or publication of endorsements; records of the number of pieces of
direct mail advertising sent in each direct mail advertisement dissemination; documents which substantiate , contradict , or otherwise
relate to any claim which is a part ofthe advertising, sales promotional materials , or post- purchase materials disseminated by respondents
directly or through any business entity. Such documentation shall be
retained by respondents for a period of three (3) years from the last
date any such advertising, sale promotional materials , or post- purchase material is disseminated.
PART V

It is further ordered That the corporate respondent shall forthwith
distribute a copy of this order to all operating divisions of said corpo-

ration, and to all present and future personnel , agents , or representatives having sales, advertising or policy responsibilities with respect
to the subject matter of this order and that the corporate respondent
shall secure from each such person a signed statement acknowledging
receipt of the order. (48)

PART VI

It is further ordered That the corporate respondent notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the
corporate respondent such as dissolution , assignment , or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which
may afIect compliance obligations arising out of the order.
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PART VII

It is further ordered That the individual respondents named herein
promptly notify the Commission of the

discontinuance of their

present business or employment and oftheir affliation with each new
business or employment for a period of ten years from the effective
date of this order. Each such notice shall include the respondents ' new

business address and a statement of the nature of the business or
employment in which the respondent is newly engaged as well as a
description of respondent' s duties and responsibilities in connection
with the business or employment. The expiration ofthe notice provision of this paragraph shall not affect any other obligation arising
under this order. (49)
PART VIII

That the respondents shall , within sixty (60)
It is further ordered,
days after service upon them of this order , and also one (1) year
thereafter , fie with the Commission a report , in writing, setting forth
in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this
order.
OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

By MILLER Chairman:

Cliffaale Associates , Jean- Claude Koven , and Arthur N. Sussman
were charged with unfair methods of competition and unfair or decep-

tive acts or practices in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.! Specifically, the complaint charged that respondents misrepresented the value and performance of an automobile
engine attachment known as the Ball- Matic Gas Saver Valve ("BallMatic ). (Complaint nn 5 ) The complaint also charged that respond-

ents lacked a reasonable basis (2) for their performance claims for the
Ball- Matic.

(Complaint nn 7 ,

8.

Administrative Law Judge Miles J. Brown held that respondents
had engaged in false and deceptive advertising and had lacked a
reasonable basis for the claims made in their advertisements and
promotional materials , in violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act. (ID
38-9. )" Both sides appeal from the ALJ' s initial decision. We generally
'15U. C. 45.
2 The following abbreviations are used in this opinion:

ID - initial decision page number
IDF - initial decisiol1 finding number
Tr. - transcript of testimony page number
ex - complaint counsel's exhibit number
CAP- complaint counsel' s appeal brief page number
CAB- complaint counsel' s answering hriefpage number
(footnote cant'
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agree with the ALJ' s findings and conclusions and , except as noted in
this opinion , we adopt them as our own.
I. BACKGROUND

The Respondents

A.

1. Cliffdale Associates
Cliff dale is a Connecticut corporation headquartered in Westport

Connecticut. The company is engaged in mail order marketing
different products , including the Ball- Matic. Company sales for the
year ending December 31 , 1979 , were $692 998.

2. Jean- Claude Koven and Arthur N. Sussman
Jean- Claude Koven and his wife own 100% of Cliff dale s (3) stock.
Koven has been president of the company since its incorporation. He
directed the marketing and advertising activities of Cliff dale and
shared the administrative duties with his wife. Koven has been engaged in a number of mail order businesses since 1970.
Arthur N. Sussman has been involved in various mail order businesses since 1971. Sussman was a consultant to Cliffdale from January 6 , 1979 , to July 1 , 1979. Sussman was to find new products to be
sold by Cliff dale , and it was Sussman who brought the Ball- Matic to
the company. Both Koven and Sussman were actively involved in
marketing the Ball- Matic and were responsible for placing the advertisements at issue in this proceeding.
B.

The Product

The Ball- Matic was marketed as a gasoline conservation automobile retrofit device. The Ball- Matic is one of a number of " air bleed"
devices designed to allow additional air to enter a car s engine in order
to improve gasoline mileage a
C.

The Allegations

The complaint charges respondents with ten law violations arising

from their placement of advertisements and distribution of sales
materials that made false and misleading claims concerning the per-

formance and value ofthe Ball- Matic. The charges can be divided into
four classes. (4)

a. The first class relates to claims descriptive of the Ball-Matic and

its performance. The claims are:
CMF- complaint counsel' s memorandum supporting proposcd
findings of fact and cODc1usions of law page number
RX - respondent. exhibit number
J A more detailed discus. ion of air bleed devices can he found
lIt rDF 8-11
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1. the Ball- Matic is an important , significant , and unique new in-

vention;
2. the Ball- Matic is needed on every motor vehicle except Volkswagens , diesel vehicles , or fuel injected vehicles;
3. the Ball- Matic , when installed in a typical automobile and used

under normal driving conditions, wil significantly improve fuel
economy; and

4. under normal driving conditions , a typical driver can usually
obtain a fuel economy improvement of 20 percent (or more) or an
improvement that wil approximate or equal four miles per gallon
when the Ball- Matic is installed in an automobile.
(Complaint n5.
b. The second class arises from respondent' s claims that competent
scientific tests establish the fuel economy claims made for the BallMatic.

(ld. )

c. The third class relates to the use of consumer endorsements that
appeared in ads and sales materials. According to the complaint , the
advertisements represented that the endorsements:

1. prove that the Ball-Matic significantly improves fuel economy;
2. were obtained from individuals or other entities who , at the time
of providing their endorsements , were independent from all of the
individuals and entities that have marketed the Ball- Matic;
3. are statements of persons who have recently used or are currently using the Ball- Matic; and
4. reflect the typical or ordinary experience of members of the
public who have used the Ball- Matic.
(ld. ) (5)
d. Finally, the complaint charges that respondents lacked a reasonable basis for making the advertised performance claims for the BallMatic. (Complaint n8.
D.

The Issues Raised on Appeal

The ALJ held that respondents ' claims constituted unfair or deceptive acts or practices and entered an order requiring respondents to
cease and desist from making them unless they have a reasonable
basis for such claims. Pursuant to the order , a reasonable basis must
consist of competent empirical tests, such as chassis dynamometer
tests or road tests, performed under established test protocols. The

ALJ also prohibited respondents from making misrepresentations
through consumer endorsements in future advertisements.
Respondents appeal from the ALJ' s findings as to liability, submit-

ting their proposed findings of fact and law as their appeal brief.
Complaint counsel appeal from the ALJ' s holding that respondents
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failure to disclose their relationship to endorsers of the product was
not deceptive. Complaint counsel also appeal from the ALJ' s decision
not to require retention of certain business records to insure compli-

ance with the order. Finally, complaint counsel appeal from a number
of specific ALJ findings , that they believe inadequately address the
nature of respondents ' conduct.
With respect to complaint counsel' s appeal from specific findings of
the ALJ , except as noted in the opinion below , we reject all but their
proposed finding Nos. 45 (a), (b), and (c), which correct erroneous
record citations and tabulations by the (6) ALJ. We also reject complaint counsel' s appeal with respect to the retention of business

records. We agree with the ALJ that such a requirement would impose an undue burden on respondents. (ID 40.)

At trial , the charge of unfair methods of competition was not
specifically addressed. The ALJ ruled there was liability but made no
separate findings supporting this conclusion. Our review ofthe record
reveals that it does not contain suffcient evidence to support a find-

ing ofliability on this charge. Accordingly we reverse those portions
ofthe ALJ' s decision that relate to unfair methods of competition , and

dismiss that count of the complaint. We reject all of respondents
other contentions.

II. LEGAL STANDARD FOR DECEPTION

The complaint pleads both an unfairness and a deception theory for
each alleged violation of Section 5. (Complaint nn 6 , 7 , 8 , 11.) However

deception was the standard under which the claims were actually
tried, and it is the Commission s view that this was the appropriate
approach.

In finding the representations in respondents ' advertisements to be
deceptive the ALJ accepted complaint counsel' s articulation of the
standard for deception. He concluded that " any advertising representation that has the tendency and capacity to mislead or deceive a

prospective purchaser is an unfair and deceptive practice which violates the Federal Trade Commission Act. " (ID 35 , citing
Chrysler Corp.
v. FTC,
561 F. 2d 357 , 363 (D. C. Cir. 1977);
Charles of the Ritz
(7)
Distributors Corp. v. FTC 143 F. 2d 676 , at 679-80 (2d Cir. 1944). ) We
find this approach to deception and violations of Section 5 to be circular and therefore inadequate to provide guidance on how a deception

claim should be analyzed. Accordingly, we believe it appropriate for
the Commission to articulate a clear and understandable standard for

deception.

Consistent with its Policy Statement on Deception , issued on Octo1983 4 the Commission will find an act or practice deceptive

ber 14 ,

. Commission lcU. p.r on deception to Hon. John D- Dingel! , Chairman , Subcommittee on Oversight and lnvestiga-

(foolnotecont'
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, first , there is a representation , omission , or practice that , second
is likely to mislead consumers acting reasonably under the circumstances , and third , the representation , omission, or practice is materi.
al. These elements articulate the factors actually used in most earlier
Commission cases identifying whether or not an act or practice was
deceptive , even though the language used in those cases was often
couched in such terms as H a tendency and capacity to deceive
The requirement that an act or practice be " likely to mislead" , for
example , reflects the long established principle that the Commission
deception to hold that a (8) violation of Section
need not find
actual
5 has occurred. This concept was explained as early as 1964 , when
the Commission stated:
In the application of (the deception 1 standard to the many different factual patterns
that have arisen in cases before the Commission , certain principles have been well

established. One is that under Section 5 actual deception of particular consumers need
not be shown.
Similarly, the requirement that an act or practice be considered

from the perspective of a " consumer acting reasonably in the circum-

stances " is not new. Virtually all representations , even those that are
true, can be misunderstood by some consumers. The Commission has
long recognized that the law should not be applied in such a way as

to find that honest representations are deceptive simply because they
are misunderstood by a few. 6 Thus , the Commission has noted that an

advertisement would not be considered deceptive merely because it
could be " unreasonably misunderstood by an insignificant and unrepresentative segment ofthe class of persons to whom the (9) representation is addressed. 9 In recent cases , this concept has been

increasingly emphasized by the Commission.!o
The third element is materiality. As noted in the Commission

policy statement , a material representation , omission, act or practice
involves information that is important to consumers and , hence , likely to affect their choice of, or conduct regarding, a product. Consumers
tions Committee
on Energy and Commerce , October 14 , 1983 , hereinaftr citcd as " OS" . TI,C letter to Chairman
Dingell is attached as an appendix to this opinion
Sears Roebuck and

, 95 F,

affd

C. 406 (1980).

676 F.2d

385 (9th Cir. 19H2)

See generally, OS 4-7 and cascs dtcd thcrcin
7 Statement of Basis and PurpoRe, Cigarette

for a more detailed discussion oCthe " likely to mislead" principle
Advertisinj; and Labeling Rule p. 84 , 29 FR 8324 (1964)
Heinz W Kirchner 63 F. C. J282 (1963). However , if there is an afrmativc showing that a repreg.ntation
or practice is directed at a distinctive target group, the Commission will determinc the effect oCthe representation
00 a reasonable member of that group, Ideal Toy Co. , 64 F.

G 297 , 310 (19M).See DS 7- 14.

Heinz W Kirchner at 1290
10 See, e. , American Home Products D. 8918 (1981) (98 F. G 1361; Sterling Drug,D. 8919 (July 5 , 1983) (J02
C. 395J; Bris/ol- Myers, D. 8917 (.
July 5 1983) \102 F, C. 21J, appeal docketed , No, 83 4167 (2d Cir, Sept. 12
1983). This concept also is discu9. ed at DS 7- 15 and the eaRes cit€d therein.

!:.
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thus are likely to suffer injury from a material misrepresentation.!!
A review of past Commission deception cases shows that one of the

factors usually considered , either directly or indirectly, is whether or

not a claim is materiaJ.2

Although the ALJ in this case used the phrase " tendency and
capacity to deceive " in his initial decision , we find after reviewing the

record that his underlying analysis shows that the three elements
necessary for a finding of deception are present in this case.
III. THE QUESTION OF LIABILITY

The obvious first step in analyzing whether a claim is (10) deceptive
is for the Commission to determine what claim has been made. When
the advertisement contains an express claim , the representation itself
establishes its meaning.!3 When the claim is implied , the Commission
will often be able to determine the meaning through an examination
of the representation , including an evaluation of such factors as the
entire document , the juxtaposition of various phrases in the document , the nature of the claim , and the nature of the transaction.!4

In other situations , the Commission will require extrinsic evidence
that reasonable consumers interpret the implied claims in a certain
way.1 The evidence can consist of expert opinion , consumer testimony, copy tests , surveys , or any other reliable evidence of consumer
interpretation. In all instances , the Commission wil carefully consider any extrinsic evidence that is introduced.!6 (11)
A.

Descriptive Claims

1. Important New Invention
a.

Were the Claims Made?

Most of respondents ' advertisements refer to the Ball- Matic as an
amazing automobile discovery. " (CX 2--

, 13- 15. ) The same adver-

tisements also describe the product as " the most significant automotive breakthrough in the last ten years. " Other ads term the
Ball- Matic an " important automobile invention " and a " unique , pat-

ented" valve. The Ball- Matic is even compared to a " mini-computer
brain. " (CX 2-4 , 6 , 8 , 10-12.
The ALJ found these advertisements expressly claim that the Ball11 The pulicy statemenl
jJecjfically recognized that an act or practice Deed only be likely to cause injury to be
con idered deceptive. Aclual injury is not TtJquired. DS 16.
12 Ameri ("1 Home Produ.cts; Furd MotorCo. 84
C. 729 (1\174) (consent),
modified 547 F. 2d 954 (6th Cir. 1976),
reissu.ed May 16 1977 (slip opinion).
SeeStatcment
of Baa is and Purpose,
CigaretteAdvertis!ngand Labeling Rule
DS 15
13 Bristol- Myers, Sterhng Drug.
14 Bristol- Myers; Nati, ' w.l Dynamics 82 F.TC. 488 , 548 (1972),
a/rd 492 F. 2d 1333 (2d Cir. eert denied 419 U.S.

993(1974)
15 E. , Pfiz.er , fnc. Al F. e. 23 , 59 (1972);
Sears , Roebuck
16 Cinderella

Career and Finishing Schools, Inc, u. FTC

Co. 95 F.

e. 406,

510- 11 (1980)
Cir. 1970)

425 F.2d 583 , 58A (D. C.
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Matic is an important , significant , and unique new invention (IDF 15.

We agree.
b.

Respondents '

Needed in Every Car

advertisements also state that " EVERY CAR NEEDS

ONE. (CX 1 , 5 , 15 , 17. ) Most ads state that each and every car owner

truck owner , etc. can save up to 20 percent in gasoline costs by using
the Ball- Matic. (CX 2-- , 6 , 7 , 8, 10 , 11 , 12- 15. ) All of the advertisements and promotional materials include a disclaimer that V olkswa-

gens , diesels , and fuel injected vehicles cannot profit from the
Ball- Matic. As the ALJ concluded , these are express claims and their

meaning is clear from the ads themselves.
c.

Enhanced Efficiency

The alleged claims for " significant" fuel economy and specific levels
of improvement are less direct. Most of respondents ' advertisements

state that consumers wil " get up to (12) . . . four extra miles per

gallon " or " up to . . . 100 extra miles between fillups. " (CX 2-- , 6-9
12- 15. ) The ads claim that significant savings wil start with the first
tankful. (CX 1- , 10-12. ) Savings of up to 20 percent and more are
promised. (CX 1-8 , 10-15. ) Other advertisements present test results
claiming savings of 8 to 40 percent or provide consumer testimonials
of savings from 2 to 6 miles per gallon. (CX 1-8 , 10-15.

We find , as did the ALJ , that respondents expressly claimed a
significant improvement of fuel economy " and that under normal
driving conditions a typical driver could usually obtain a fuel econo-

my improvement of 20 percent (or more) or an improvement that
would approximate four miles per gallon. (IDF 19. ) We do not conclude that a consumers would interpret these ads as claiming a specific fuel savings from use of the Ball- Matic.1 Nor do we conclude that

consumers would believe that by using the Ball- Matic they would be
assured of savings close to the higher end of the spectrum. We do find
that a consumer would be reasonable in expecting the average savings
from the Ball- Matic to be within the stated range , and , together with
the claims of universal applicability ofthe device , expect the variance
from that average to be relatively small.
2. Were The Claims Deceptive?

(13) Having determined that respondents made the claims as
charged , we must next determine whether the claims were false in a
material respect ,

and thus likely to injure consumers.

11

videl)ce as to how consumers actually interpreted these advertisements was not introduced into the record.
While such evidence wouJd have been useful , the Commssion believes it can , in this case , interpret the claims as
arcaoonabJe COlIsumer would have
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an Important New Invention

The evidence presented at trial amply documented that the BallMatic is a simple air-bleed device similar to many other such devices
that have been marketed over the years. Clearly the Ball- Matic is not

new. In fact , the Commission has already issued cease and desist

orders against various marketers of two such devices ,

the Albano Air
Valve , both of which are virtually identical in design
to the Ball- Matic.1 Air-bleed devices have been around a long time
and , as the ALJ found , are considered to be of little value by the
Jet and the G. R.

automobile industry.
The claim that the Ball- Matic was a new invention was expressly
made. Having found such a claim to have been made , and that the
claim is false , the Commission may infer , within the bounds of reason
that it is materiaJ. We therefore conclude that the ALJ was correct
in holding that this claim was deceptive.
b.

Ball- Matic Needed in Every Vehicle

The ALJ correctly concluded from the evidence presented at (14)
trial that most automobiles manufactured after 1974 have carburetors set to perform at such a lean air/fuel mixture that little , if any,
fuel economy could be expected by using an air-bleed valve such as the
Ball- Matic. (IDF 8-11. ) There are , therefore , a significant number of
consumers as to whom the claim
of increased
fuel economy is untrue.
Accordingly, we agree with the ALJ that the claim that every car and
truck needs the Ball- Matic is an express statement contrary to fact.

(IDF 37.
As with the
new
invention " claim , this misrepresentation concerned a material aspect of the product. In the first place the claim
was expressly made, and the Commission may infer materiality. 2o In

any event , the claim that the Ball- Matic is needed on every car would
tend to induce all consumers (including those owning cars for which

it has no utility) to buy the device. Those consumers who cannot in
fact profit from the Ball- Matic wil have relied on the representation
to their detriment. Thus , the ALJ was correct in concluding that this
claim was deceptive.
c.

Efficiency Claims

The ALJ found the representation that the Ball- Matic would significantly improve fuel economy when installed in a typical car and
18 Albano Enterprises Inc. 89 F. C. 523 (1977);
American Consumer, Inc. 94 F. C. 648 (1979);
R. Intemotioll, Inc. 94 FTC. 1312 (1979);Admurketing, Inc. 94 F. C. 664 (1979);
. Energy Development, Inc. 94 F. C. 1337
(1979); and Leroy Gurd(Jn Cooper, Jr. 94 l"T,C. 674 (1979)
19 American Home Prududs Corp. , etal 98 F.
C. 136 , at 386 (1981); Central Hudson Ga and Electric Co. u. PSC,
447 U. S. 557 , 567 (1980J.See DS 16.
20 Id. seeDS 16
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used under normal driving conditions to be false. (IDF 38. ) We agree.
The record discloses that even under conditions most likely to produce
benefits from the Ball- Matic , the fuel savings do not approach those
claimed by respondents. Respondent' s consumer tests and testimonials also fail to support (15) these claims and, as the ALJ found , are
not a recognized way of testing fuel economy. (IDF 41.)

Claims about enhanced fuel effciency resulting from use of the

Ball- Matic are clearly material to consumers. 21 While consumers will
not necessarily expect to achieve the specific fuel economy level repre-

sented in a particular advertisement , the performance claimed in the
ads should be representative of consumers ' expected savings from the
Ball- Matic. It was not , and the advertisements were therefore deceptive.
B.

Representation that Competent Scientific Tests Prove the Fuel

Economy Claims Made for the Ball-Matic
1. Was the Claim Made?
Most of respondents ' advertisements refer to a " controlled, supervised test. " (CX 1-8 , 10-15. ) The text of some ads details the procedure

used in the test

use of cars equipped with the Ball-Matic driven

by non- professional drivers with mileage and fuel consumption monitored by " testers. " (IDF 21. We find that descriptions of these types
of consumer

tests in advertisements cannot , alone , reasonably be

interpreted as representing that the device was tested scientifically.
However , other advertisements simply state that the Ball- Matic
was " tested and proven (to yield) up to (a) 20 percent increase in fuel
economy. " (CX 16 17. ) Stil other advertisements cite " field tests for

over seven years and lab tests at an Accredited Eastern University.
(CX 9. ) Additional tests results are suggested through respondents
invitation that (16) consumers send for test reports if in doubt about
the Ball- Matic s performance. (CX 1 , 3- , 7 , 8, 10 , 11 , 13- 17. ) These
advertisements can be reasonably understood to imply that compe-

tent scientific tests support the performance claims made for the
Ball- Matic.

2. Was the Claim Deceptive?

Respondents introduced a number of test results with varying
evaluations of the Ball- Matic. These include a test conducted by the

Vernon , California Emission Test Laboratory, an engine dynamometer test by a University of Bridgeport professor , and a series of tests
by Scott Environmental Technology, Industries (RX 43A , 44; RX
217D; RX 221C , E , I; RX 225M. ) However , the ALJ found the tests did
1 SeeDS 17.
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not prove the fuel economy claims made for the Ball-Matic. (IDF 43.
See also
IDF 40 , 41.) We agree.
First , although the tests did indicate some improvement in fuel
economy arguably attributable to the Ball- Matic , none revealed improvement even close to that claimed by respondents. While respondents claim up to 20 percent savings in fuel economy, the highest

savings any of the " scientific " tests established was 11 percent. (IDF
40. ) Thus , even assuming that respondents ' tests were competent , the

claim that they support the representation made for the Ball-Matic's

performance is false.
Moreover , the evidence presented by complaint counsel casts serious doubt on the validity ofthe results obtained in respondent' s tests.
Particularly tellng, none ofthe results showed that gasoline savings
of even 11 percent could be duplicated. (IDF 40. ) Indeed , tests conducted by complaint (17) counsel' s experts-under laboratory conditions
most conducive to improving gasoline mileage by using the Ball-Matic

--howed results substantially lower than those claimed

by respond-

ents. The highest fuel savings complaint counsel' s experts were able

(ld. IDF 33- 35.
Finally, complaint counsel' s expert witness testified that , given the
basic theory of engineering and combustion , a device such as the
Ball- Matic could never result in any significant improvement in fuel
economy. In fact , he testified that a
loss
in fuel economy was likely
on 1974 or later model vehicles , which are designed to operate near
to achieve were approximately 5 percent.

peak engine effciency. (Tr. 1090-1 (Korth). ) The ALJ further noted
a November 1978 article in
Consumer Reports
magazine disclosing
that there is no statistically significant effect on gasoline mileage
from the use of air-bleed devices such as the Ball-Matic. (CX 49A;
see
CX 50; Tr. 708-9 (Barnett). ) The ALJ also noted an EP A test on the
Ball- Matic Valve which gave similar results. (CX 57A-I; Tr. 249
(Smith); Tr. 919 , 981 (Koven).)
With respect to materiality, the performance capability of the Ball-

Matic is diffcult for consumers to evaluate for themselves. Accordingly, consumers wil tend to rely more heavily on the scientific support
claims made by respondents. Clearly these false claims injured con-

sumers by misleading them on a material point. We thus agree with
the ALJ' s conclusion that respondents ' claim of scientific support is
false and deceptive. (18)
C.

Representations Based on Consumer Endorsements.

1. Were the Claims Made?

The complaint charges that respondents used consumer testimonials to make claims of " significant" fuel economy for the Ball- Matic

....

, "
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that these endorsements appeared to be by persons who have used the

Ball- Matic in the recent past or are currently using the Ball- Matic,
that the experiences presented in the endorsements were typical of all

consumers who have used the Ball- Matic , and that the consumer
endorsements were presented as freely given by individuals who were
unrelated to the marketers of the Ball- Matic.

substantial use of
testimonials to make performance claims for the Ball-Matic. Numerous advertisements contained a black bordered box with statements
by users about their fuel saving experiences , inviting the consumer to
There is no doubt that respondents made

read the results for yourself." (CX

I--

, 10-17. ) The improvement

in fuel economy reported in the testimonials ranged from two to six
miles per gallon. (IDF 23.

The clear impression created was that the quotes came from actual

current users of the Ball- Matic. (IDF 25 , 26 CX I-- 10-17. ) For example , several advertisements quote phrases such as " Now I ge four
miles more per gallon " and Now that I have installed your unit
" (CX 1- , 10-17.) Further , the ALJ found that the wording
conveyed a sense that the testimonials were given voluntarily: "
gives me great pleasure to express to you my satisfaction " and " Just

a short note to inform you of the performance of your Ball- Matic.
I-- 10-17. ) (19)
(IDF 25; CXs

The advertisements also gave the impression that the testimonials
were fairly representative of Ball- Matic users. The consumers quoted

appeared to represent a variety oflocations nationwide, a wide range
(e.
sheriff, service station owner
of cars , and various occupations
accountant , minister). Almost all the ads state " over 100 000 in use
(CX 1- 15.
The ALJ concluded , and we agree , that consumers could reasonably
interpret these advertisements as claiming that the Ball-Matic would

produce significant fuel economy improvement , that the testimonials
were unrestrained and unbiased ,

that the endorsements were from

recent or actual users ofthe Ball- Matic ,

and that the experiences were

typical of all users.
2. Were the Claims Deceptive?
a.

Performance Claims in Testimonials

By printing the testimonials , respondents implicity made performance claims similar to those express claims found to be false and
Thus , irrespective of the veracity of
supra.
deceptive at pages 11the individual consumer testimonials , respondents ' use of the
testimonials to make underlying claims that were false and deceptive
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was , itself, deceptive. Accordingly, we agree with the ALJ that use
these endorsements constituted a law violation. (IDF 42. ) (20)

of

Unrevealed Relationship of Endorsers to Seller

b.

The ALJ found that a good number of the testimonials used in the
Ball- Matic advertisements were by business associates of the marketers of the product. Nevertheless ,

he concluded that the failure to

disclose these relationships did not constitute either an unfair or a

deceptive practice. Complaint counsel appeal from this holding, and
we hold for complaint counsel on this issue.
In its " Guides Concerning the Use of Endorsements and Testimonials in Advertising, " the Commission s policy is clear that whenever

there exists a connection between the endorser and the seller ofthe
advertised product which might materially affect the weight or credibility of the endorsement" it should be disclosed. In a case such as
this , where it is diffcult for a consumer to evaluate the effectiveness
of the product on his or her own , the consumer is likely to rely more
heavily on endorsements by other users , particularly if the consumer
believes such endorsements are independent and unbiased. Failure to
disclose the relationship, and therefore the bias, wil materially affect
the weight given to the endorsement. Thus , having determined that
the implied claim of impartiality is false and that the failure to disclose the relationship is a material fact to consumers , we conclude
that respondents are guilty of making a deceptive claim. (21)
c.

Claim That Endorsers were Current Users

The ALJ found that most of the testimonials were written in 1973
Testimony on the record from four endorsers ofthe
Ball- Matic , plus one stipulation , indicated that the experiences ofthe
or 1974. (IDF 46. )

endorsers ofthe product did not extend beyond 1976 or 1977. (IDF 45.

Based upon this evidence, the ALJ found that respondents ' implied
representation in 1979 that the statements were from persons who
were current or recent users was false. (IDF 46. ) We agree.

As we found in subsection b supra consumers are likely to rely
heavily on the endorsements for the Ball- Matic. Misrepresenting the
dates of the experiences presented wil materially affect the weight
given the endorsement. The claim that the testimonials were recent
experiences was both false and material to consumers. We therefore
find the claim deceptive.
22 Specifically, we accept complaint counsels ' propowd finding Nos. 48 and 53 , contained in CAP 17.
16 C.

R. 225. 5

(1982).
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Claim That Endorsements Were Typical Experiences

Complaint counsel did not directly challenge the accuracy of the
endorsements , and the ALJ found no dispute that the consumer statements used in respondents ' ads were genuine and reflected the perceived experiences of those consumers. (IDF 45. ) The ALJ
nevertheless found that respondents ' claim that these experiences

were typical of all users of the Ball-Matic was false, relying primarily

on testimony that consumers cannot accurately measure fuel economy themselves. (IDF 42.) We agree the claim was false , but for a
slightly different reason.
We have already found that no competent scientific test supports
respondents ' performance claims. Based upon the (22) evidence in this
record , the typical expected fuel economy improvement appears to be
at most half that claimed in the endorsements. Therefore, even ifthe
individual experiences were accurate, they cannot be typical experiences and are at best statistical outliers. For the same reasons as in
subsection b,
supra we find respondents ' claim to be false and m2.terial to consumers. It was thus deceptive.
D.

In

Complaint Allegation that Respondents Lacked a Reasonable
Basis for their Performance Claims
addition to the charges discussed above , the complaint alleges

that respondents lacked a reasonable basis for the performance

claims they made for the Ball- Matic. A reasonable basis allegation
commonly arises in two situations. First , a seller may expressly adver-

tise that his claims are supported by tests. Rather than attacking the
veracity of the representation , the Commission may challenge the
claim as unsubstantiated and, therefore , deceptive. 24

Second , the
Commission may determine that a performance claim made for a

product contains an implied representation of substantiation. Again
the Commission might challenge the existence of the substantiation
rather than the validity of the performance claim. 25 This latter ap-

proach is particularly useful where the validity of the claim is uncertain , but the lack of substantiation is clear. (23)
Here , we already have determined that the underlying performance claims were false. Moreover . our previous discussion regarding
the validity of respondents ' test claims makes manifest the inadequacy oftheir substantiation efforts.

Accordingly, we need go no further

to conclude that respondents did not have a reasonable basis for their
claims , and any representation either implied or express , that they
did , was false and deceptive.
2. Litton Jnrl,,slrie. , Inc.
25

97 F.TC. 1 (1981), modified 676 F.2d

Fecltkrs Curp- 85 F. C. 38 (1975),afrd

2, Seep.

14- 17 supra.

529 F.2d

364 (9th Cir. 1982)

1398 (2nd Cir. cat. denied 429 U. S. 818 (1976).
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IV. ORDER

We adopt the Order as issued by the ALJ with the following excep-

tion. In Part III of the Order a new subsection is added to read as
follows:

b. failing to disclose a material connection , where one exists , between an endorser of any product or service and any of the respondents. A
material connection " shall mean , for purpose of this order
any relationship between an endorser of any product or service and
any individual or other entity marketing such product or service

which relationship might materially affect the weight or credibilty
of the endorsement and which relationship would not reasonably be
expected by consumers.

Existing subsections in Part III are renumbered accordingly.
APPENDIX

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON , D. C. 20580
October 14 ,

1983

The Honorable John D. Dingell

Chairman
Committee on Energy and Commerce
S. House of Representatives

Washington , D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:
This letter responds to the Committee s inquiry regarding the Commission s enforcement policy against deceptive acts or practices.! We also hope this letter will provide
guidance to the public.

Section 5 of the FTC Act declares unfair or deceptive acts or practices unlawful.
Section 12 specifically prohibits false ads likely to induce the purchase of food , drugs
devices or cosmetics. Section 15 defines a false ad for purposes of Section 12 as one
which is " misleading in a material respect. 2 Numerous Commission and judicial
decisions have defined and elaborated on the phrase " deceptive acts or practices " under
both Sections 5 and 12. Nowhere , however , is there a single definitive statement of the
Commission s view of its authority. The Commission believes that such a statement
j S, Rep. No. 97-451 , 97th Cong. , 2d Sem;. 16; H. R. Rep, No, 98-156 , Part T , 98th Cong. , 1st Sess. 6 (1983). The
Commission s enforcement policy against unfair acL or practices is set forth in a letter to Senators Ford and
Danforth , dated December 17 , 1980.
2 In detennining whether an ad is misleading, Section 15 requires that the Commjs.ion take into account
representations made or suggested" as well as " the extent to which the advertisement fails to reveal fact. material
in light of such representations or material with respect to consequences which may result from the use of the
commodity to which the advertisement relates under the conditions prescribed in said advertisement , or under
such conditions as are !.ustomtlry or usual." 15 V. C. 55. If an act or practice violates Section 12 , it also violates
Section 5.Simeon

Dietsch

90 F,

Munagement Corp. 87 F. C. 1184, 1219 (1976),,,(rd 579 F.2d 1137 (9th Cir. 1978);
Porter &
C. 770 , 873-74 (1977),"rrd 605 F.2d 291 (7th Cir. 1979), cert. denied 445 US. 950 (1980).
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would be useful to the public , as well as the Committee in its continuing review of our
jurisdiction. (2)

We have therefbre reviewed the decided cases to synthesize the most important
principles of general applicability. We have attempted to provide a concrete indication
of the manner in which the Commission wil enforce its deception mandate. In so doing,
we intend to address the concerns that have been raised about the meaning of decep-

tion , and thereby attempt to provide a greater sense of certainty a.", to how the concept
wil be applied.3

1. SUMMARY

First there must be a representation
Certain elements undergird all deception cases.
omission or practice that is likely to mislead the consumer, 4 Practices that have been
found (3J misleading or deceptive in specific cases include false oral or written representations , misleading price claims , sales of hazardous or systematically defective products
or service without adequate disclosures , faiJure to disclose information regarding
pyramid sa es, use of bait and switch techniques, failure to perform promised services
and failure to meet warranty obligations,
Second we examine the practice from the perspective of a consumer acting reasonably in the circumstances, If the representation or practice affects or is directed primarily to a particular group, the Commission examines reasonableness from the perspective
of that group,

Third the representation , omission , or practice must be a " material" one. The basic
question is whether the act or practice is likely to affect the consumer s conduct or
decision with regard to a product or service. Ifso , the practice is material , and consumer
3 Chainmm Miller haR proposed that Section;; he amended to define deceptive acts Hearing Before the Suhcom-

u-uttee for Consumers of the Committee on Commerce, Science , and Transporttion , Cnited States Senate , 97th
July 22 , 1982 , Serial No. 97- 134 , p. 9. Three Commis.
COr: , 2d SeSl. FTC' sAuthority Over Deceptive Advertising,
ld. at 45 (Commissioner Clanton), at 51 (Commissioner
sionern believe a legislative definition is unnecessry.

Bailey) and at 76 (Commissioner Pertchuk). Commssioner Douglas support. a statutory definition of deception.
Prepared statement by Commissioner George W. Douglas , Hearing Before the Subcommittee for Consumers ofthe
Committee on Commerce, Science and TraI1sportation , United States Senate , 98th Congo 1st Sess. (March 16 , 1983)

, A misrepresentation is an express or implied statement contrary to fact. A misleadinr; omi!\Gion occurs when

qualifying information neces.Gary to prevent a practice , claim , representation , or reasonabje expectation or belief
from being' misleading- is not di clo ed. Not all omissions are de eptive , even if providing the infonnation wouJd
benefit consumers. As the Commission noted in rejecting a proposed requirement for nutrition disclosures In the
final analysis , the question whether an adverti.'ement requires a!1nnative disclosure would depend on the nature
claim made in the advertisement. ITTContinenlal Baking Co. Inc. 83 F. C. 865
and extent of the nutritional
965 (1976). In determining whether an omission is deceptive , the Commission wil examine the overall impression
created by a practice , cJaim , or representation. For example, the practice of offering a produd for sale creates an
implied representation that it is fit for the purposes for which it is sold. Failure to discJose that the product is not
fit constitutes a deceptive omiRsion. lSee discussion below at 5-J Omissions may also be deceptive where the

representations made are not literally misleading, jfthose representations create a reasonable expectation or heLief
aUlOtlg con.'umers which is misleading-, absent the omitted disclosure.
if they
Non-deceptive omis.Gions may still violate Section
5

are unfair. For instance, the R- Value

Rule ,

16 CF.

the filire
460. 5 (1983), estahlishes a specific method for testing insulation ahility, and requires disclosure
of in

advertising. The Statement of Basis and Purpose , 44 FR 50 242 (1979), relers to a deception theory to support
disclosure requirements when certain misleading cJaims are made , but the rule s general disclosure requirement
is premised on an unfairnes.G theory. Consumers could not reasonably avoid injury in selecting insulation because
no standard method of measurement existed
5 Advertising that lacks a reasonable basis is also deceptive.
FIrestone 81 F'T. C. :m8, 451-52 (1972),afrd 481

afrd and
2d 246 (6th Gir),"crt . denied 414 U.S. 1112 (1973).Natiorwll)namics 82 F. T-C. 488 , 549--0 (1973);
492
2d 1333 (2d Cir. ), cerl. denied 419 U. S. 993 (1974), reissued 85 F. C. 391 (1976)
remanded on other gro1Jn
National Comm ' non Egg Nutrition 88 F. C. 89 , 191 (1976), afrd, 570 F.2d 157 (7th Cir. cat. denied 439 UB.
821 reisBued 92 F. Te. 848 (1978). The deception theory is based on the fact that most ads making objective claims
imply, and many expreS!ly state, that all advertiser has certain specific grounds for the claim.'. If the advertiser
docs not , the consumer is acting under a false impTI-'bsion. The consumer might have perceived the advertising

differently had he or she known the advertiser had no basis for the claim. This letter does not address the nuances
of the r'-asonable basis doctrine , which the Commission is currently reviewing. 48 FR 10 471 (March 1 J, 1983)

," ,"
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injury is likely, because consumers arc likely to have chosen differently but for the
deception. In many instances , materiality, and hence injury, can he presumed from the
nature ufthe practice. In other instances, evidence of materiality may be necessary.
(4)

Thus , the Commission will find deception if there is a representation , omission or
practice that is likely to mislead the consumer acting reasonably in the circumstances,
to the consumer s detriment. We discuss each of these elements below.

II. THERE MUST BE A REPRESENTATION , OMISSION, OR PRACTICE
THAT IS LIKELY TO MISLEAD THE CONSUMER.
Most deception involves written or oral misrepresentations, or omissions of material
infi:Jrmation. Deception may also occur in other forms of conduct associated with a sales

transaction. The entire advertisement , transaction or course of dealing will be considered. The issue is whether the act or practice is likely to mislead , rather than whether
it causes actual deception.

Of course , the COITmission must find that a representation , omission , or practice
occurred. In cases of express claims , the representation itself establishes the meaning,
In cases of implied claims , the Commission wil often be able to determine meaning
through an examination of the representation it.';;elf, including an evaluation of such
factors as the entire document , the juxtaposition of various phrases in the document
the nature ofthe claim , and the nature of the transaction. 7 In other (5) situations , the
Commission will require extrinsic evidence that reasonable consumers reach the implied claims, 8 In all instances , the Commission will carefully consider any extrinsic
evidence that is introduced.
Some cases involve omission of material information , the disclosure of which is
necessary to prevent the claim, practice , or sale from being misleading. 9 Information
may be omitted from writtenlO or oralH representations or from the commercial trans6 In Beneficial Corp. u. FTC 542 F.2d 611 , 617 (3d Cir. 1976), the court no.ted " the likelihoo.d or pro.pensity of
deception is the criterio.n by which advertising is measured"

7 On evaluation af the entire do.cument
The Commission finds that many afthe challenged Anacin advertis.ments, when viewed in their entirety, did

convey the message that the !1uperiorit.y af thi!1 product has been proven (foatDate omitt",jJ. It is immaterial
that the ward " established" , which WaS used in the complaint , generally did l1o.t appear in the ads; the
Americun Home Products 98 F. C. 136
importnt consideratian is the nel impressiol1 conveyed to the public.
374 (1981),arrd 695 l". 2d (3d Cif. 1982)
On the juxtapo!1itian of phrases:

On thislabcl , the statement " Kils Germs By Milions On Co.ntact " immediately precedes the assertion " For
General Oral Hygiene Bad Breath , Colds and Resultant Sore Throats" (foatnote omitted). By pladngthese two
statement. in close proximity, respondent has conveyed t.he message thalsince Li8terine. can kill millons af
Warner Lambert R6 T.C
germs , ilcan cure prevent and am.,iorate colds and sore throats (fo.atnote amittedJ.
1398 1489- 90 (1975), afrd 562 F. 2d 749 (D. c. Cir. 1977), eert. denied 435 U.S. 950 (1978) (emphasis in ariginal)
relevant. There the Comrnis ian nated that the alleged misrepresentation
On the nature ofthe claim Firestoneis
concemed the safety af respondent' s product an iS5ue of great significance to. cansumers. On this issue , the
Co.mmissiun has required scrupulous accuracy in advertising claims, for obviaus reasO!l.! "
affd 481 F.2d 246 (6th Cir),cerl. d.enied 414 U. S. 1112 (1973)

8t F.

C. 398 , 456 (1972),

In each af these cases , ot.her factors , including in some instanees surveys , were in evidence an the meaning af
the ad
"The evidence can co.nsist of expert opinion,
o.nsumer testimony (particularly in cases invalving oral representatians), capy tests , surveys , ar any ather reliabllo evidence of consumer interpretatian.
9 As the Commissian noted in the Cigarett.e rule The nature , appearance, or intended use of a praduct may
create an irnpres.ion o.n the mind of the consumer.. and if the impression is false , and if the seller daes not take
adequate steps to rorn'ct it , he is respansible for an unlawful deception. " Cigarette Rule Statement afDasis and
Purpose , 29 FR 8324 , 835:l (July 2 , 1964).
W Porter
Dietsch 90 F. C. 770 , 87:;- 74 (1977)."rrd 605 F.2d 294 (7th Cir. 1979),eert denied 445 UB. 950
(1980); Simeon Management Corp. 87 F.T.C. 1184, 1230 (1976),affd 579 F.2d ! 137 (9th Cir. 1978)
11 See. e. , Gralier 91 FTC. 315 , 48U (1978), remanded on other grounds 615 F. 2d 1215 (9th Cir. 1980),
mlJdlfied
an ather gro'lnd. 98 FTC 882 (1981) ,.eis. lled 99 F. C. 379 (1982)
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action.I (6)
In some circumstances , the Commission can presume that consumers are likely to
reach false beliefs about the product or service because of an omission. At other times
however , the Commission may require evidence on consumers ' expectations.13

Marketing and point-ofsales practices that are likely to mislead consumers are also
deceptive. For instance , in bait and switch cases , a violation occurs when the oiler to

sell the product is not a bona fide otfer. 14 The Commission has also found deception

where a sales representative misrepresented the purpose of the initial contact with
customers. IS When a product is sold , there is an implied representation that the product is fit for the purposes for which it is sold, When it is not , deception occurs.1 There
may be a concern about the way a product or service is marketed , such as where

inaccurate or (7) incomplete information is provided.!7 A failure to perform services
promised under a warranty or by contract can also be deceptive.
III. THE ACT OR PRACTICE MUST BE CONSIDERED FROM THE
PERSPECTIVE OF THE REASONABLE CONSUMER
The Commission believes that to be deceptive the representation , omission or practice must be likely to mislead reasonable consumers under the circumstances. 19 The
test is whether the consumer s interpretation or reaction is reasonable. 20 When repre12 In Peacock Buick

86 F.

C. 1532 (1975),afl'd 553 F.2d

97 (4th Cir. 1977), the Commission held that

absent a clear and early disclosure of the prior use of313te model C3r , deception can resu.t from the setting
in which a sale is madlo omd the expectations of the buyer. Idat 1555

lEJven in the absence of affrmative misreprlosent.tions , it is misleading for thlo seller of late model uSlod cars
to fail to reveal the particularizlod uses to which they have been put.. When a latlor modlol u8!d car is sold
at close to li.'t price. . . the assumption likely to be made by some purchasers is that , absent disclosure to the
its value. In such
contrary, such car has not previously been used in a way that might .'ubstantially impair
Id. at 1557-58.
circum t.nce , failure to di lose a di.'favored prior use may tend to mislead.
13 In Leonard Porter the Commission dismis.'ed a complaint alleging that respondents' sale of unmarked
products in Alaska led consumers to believe erroneously that they were handmOidlo in Alaska by natives. Complaint
counsel had failed to show that consumers of Alaskan craft asswntJd rtJspondtJnts' products were handmade by
Alaskans in Ala.'ka. The Commission wa unwillng, absent evidence , to infer from a vitJwing of thtJ ittJms that thtJ
products would tend to mislead conswners
By requiring such evidence, we do not imply that elaborate proofofconsumer beliefs or behavior is necessary,
even in a case such as this , to eilt.'lblish the requisite capacity to deceive. However , where visual inspection
is inadequate , some extrinsic testimonial evidence must be added. 88 F. e. 546, 626 , n. 5 (1976).
14 Bait

and Switch Policy Protocol December 10 , 1975; GuidtJs Against Bait Advertising, 16 e.F. R. 238. 0

32 FR 15 540.
15 Encyclopedia Britannica 87 F.

C, 421 , 497 (1976),

934 (1980),modified 100 F, C. 500 (1982)
16 Seethe complaints inBayleySuit C--117

International, Inc.

aff"d

605 F.2d 964 (7th Cir. 1979),
cat, denied

(consent agreement) (September 30 1983) (102 F.

(1967)

445 V.

C. 1285J;Figgie

D, 9166 (May 17 , 1983)

11 The Commission s complaints in Chry, ler Corporation 99 F. TC- 347 0982), and Volkswagen of America
C. 446 (1982), alleged the failure to disclose accurate use and care instructions for replacing oil fiters was
deceptive. The complaintin Ford Motor Co. D. 9154 , 96 FT. e. 362 (1980), charged Ford with failing to disclose
a " piston sCllffng " defect to purchasers and owners which was allegedly widespread and costly to repair.
See al,
General Motors D. 9145 (provisionally accepted conscnt agreement , April 26 , 1983). (102 F. C. 1741J
J8 See.Iay Norris Corp. 91 F. C. 751 (1978),
afrd with modified langua!:e in order 598 F. 2d 1244 (2d Cir. 1979),
eert. denied 444 U. S. 980 (1979) (failure to consi tently meetguaranttJe claims of " immediate and prompt" delivery

e. 1126 (1973) (failure to honor oral
Skylark Uriginals, inc. 80 F. e. 337 (1972),arrd
475.1. 2,- 1396 (3d Cir. 1973) (failure to promptly honor moneyback guarantee as represented
in advertisements
and catalogs);Capitol Manufacturing Corp. 73 F. C. 872 (1968) (failure to fully, sat.isfaetorily and promptly meet

as well as money back guarantees);Southern States Distributing Co"83 F.
and written product maintenance guarOintees
,a

represented);

all obligations and requirements under terms of service guarantee certificate)
The evidence necessary to determine how reasonable consumers understad a representation i

discus

ed

Section II of this lel.er
wAn interprtJtation may be reasonable even though it is not .'hart d by a majority of conRwners in the relevant
class , or by particularly sophisticated conswners, A material practice that misleads a significant minority of
reasonable commmers is deceptive. See Heinz W Kirchner 63 F. C. 1282 (1963).

:!
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sentations or sales practices are targeted to a specific audience , the Commission deter-

mines the effed ufthe practice on a reasonable member of that group. In evaluating
a particular practice , the Commission considers the totality ofthe practice in determining how reasonable consumers are likely to respond. l8J
A company is not liable for every interpretation or action by a consumer. In an
advertising context , this principle has been well-stated:
An advertiser cannot be charged with liability with respect to every conceivable
misconception , however outlandish , to which his representations might be subject
among the foolish or feeble- minded. Some people , because of ignorance or incomprehension , may be misled by even a scrupulously honest claim. Perhaps a few
misguided souls believe , for example , that all " Danish pastry " is made in Denmark.
Is it therefore an actionable deception to advertise " Danish pastry " when it is made
in this country? Of course not. A representation does not become " false and deceptive " merely because it will be unreasonably misunderstood by an insignificant and

unrepresentative segment of the class of persons to whom the representation is
addressed.

Heinz W. Kirchner 63 F.

To be considered rea.';;onable ,

C. 1282 , 1290 (1963).

the interpretation or reaction does not have to be the

only one. 21

When a seller s representation conveys more than one meaning to reasonable consumers , one of which is false , the seller is liable for the misleading interpretation. 22 An interpretation will be presumed reasonable if it is the one the respondent
intended to convey.

The Commission has used this standard in its past decisions. " . . . The test applied
by the Commission is whether the interpretation is reasonable in light of the claim.
In the Listerine case , the Commission evaluated the claim from the perspective of the
average listener. 24 Tn a case involving the sale of encyclopedias, the Commission
observed " (iJn determining the meaning of an advertisement , a piece of promotional
material (9) or a sales presentation , the important criterion is the net impression that
American Home
it is likely to make on the general populace. 25 The decisions in
Products, Bristol Myers and Sterling Drug
are replete with references to reasonable
consumer interpretations. 26 In a land sales case , the Commission evaluated the oral
statements and written representations " in light of the sophistication and understand11 A secondary message understood by reasonable consumers is actionable ifdeceptive even though the primary

Chrysler
& Co. . 95 1'. C. 406 . 511 (1980), affd 676 F.2d 385 , (9th Cir. 1982);
C. 606 (1977);Rhodes Pharmm:a! Cu_ 208 F.
87 F.T. C 749 (1976), affd 561 F. 2d 357 (D. C. Cir. reissued90
382 387 (7th Cir 1951),aff'd 348 UB 940 (1955).
National Comm ' n on Egg Nutrition 88 YT_ G 89 , 185 (1976),enforced in part 570 F.2d 157 (7th Cir- 1977);
affd 598 F-2d 1244 (2d Cir. 1979).
Jay Nurri$ Corp. 91 YT. C. 751 , 836 (1978),

message is accurate.Sears, Roebuck

National Dynam;

82

C. 488 , 524 , 548 (1973),

uffd

492 F. 2d 13::13 (2d Cir.,

rert. denied 419lJ. 8. 993 (1974),

rel ued 85 FTC. 391 (1976)
1. Warner- Lambert 86 F. C- 1.398 , 1415 nA (1975),
cert. denied 435 U- S- 950
affd 562 F2d 749 (D. C. Cir. 1977),
(1978)

modified on other
' Cro/ier 91 F. C. 315 , 430 (1978), remanded on other grounds 615 F. 2d 1215 (9th Cir. 1980),
grounds 98 FT. C. 882 (1981),reissued 99 F. C. 379 (1982).
26 American Home Products 98 F. C- 136 (198l),affd. 695
2d 681 (3d Cir. 1982)" consumers may be led
52); " would reasonably
to expect , quite reasonably. " (at 386)
consumers may reasonably believe.. (ld.
have been understood by consumers. . . " (at 371); " The record show that consumers could reasonably have
understood this language.. " (at 372).See also pp. 373 , 374 , 375- Bristol- Myers D. 8917 (July 5 , 1983), appeal
ducketed , No 8.1-167 (2nd Cir. Sept. 12 , J983). " . ads mugt bejurlged by the impression they make on reasonable
" (Slip Op. at 7);
" (Slip Op- at 4);
consumers could reasonably have understood
" (Slip Op- at 11) flO2 F- C. 21 (1983)). Sterling Drug, Inc. D. 8919 (July
1983), appeal docketed o. 83- 7700 (9th Cir- Sept. 14 , 1983)" consumers could reasonably asslle. " (Slip
Op. at 9); " . . congumers could reasonably interpret the ads. ' (Slip Op. at 33). (102 F. C. 395 (1983)J

members of the public

. consumers could reasonably infer
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ing of the persons to whom they were directed.

27 Omission cases are no different: the

Commission examines the failure to disclose in light of expectations and understandings of the typical buyer 28 regarding the claims made.
When representations or sales practices are targeted to a specific audience , such as
children , the elderly, or the terminally il , the Commission determines the efiect ufthe
practice on a reasonable member of that group. 29 For instance , if a company markets
a cure to the terminally il , the practice (10J will be evaluated from the perspective of
how it affects the ordinary member ofthat group. Thus , terminally il consumers might
be particularly susceptible to exaggerated cure claims. By the same token , a practice
or representation directed to a well-educated group, such as a prescription drug advertisement to doctors ,

would be judg-ed in light ofthe

knowledge and sophistication of that

group.
As it has in the past , the Commission wil. evaluate the entire advertisement , transac-

tion , or course of dealing in determining how reasonable consumers are likely to
respond. Thus, in advertising the Commission wil examine " the entire mosaic , rather
than each title separately. 31 As explained by a court of appeals in a recent case: (11J
s right to scrutinize the visual and aural imagery of advertisements follows from the principle that the Commission looks to the impression
made by the advertisements as a whole. Without this mode of examination , the
Commission would have limited recourse against crafty advertisers whose deceptive messages were conveyed by means other than , or in addition to , spoken words.
American Home Products 695 F. 2d 681 , 688 (3d Cir. Dec. 3 , 1982).

The Commission

27 Horizon Corp.

97 F. C. 464, 810 n. 13 (1981).
Simeon Management 87 l". C. 1184, 1230 (1976).
29 The listed categories are merely examples. Whether children , terminally il patients , or any other subgroup
of the population wi1l be considered a special audience depends on the specific factual context ofthe claim or the
practice.
i'

TIw Supreme Court has affrmed this approach, " The determination whether an advertisement is misleading

requires consideration of the legal sophistication of its audience, Bates v. Arizona 433 C. S, 350 , 383 n. 37 (1977).
:\ In onc ca!\c , the Commission s complaint focused On seriously il persons. The ALJ summarized:
According to the complaint , thc frustrations and hopes ofth" seriously il and their families were exploited
and the representations had the tendency and capacity to induce the seriouRly ill to forego conventional

medical treatment worsening their condition and in some cases hl\ tening death , or to cause them to spend
large amounL of money and to undergo the inconvenience of traveling for a non-€xistent " operation. Travel
King,

86 F-

C- 715 , 719 (1975).

In a caRe involving a weight los product , the Commj sion ob erved
is equally ohvious that many people
It is obviou that dieting is the conventional method ofJosing weight,it But
who need or want to I08e weight regard dieting a bitter medicine, To these corpulent eon umers the promi!\es
of weight loss without dieting are the Siren s call , and advertising that heralds unrestrained consumption while
Porter
Dietsch
muting the inevitable need for temperance ifnot abstinence , simply does not pass muster.
eert. denied.. 445 U. S, 950 (1980)
90 F. C. 770 , 864-865 (1977),afrd. 605 F.2d 294 (7th Cir, 1979),
IdealInToy,the
Children have also been the specific target of ads or practiceR.

Commi38ion adopted the Hearing

Examiner s conclusion that"
False , misleading and deceptive advertising claims beamed at children tend to exploit unfairly a cOn umer
group unqualified by age or experience to anticipate or appreciate the p05.Gibility that representations may
be exaggerated or untrue. Ideal Toy,64 F. C. 297 , 310 (1964)
See alsu . Avalon Industries Inc. 83 F.TC 1728 1750 (1974)
:'1 FTC v. Sterling Dmg.317 F.2d 669 ,
:w !\. umerous

(;74 (2d Cir- 1963)

cases exemplify this point. l"or instance , in Pfzer the Commi!\sion ruled th"t " the net impres.Gion

of the advertisement , evaluated from the perspective of the audience to whom the advertisement is directed , is
controlling, " 81 F. C. 23 , 58 (1972)
In a subsequcnt case, the Commission explained that " liJn

evaluating advertising representations, wc arc

required to look at the complete advertisement and formulate our opinions on them on the hasis oft.he nnt general
impression conveyed hy them and not on isojated excerpt.s.Standard Oil of Calif, 84 FTC 1401 , 1471 (1974),
reissued 96 F_ C 380 (1980)
affd as modified 577 F.2d 653 (9th Cir, 1978).

The Third Circuit stated succinctly the Commis.Gion s standard " J1'e tendency oCthe advertising to deceive must
(footnote cont'
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Commission cases reveal specific guidelines. Depending on the circumstances , accu-

rate information in the text may not remedy a false headline because reasonable
consumers may glance only at the headline. 33 Written disclosures or fine print may be
(12) insuffcient to correct a misleading representation. 34 Other practices ofthe company may direct consumers ' attention away from the qualifying disclosures. 35 Oral statements , label disclosures or point-of- sale material wil not necessarily correct a
deceptive representation or omission. 36 Thus , when the first contact between a seller
and a buyer occurs through a (13) deceptive practice , the law may be violated even if

the truth is subsequently made known to the purchaser. 37 Pro forma
disclaimers may not cure otherwise deceptive J;essages or practices.

statements or

Qualifying disclosures must be legible and understandable. In evaluating such disclobe judged by viewing it as a whole, without emphasizing isolated words or phrases apart from their context"
Beneficial Corp. u. l-TC,
542 F.2d 611, 617 (3d Cir. 1976),
cert. denied 430 U.S. 983 (1977).
33 In Litton Industries the Commssion held that fine print disclosures that the surveys included only "
Litton
authorized" agencies werc inadequate tu remedy the deceptive characterization of the survey population in the
headline. 97 F. C. 1, 71 , n. 6 (1981), a.ffd as modified 676 F. 2d 364 (9tb Cir. 1982). Compare the Commis. ion s note
in the same case that the fine print disdo8ure " Litton and one other brand" was reasunable to qualify the claim
that independent service technicians had been surveyed. " lFJine print was a reasunable medium for dioclosing a

qu.alification ufuruy limited rel"vance. 971". C.l , 70 , n. 5 (1981).
In another case , the Commission held that the body of the ad corrected the possibly misleading headline becolUs€
in order to enter the contest , the consumer had to read the text, and the text would eliminate any faloo impression
stemming from the headline. ilL Blair 82 F.

C. 231, 255-256 (1973).

In one case, respondent' s expert witnes.., testified that the headline (and accompanying picture) of an ad would

be the focl point of the first glance. He also told the administrative law judge that a consumer would spend
Crown Central 84 F. C. 1493, 1543 ll. 14-15 (1974).
ltjypicallya few seconds at most" on the ads at issue.
.1 In Giant Food the Commis."ion agreed with the examiner that the fine-print disclaimer was inadequate to
correct a deceptive impression. The Commi88ion quoted from the examiner s finding that " very few if any of the
persns who would read Giant' s advertisements would take the trouble , or did , read the fine print disclaimer.
61 F. C. 326 , 348 (1962)
Cf Beneficial Corp. v. FTC 542 F. 2d 611 , 618 (3d Cir. 1976), where the court reverf\d the Commi88iou s opinion
that no qualifying language could eliminate the deception stemming from use ofthe .'logan " Instant Tax Refund.
35 " Respondenw argue that the contracts which

consumers signed indicated that crudit life insurance was not

required for financing, and that this disclosure obviated the p088ibility of deception. We disagree. It is clear from

consumer testimony that ural deception was employed in some instances tv cause consumers to ignore the warng

in their sales agreement. . . Peacuck Buick
'1 Erposition Press

86 FTC. 1532 , 1558-59 (1974).
Bros. 61 F. C. 1051 , 1066 (1962);Carter Pruducts

295 F.2d 869 , 873 (2d Cir. 1961);
Gimbel

186 F. 2d 821 , 824 (1951).

By the Stme token , money- back

guaranl-es do not eliminate deception. InSears

the Commis. ion observed'

A money- back guarantee is nu defense to a charge of deceptive advertising. . . . A money-back

guarantee

does not compensate the consumer for the oftn considerable time and expense incident to returning a
major-ticket item and obtaining a replacement.
Sears, Roebuck and Co. , 95 F. C. 406 , 518 (1980), arrd 676 F.2d 385 (9th Cir. 1982) However , the existence of
a guarantee, if hunored , has a bearing on whether the Commssion should exercise its discretion to prof\cute.
See
Deceptive and Unsubstantiated Claims Policy Protocol , 1975.
37 See American Home Prod/lets 98 F. C. 136 370 (1981),arrd 695 F.2d 681, 688 (3d
Cir. Dec. 3 , 1982). Wh"ther
a disclosure on the label cUre deceptiun in advertising depends on the circWlstances:
.. it iswelJ

settled that di honest adverti!!ing is not cured or excused by bone!!!. labeling (footnote omittedJ.

Whether the ill-effects of deceptive nondisclosure can be cured by a disclosure requirement limited to labeling,
or whether a further requirement of disclosure
in advertising should be imposed , is essentially a question of
remedy. As such it is a matter within the sound discretion afthe Commission lfootnote omitted) The question
ofwhetber in a particular case to require disclosure in advert.ising cannot be answered by application of any
hard- and- fast principle. The test is simple and pragmatic: Is it likely that , unle."8 such disclosure is made , a
substantial body of consumers will be misled to their detriment'l
Statement o( Basis and Purpo e (or the
Cigarette Advertising rmd Labeling Trade Regulation Rule 1965 , pp. 89- 90. 29 FR 8325 (1964)
Misleading " door openers " bave also been found de

(Encyclopedia. Britannica 87 YT. C. 421 (1976), ,,(rd
modified 100 FTC. 500 (1982)), as bave offers
offen;
(Seekonk Freezer Meats , Inc. 82 FTC. 10:d5 (1973)). In ea h ofthesc instances

605 F2d 964 (7th Cir. 1979),cert. denied,
to sell that arc not bona fide

eptive

445 US. 934 (1980), as

the lruth is made known prior to purchase.
38 In the Listerine case ,

the Commission held thatpro (orma

statements of no ahsolute preventiun followed by

promioos uffewer colds did not cure or correct the false message that Listerine will prevent
colds.
Warner
Lumbert

a(rd

86 F. C. 1398, 1414 (1975),

562 F.2d 749 (D.C. Cir. 1977),cerl.

denied 435 U. S. 950 (1978)

."
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sures , the Commission recognizes that in many circumstances , reasonable consumers
do not read the entirety of an ad or are directed away from the importance of the
qualifying phra.o:e by the acts or statements of the seller. Disclosures that conform to
the Commission s Statement of Enforcement Policy regarding clear and conspicuous

disclosures , which applies to television advertising, are generally adequate , (14) CCH
Trade Regulation Reporter 7569. 09 (Oct. 21 , 1970). Less elaborate disclosures may
also sufIce.

Certain practices , however , are unlikely to deceive consumers acting reasonably.
Thus , the Commission generally will not bring advertising cases based on subjective
claims (taste , feel , appearance , smell or on correctly stated opinion claims ifconsumers

understand the source and limitations of the opinion. 40 Claims phrased as opinions are
actionable , however , if they are not honestly held , if they misrepresent the qualifications of the holder or the basis of his opinion or if the recipient reasonably interprets
them as implied statements of fact.

The Commission generally will not pursue cases involving obviously exaggerated or

those that the ordinary consumers do not take seriously.
puffing representations
Some exaggerated claims, however , may be taken seriously by consumers and are
actionable. For instance , in rejecting a respondent' s argument that use of the words
electronic miracle " to describe a television antenna was puffery, the Commission
stated:
Although not insensitive to respondent's concern that the term miracle is commonly used in situations short of changing (15) water into wine , we must conclude that
the use of " electronic miracle " in the context of respondent' s grossly exaggerated

claims would lead consumers to give added credence to the overall suggestion that
this device is superior to other types of antennae.

20(978), a(rd

598 F.2d 1244 (2d Cir.),

Jay Norris

cert. denied

91 F.

C. 751 , 847

444 U. S. 980 (1979).

Finally, as a matter of policy, when consumers can easily evaluate the product or
service, it is inexpensive , and it is frequently purchased , the Commission wil examine

the practice closely before issuing a complaint based on deception. There is little
incentive for sellers to misrepresent (either by an explicit false statement or a deliber-

ate false implied statement) in these circumstances since they normally would seek to
encourage repeat purchases. Where , as here, market incentives place strong constraints on the likelihood of deception , the Commission will examine a practice closely
before proceeding.

In sum , the Commission will consider many factors in determining the reaction of
the ordinary consumer to a claim or practice. As would any trier offact, the Commission wil evaluate the totality ofthe ad or the practice and ask questions such as: how

clear is the representation? how conspicuous isany qualifying information? how impor-

tant is the omitted information? do other sources for the omitted information exist?
C. 3110 (June 9 . 1983). rlOl F, C. 854 (1983)j
Chicago MetroPQlitan Pontiac Dealers ' Ass
40 An opinion is a representat.ion that expre8Ses only lhe helief nfthe maker, wit.hout certainty, as to tbe e"i tcnce
of a fact or his judgement as to qual.ty, value , authenticity, or other matters of judgement, American Law

Institule Restatem"nt On 1'orts, Second 11 538 A.
Id. f 512(a). For this reason
" Id. r 539 Al common law , a consumer can generally rely on an expert opinion.
representations of expert. opinion wil generally be regarded as representations of fact
rTJbere is a category ofadvertisiug themes in the nature of puffng or ot.her hyperbole , which do not amount
to the type of affrmative product claims for which eit.her the Commission or the consumer would expect documentation. Pfizer, Inc. 81 F. C- 23 , 64 (1972)
The term "puffng " refers generally to an expressiun of opinion not made as a representation offact. A seller
has some latitude in pufng his goods . but he is not authorized to misrepresent them or to assign to them
benefits they do not possss (cite omitt.ed). Statements made for the purpose of deceiving prospective purchashe characterized as mere puffng. Wilmington Chemical 69 F. C. 828 , 865 (1966).
ers cannot properly

..
' ),""
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how familiar is the public with the product or service?43

IV. THE REPRESENTATION , OMISSION OR PRACTICE MUST BE MATERIAL
The third element of deception is materiality. That is, a representation , omission or
practice must be a material one for deception to occur. 44 A " material" misrepresenta-

tion or practice is one which is likely to affect a consumer s choice of or (16J conduct
regarding a prorluct. 45 In other words , it is information that is important to consumers.

If inaccurate or omitted information is material , injury is likely.
The Commission considers certain categories of information presumptively materia1.47 First , the Commission presumes that express claims are materia1.48 As the
Supreme Court stated recently, " riln the absence of factors that would distort the
decision to advertise , we may assume that the willingness of a business to promote its
products reflects a belief that consumers are interested in the advertising. " 49 Where
the seller knew , or should have known , that an ordinary consumer would need omitted

information to evaluate the product or service , or that the claim was false, materiality
wil be presumed because the manufacturer intended the information or omission to
have an efIect.50 (17J Similarly, when evidence exists that a seller intended to make
an implied claim , the Commission will infer materiality.
The Commission also considers claims or omissions material if they significantly
involve health , safety, or. other areas with which the reasonable consumer would be
concerned. Depending on the facts , information pertaining to the central characteristics of the product or service wil be presumed material. Information has been found
material where it concerns the purpose 52 safety, 53 effcacy, 54 or cost55 ufthe product
03 In Avalon IndlJ. trie. the ATA J oh.'erved that the
ordinary person with a common degrec of familiarity with
industrial civilization ' would expect a reasonable rellltionship between the size of package and the size ofquaotity
ofthe contents, He would have no reason to anticipate slack filing. " 83 F. C. 1728 , 1750 (1974) (I.
A misleadingc1aim or omission in advertisingwill violate Section 5 or Section 12 , however, only if the omitted

information would be a material factor in the consumer s
Prodllcts Corp. 98 F. C. 136 , 368 (1981),

affd

695 F. 2d

decision to purch"sp. th;, product"
American Home
681 (3d Cir. \98:;), A cliim is material ifitis likely to affect

consumer behavior. " Is it likely to affect the av"rage consum"r in deciding whdher to purchase the advertised
product- i.' there a material deception , in oth"r words'!" Statement of Basis and Purpose Cigar tte Advertising
and Labeling Rule 1965 , pp. 86-7. 29 FR 8325 (1964)

15 Material information may affect conduct other than the decision to purchase a product Th" Cummission
Volkswagen of America 99 F,Te. 446 (1982), for example , was based on pruvision of inaccurate

complaint in

instructions for oil filt"r instaJlation.Restutement
In its

on Torts. Second the Am"rican Law Institute defines a
material misrepresentation or omission as on" which the reasonable person would regard as important in deciding
how to act , or one which the maker knows that th" recipi"nt , because ofms or her own peculiarities, is likely to

consider important. Seclion 538(:;) Th", Restatem"nt explains that a material fact does not necessarily hav" to
affect the finances of a transaction " Th"re are many more- or- less sent.imenta1 considerations that the ordinary

man r"gards as impurtant." Comment on Clause 2(a)(d).
16 In evaluating materiality, the Commission takes consum"r preferences as given. Thus , if consumers pref"r
one product to another , the Commi& ion need not d"termine whether that preference is objectively justified.
See
Algoma Lumber 291 U. S. 54 , 78 (1933). Similarly, objective differences among producL are not. mah'rial ifth"
difh,rence is not likely to affect consumer choices
07 The Commission wil always consider rd"vant and competent evidence offered to rebut pr"sumptions of

materiality.
Because this presumptiun is absent fur some implied claims , the Commission wil tak" sp"cial caution to "nsure
materiality "xisw in such cases
19 Centmlllu(bwn

Gas & Electric Co. v. PSt:
447 U. S. 557 , 567 (1980)

Cf Restatement on Contracts , Second
162(1)
51 In American Home Products the evidenc" was that the company intended to differentiate its products from
O!

aspirin. "The very fact that AHP sought to distinguish its products from a.'pirin .'trongly implies that knowledge
of the true ingredients ofthos" products would be material to pl1rcha ers. Amer;mn Home PrOd/LCts 98 F.TC.
136 368 (1981),arN. 695
'2 In

:;u 681 (3d, Cir. 198:;).

Fedders the ads represented that only Fedd"rs gave the assurance of cooling on extra hot , humid days.

Such a representation is the raison d' et.r" for an air conditioning unit-it is an extremely material representation " 85 FTC 38 , 61 (1975) (I.
petition dismissed.529 F.2d 1398 (2d Cir. cert. denied 4:;9 C. S. 818 (1976).

We oote at th" outset that both aJleged misrepresentatiuns gu to the issue of the safety of respondent'
product , an issue of great significance 1. 0 COI1SIUT"rS. Firestone
Cir.

(wt. denied,111 U.S. 1112 (1973)

81 !,' C.

398 , 456 (1972),

afTd 481 F. 2d 246 (6th
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or service. (18) Information is also likely to be material if it concerns durability,

performance , warranties or quality. Information pertaining to a finding by another
agency regarding the product may also be rnateria1.56

Where the Commission cannot find materiality based on the above analysis, the
Commission may require evidence that the claim or omission is likely to be considered
important by consumers. This evidence can be the fact that the product or service with
the feature represented costs more than an otherwise comparable product without the
feature, a reliable survey of consumers , or credible testimony.
A finding of materiality is also a finding that injury is likely to exist because of the
representation , omission , sales practice, or marketing technique. Injury to consumers
can take many forms. 58 Injury exists if consumers would have chosen differently but
for the deception. If different choices are likely, the claim is material , and injury is
likely as well. Thus , injury and materiality are different names for the same concept.
(191

V. CONCLUSION
The Commission wil find an act or practice deceptive if there is a misrepresentation
omission , or other practice , that misleads the consumer acting reasonably in the cir-

cumstances , to the consumer s detriment. The Commission will not generally require
extrinsic evidence concerning the representations understood by reasonable consumers
or the materiality of a challenged claim , but in some instances extrinsic evidence wil
be necessary.

The Commission intends to enforce the FTC Act vigorously. We wil investigate , and
prosecute where appropriate , acts or practices that are deceptive. We hope this letter
will help provide you and the public with a greater sense of certainty concerning how
the Commission will exercise its jurisdiction over deception. Please do not hesitate to
call if we can be of any further assistance.
By direction of the Commission , Commissioners Pertschuk and Bailey dissenting,
5- TIw Commission found that information that a product was effective in only the small minority ofeascs where

tiredncss symptoms are due to an iron deficiency, and that it was of no benefit in all other cases, was material.

af(d 381 F. 2d
JB. Williams Co. 68 F. C. 481 , 546 (1965),
55 As the Commission noted in MacMillun , Inc.

884 (6t.h Cir. 1967).

In marketing their courses , respondents failed to adequately disclose the number ofieBSon assignments to be
submitted in a course. These were materia! facts neces.-.ry for the student to calculate his tuition obligation
which was based on the nwnber of lesson assignments he submitted for grading. The nondisclosure of these
material facts combined with the confusion arising from LaSalle

had the
lnc. 96 F.

tenninology
s inconsistent use of

MacMillan ,
capacity to mislead students about the nature and extent of their tuition obligation.
208 303-104(1980)

86 F, C. 1532 , 1562 (1975),
ufrd 553 F.2d 97 (4th Cir. 1977).
Simeon Management Carp. 87 F. C. 1184 (1976),afrd 579 F.2d1137 , 1168 , n. lO (9th Cir 1978).

See also , Peacock Buirk
so

'"I In Amt'ricun Home Produds the Commission approved the ALJ's finding of materiality from an cconomic
perspective.
If the record cuntained evidencp. of a significant disparity b",tween the prices of Anacin and plain aspirin , it
would form II further ba is for:! finding of materiality, That is, there is a reason to believe consumers are
wiling to pay a premium for a product belieVf d to contain a special analgesic ingredient , but not for a produr.t
American /Iome Product. 98 F.T. C. 136 , 369 (1981), afrd 695 F.2d 681
whose analgesic is ordinary aspirin,
(3dCir. 1982).
'- TIle prohibitions of Section 5 are intended to prevent injury to competitors a well as to consumers. The
Commission regards iDjury to competitors as identical to injury to consumcrs. Advertising and legitimate market.
ing techniques arc intended to " injure " competitors by directing businp.ss to the advertiser. In fact , vigorous
competitive advertising can actually benefit conSlUers by lowering prices , encouraging product innovation , and

increasing the specificity and amount of information available to conswners. Deceptive practices injure both
competitors and consumers because consumers who preferred the competitor s product are wrongly diverted.

" "

",.
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with separate statements attached and with separate response to the Committee
request for a legal analysis to follow.
/ sl

James C. Miler III
Chai rman

cc:

Honorable James T. Broyhil
Honorable James J. Florio
Honorable Norman F. Lent
COMMISSIONER PERTSCHUK , CONCURRING IN PART

AND DISSENTING IN PART

I concur in the majority s findings that respondents violated Section 5. However , I disagree entirely with the legal analysis in the
majority opinion and I dissent from the denial of complaint counsel'

appeal on the issue of the order s record retention requirements.
Respondents ' misrepresentations in this case were unambiguous
and undoubtedly material. To put it simply, respondents grossly exaggerated the sole performance feature of their product , the Ball- Matic
Gas Saver Valve. Normally, there would be little more to say. Howev, this is the first deception case the Commission has decided since
the announcement of the dubious Policy Statement on Deception of
October 14 ,

1983. Since the validity of the bare majority vote on the

Statement is open to question , apparently the new majority feels
compelled to establish the Statement' s legitimacy now by jumping

this case through the hoops of its analytical framework for deception
cases , regardless of how unhelpful that exercise may be.
Under the guise of making the law more " clear and understandable

" the majority has actually raised the evidentiary threshold for

deception cases. In this unusually simple case , the majority s approach does not affect the outcome. One has little diffculty in concluding that consumers reasonably relied on respondents ' claims and
suffered significant monetary loss as (2) a direct result. However , in
other cases the harm from the majority s legal analysis wil be palpable and painful.

The majority opinion acknowledges that the Commission need not
find actual deception to conclude that Section 5 has been violated.
Furthermore , it admits that the courts have traditionally and recently recognized this fact by requiring the Commission to find only that
an act or practice has the " tendency or capacity " to mislead consumers. So far , so good. However , three commissioners have found it
necessary to improve on language long understood by the courts and
previous commissioners , by substituting the word " likely " for " tendency or capacity.

Likely to mislead

clearly the notion that actual deception need

" they insist , expresses more
not

be found!

The avowed intentions of the majority are admirable , but the
f",' .

re-

. "),

Statement

choice oflanguage is unfortunate , because the word " likely " suggests
that some particular degree oflikelihood of actual deception must be
found. Therefore, it may create the impression , intentionally or not
that the burden of proof is higher than it has always been under the
traditional " tendency or capacity " standard.
The new deception analysis has a more serious effect that is clearly
not unintentional. That is to withdraw the protection of Section 5

reasonably.

from consumers who do not act

There is , of course , no support in the case law or academic literature
for the proposition that deception cannot occur unless reasonable

consumers are misled. In a few deceptive advertising (3) cases in
which the Commission has determined that Section 5 was violated , it
has premised its determination on a finding that consumers could

reasonably " interpret the advertiser s claims in a certain way.! Such
findings do not mean that consumers must be " reasonable " in order
to enjoy the protection of Section 5 , just as findings that the " clear
import" 2 of an advertisement was false do not mean that ads violate
Section 5 only if they "clearly " express a falsity. A finding that consumers could reasonably be misled is a suffcient , but not necessary,
way to establish deception. 3 Neither the Commission nor the courts
have ever before mandated this method of analysis. (4)

One recent Commission opinion suggests that the Commission must

judge ads according to their impression on " reasonable members of
the public. '" However , the correct interpretation of that statement is
that the Commission cannot , when an ad is directed to the general
public , hold the advertiser to an outlandish interpretation. 5 (5)
g., America" Home Products Corp. 98 F. C. 136, 367 , 371- , 386 atrd as modified 695 F. 2d 681 (3d Cir.
1982); Rristol- Myers Co 102 F. TC. 21 , slip op. at 7 , 11 (Docket No. 8917 , July 5 , 1983), appeal filed No. 83-167
(2d Cir., Sept. 12, 1983).
, American Home Products 98 F. C. at 367. Similarly, a finding that a company intended to create a certn
impre ion among consumers (Jd. at 368), does not imply that the Commission must find intentional misconduct

to nUe that SectiOil 5 has been violated.
3 The American Home Prfductscase
ilustrates several ways in which the Commssion can reach the conc1usiol)
that an advertiser s claims are deceptive. In finding that the company falsely claimed that Anacin contans a pain
reliever other than aspirin , the CommiSlion concluded that this was the " clear import" of some ads.ld. at 367
As to other ads it concluded that consumers would " reasonably have understood" such a claim to have been made.
ld. at 367, 371- 72. A third analysis was applied in finding that claims for tension relief had been made. That
conclusion was ha!ld in large part on expert testimony and a copy test of one advertsement showing that 22%
ld.
of viewers identified that claim as having heen made.
claims was similar inBristol- Myers

at 393-94. (The Commis.'ion s analysi8 of tension relief

slip op. at 44-5)

Bristol- Myers slip op. at 4-5 (" lTJhe Commission may not inject novel meanings into ads and then strike them
down as unsupportd; ads must be judged by the impreSlion they make on reasonable members of the public.
5This statement of the law is supportd by the cases cited
in
BristolMyersas

authority for the language quoted

952, 954 (2d Cir. cerl. dRnied 364 D.
827 (1960). There the court upheld the Commission s decision to protect " the average male , of which there are
Ward
in note 4. The first case cited
is I.abomtories, Inc.0. FTC: 276 F. 2d

millons, who because of masculine vanity wi1 grasp at any straw ltoJ save his hair. .

The court went on La

declare that advertisements should bejudged by their effect 00 " the average member oCthe public who more likely
wilJ be infuenced by the impression gleaned from a quick glaoce at the most legible words. ld. The s.cood case

ParL Corp. u. FTC 133 F.2d 883 , 886 (7th Cir. 1943), in which the court vacated the
COnussion s order forbidding the company from claiming that the fini8h on ita mulleTS permanently prevenwd
cited isInternational

rWlt or corrosion. The court concluded that the company had not claimed that its finish prevented rust permanently, finding that the COmmOn meaning of the word " prevents" carries no connotation of permanency. The law of
(footnote cont'

,;
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In other opinions relied on by the majority, the Commission has
stated that its interpretation of ad claims must be " reasonable.
Such cases simply convey the Commission s recognition that the
Commission

must act reasonably

(i.

not in an arbitrary or capricious

fashion), in determining, in light ofthe evidence before it , whether an
ad could mislead a substantial number ofconsumers. 7 In none ofthose
cases did the Commission speak of " reasonable consumers. " (6)

In this particular case, there is no real dispute as to the meaning
of respondents ' representations about their product. Further , it is
clear that consumers would be " reasonable " in accepting the scientif
ie-sounding, plausible-seeming explanations of respondents as to how
(and how well) the product performed. However , this is an easy case,

and the majority opinion offers no guidance as to how more diffcult
matters will be decided.

How will the Commission judge the conduct of consumers who
succumb to sales pitches for worthless or grossly over-valued investments? Do
reasonable consumers " buy diamonds or real estate , sight
unseen , from total strangers? Is a consumer " acting reasonably

when he or she falls for a hard-sell telephone solicitation to buy
valuable " oil or gas leases from an unknown corporation? Can a
consumer " reasonably " rely on oral promises that are expressly repudiated in a written sales contract?

The sad fact is that a small segment of our society makes its liveli-

hood preying upon consumers who are very trusting and unsophisticated. Others specialize in weakening the defenses of especially
vulnerable, but normally cautious , consumers. Through skillful exploitation of such common desires as the wish to get rich quick or to
provide some measure of security for one s old age , professional con
this C!l5e is that a compauy " wjlJ 0'" presumed to have used (aJ word in it. ordiollry and comronJy accepted
und\Jfstanding, in the absence ofaoy showing to the cOIltrary H The other cited case isKirchn.er 63 F. C. 1282
1290 (1963),affd 337 F.2d 751 (9th Cir. 1964), which provides that the Commssion will not interpret an ad as it
would be unrcas.nably misunderstood by only an " insignificant and unrepresentative " segment. of consumer
Sears , Roeb'lck and C". 95 F. C. 406 , 511 (1980), "frd 676 F. 2d 385 (9th Cir. 1982) (Commj ion overturned
the admnistrative law judge s interpretation of some ads , noting the rule that ads must be " reasonably subject
to sume interpretation that is false " in order for deceptiun tu be found);Pfizer, Inc. 81 F. C. 23 , 59 (1972)

(Commission affrmed the law judge s dismissal ofthe complaint because aleged implied representations could not
reasonably be found" in the ads).
See also, Nutiulial Dynamics Corp. 82 F.
188 , 548 (1973). afrd w; modified
492 F. 2d 1333 (2d Cir.,cert. denied 419 VB. 993 (1974) (COmm jOD overturned the administrative law judge
holding that an implied representation that the adveniser had substantiation for its claims could not reasonably
be found).
1 TI,e Commission explained this obligation in
The Kroger Co. , 98 F.

C. 639 ,

728 (981), modified,

100 F.T.

573 (1982) (citationsomiUed)

It is settled that the Commission has suffcient expertise to determne an advertisement' s meanings-xpress
and implied- without necessrily resorting to evidenc€ of consumerperceptions. This is not to say that an
Iodvertisement is sU8C€ptible to every relowng that it may technically support, no matter how tenuous it might
be; rather , the interpretation must be reasonable in light of the claims made in the advertsement , taken as
a whole. In many cases , the Commission has refwled to accept particuJar interpretations urged by complaint
counsel because the advertisements themselves did not imply them and no extrinsic evidence had been offered
to prove their apprehension by some reasonably significant number of COJ:sumefS

););

);

);

);

,,

' " ); );
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men can prompt conduct that many oftheir victims wil readily admit
in hindsight-is patently unreasonable. (7)
unreasonable " consumer behavior
Of course , what strikes me as
may not seem so to other commissioners. The very subjective nature
of the !t reasonable consumer " standard is cause for concern. How can

consumer conduct be measured for reasonableness? I know of no test
ad hoc
determinations that wil be made
for it , and I am fearful of the
in the future.

Consumers are much better protected by the traditional test for
deception , which requires only that a substantial number of consumers could be misled. ' This standard does not put the Commission in

the position of passing judgment on the credulity, impetuousness, or
inattentiveness ofthe victims of alleged (8) misconduct. Furthermore

the traditional standard allows the Commission to recognize that
sellers frequently design their promotional efforts to appeal to specific groups of consumers , even when their conduct is ostensibly directed
to the public at large. In such cases , the Commission need only find
that a substantial number of consumers in the target group could be
misled 9 considering the sophistication ofthe persons in that group,

their mental state ll and their mental (9) capabilitiesl' Thus ,
8 Statement of Basis and Purpose for the Funeral Industry Practices Rule 47 FR 42260 ,

a

42274 (1982) ("

stAtement is deceptive under Section 5 of the .FTC Act if it actually misleads consumers , or has the tendency or
The Kroger Co.
capacity to deceive a substantial segment of the purchasing public in 80m" matHrial respect.
C 639 , 728 (1981), modified 100 F. C. 573 (1982) (" In many cases , the Commis. ion has refused to accept

91' F.

particuJar interpretations urged by complaint counsel because the iidvertisements themselves did not. imply them
and no extrinsic evidence had been offered to prove their apprehension by some reasonably significant number
ofconsliers, Raymond IA!e Organization , Inc. 92 F. C. 489 , 649 (1978),arrd 679 F.2d 905 (D. C. Cir. 1980)
(Scdion 5 is violated if " substanlial numbers of the public a(" likely to make purchasing decisions based on false
beliefs Bristol- Myers Co. , 85 F, C. 688 , 744 (1975) (" we agree that a substantial number of consumers surveyed
Statement of Basis
(probably somewhere between 14 percent and 33 percent) understood Dry Ban to be ' dry
and Pllrpose for the Cigarette Rule 29 FR 8325 , 8350 (1964) (" (TJhe test oflllawfuJ deception under Section 5 is

whether the advertisement in question is likely t.o deceive a substantial segment of the purchasing public, or of
that part of the purchasing public to whom the representation is directed. . . . see also, Firestone Tire Rllbber
Co. v. Fl:481

2d 246, 249 (6th Cir.),

(1975) (initial decision);

cert. denied 4!4lJS. 1112 (1973); Trauel King, Inc. 86 F. C. 715 , 759-0
cert. denied 384
Inc. u. FTC 352 F. 2d 313 , 319- 20 (8th Cir. 1965),

Renrus Watch Co. ,

939(1966)
Statement of Basi '
1290 (1963),

(e.

affd

quotation
supra note 8);Kirchner 63 F. G, 1282
and Purpose for the Cigarelle Rule (see
aimed at a special1y susctJptible group ofpeopl
337 F. 2d 751 (9th Cir. 1964) (" If.. advertising is

children), its truthfuless must be measured by the impact it wil make on them , not others to whom it is

Bates V. State Barof Arizona 433 U. S. 350 , 383 note 37 (1977) (dictum) (" The determination whether an advertsement (for legal servicesl is misleading requires consideration ofthtJ ItJgal sophistication

not primarily directed.

of its audien
464 , 810 note 13 (1981);
Raymund Lee Or!;oniwtion , Inc. 92 F. C. 489 , 628 (1978),
affd 137 F.2d 707 (D. C. Gir. 1970)
Dietsch , Inc. 90 F. C. 770 , 865
cat. denied 445 U. S. 950 (I980LStouffer Laboratories , Inc
(1977), affd aR modified 605 F. 2d 294 (7th Gir. 1979),
276 F. 2d 952, 951 (2d Cir)
V.
343 F. 2d 75 , 83 (9th Cir. 1965);
Ward Laboratories Inc. lJ. FTC,
cer!. denied, 361
S. 827 (l960);Savitch 50 F, C. 828 , 831 (1954),
affd, 218 F.2d 817 (2d Cir. 1955).
12 Cigarette Statement , Sllpra note 8, 29 FR at 8358; Ideal Toy Co. 61 F.T.G. 297 110 (1961) (initial decision)
W Horizon Corp. 97 F.T.C.

arfd, 679 F.2d 905 (D.C. Cir, 1980);Toshof, 74 F. G. 136J, 1401 (1968),
11 Travel King, Inc.,
Porter
86 F. C. 715 , 757 , 759 60 (1975) (iDitial decision);

FalSt , misleading and deceptive advtJrtising claims beamed at children tend to exploit unairly a consumer group
unqualfied by age or experience to anticipate or appreciate the possibilty that representations may be exaggerated or untre. lIT Continental Bakin!; Co. 83 F. TC. 865 (1973), modified 83 F, C. 1105 (1973),affd 532 F.
207 (2d Cir. 1976);
Aualon Indus , Inc, 83 F. C. 1728, 1750 (1974);StupeU Originals Inc. 67 F. C. 173, 186(1965); ::otice of PropoStd Trade Regulation Rulemaking and Public Hearing on Children s AdvtJrtising, 43 FR
17967 17969(1978).

);
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fraudulent scheme may yield relatively few victims in absolute numbers but nevertheless satisfy the legal standard for deception , because
the pool of potential buyers is small. The case law has made it clear
that Section 5 protects unthinking and credulous consumers as well
as those who act " reasonably " in all their commercial transactions.!3

The third element of deception is materiality. As the Supreme
Section 5 prohibits the misrepresentation of

Court has explained ,

any fact which would constitute a material (10) factor in a purchass decision whether to buy. 14 Heretofore , any fact that is important
to consumers has been considered material , regardless of whether
consumer choices would actually turn on that fact. As the Commission has previously said (t)he fact that consumers were not harmed

because they would have purchased the product anyway. . . is not
relevant. !5 The Commission has not required a showing of reliance
or injury to establish deception.!6

The majority opinion in this case , however , suggests somewhat
ambiguously that a misrepresentation is not material unless it
likely to affect" consumers ' conduct and " (cJonsumers thus are likely
to suffer injury. 17 Similarly, the October 14 , 1983 , Policy Statement
on Deception states: " a finding of materiality is also a finding that

injury is likely to exist. . . . Injury exists if consumers would

have

chosen differently but for the deception.

Respondents here misrepresented the sole performance feature of
their product , and it is reasonable to assume in this case that their
misrepresentations caused consumers to buy the product (11) and
suffer monetary loss. However , this is an unusually simple case. What

if this case had concerned misrepresentations about a product with
many important performance and design features , such as an automobile? If respondents had , for example , made a false fuel effciency
claim for an automobile , would complaint counsel have been required
to show that that particular claim would have " tipped the scales " for
13 FT

v. Standard Education

Society,302 U.s. 112 , 116 (1937) (" Laws are made to protect the trsting 8S well
Duherty, Clifford, Steers
Shenfidd, Inc. u.FT 392 F. 2d 921, 926 (6th Cir. 1968) (" the
Commission is bound \. protect the public
in general , the unsuspecting as well as the skepticaJ" Aronberg v.
132 F. 2d 165 , 167 (7th Cir. 1942) (" The law is not made for experu but to protet the public-that vast multitude

as the suspicious.

orant. , the unthinking, and the credulous.. " Fed u. FT(, 285 F. 2d 879 , 887 (9th Cir. 1960);
LId. 92
C. 196 , 221 (1978),
modified 92 F. C. 667 (1978);Niresk Ind!L. , Inc. u.
278 F.2d 337 , 342 (7th Cir. cert. denied 361 U.s. 883 (1960) (" (TJhe CommiBSion s detennination is not
reSlricted to s consideration of what impreBSion an expert or careful reader would draw from the advertisements. 11ldep. Directory Corp. u. 188 F. 2d 468 , 470 (2d Cir. 1951) (" It Waf! reasonably to be expected that
which includes the i

Gold Bulliun International,

FT

a busy business man might.. (be misled). Such a misconception is more probablein the cas of the careless

business man who is slso entitled to protection from deception.

FT v. Colgate. Palmolive Co. 380 U. S. 374. , 386 (1965).
15 Firestone Tire Rubber Co. , B1
C. 39B 451 (1972),offd 481 F. 2d
J4

246 (6th Cir. cert. denied 414 U.S. 1112

(1973).

16ld See also, Simeon Management Corp. 87 F. C. 1184 , 1229 (1976), affd 579 F. 2d
King, Inc. 86 F.'1. C. 715 , 774 (J975)
17 Slip op. at 9.
18 Deception Statemeotat H!

1137 (9th Cir. 1978);
Travel
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consumers in their weighing ofthe many features of automobiles that
are important to them? Such a requirement of proof would be exceedingly diffcult ,

ifnot impossible , to meet in that and many other cases.
Indeed , it could effectively preclude the Commission from challenging
misrepresentations about complex products.

If the majority commissioners intend to require proof of actual or
likely reliance on the misrepresentations of respondents in future
cases , they have changed the meaning of materiality and made it
more diffcult to establish violations of Section 5. In any event , they
have certainly not made the standard for deception more clear and
understandable.
Finally, although I support the order adopted by the majority, I
would not limit the recordkeeping requirements of Part IV to the

promotion of fuel saving products. Part III of the order governs the

use of endorsements for any product as well as any representations
concerning tt energy savings or energy consumption characteristics of
any product. " If this part ofthe order is justified , and I believe it is

then respondents should be required to maintain records that evidence compliance with it.
COMMISSIONER PATRICIA P. BAILEY CONCURRING IN THE RESULT
IN PART AND DISSENTING IN PART

The issues pertaining to liability in this case are not complicated.
Indeed , the application of established law to the facts in
Cliffdale
can
lead to only one conclusion: these respondents have violated Section
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act in a number of ways , as set
forth in this opinion , in their marketing of the Ball- Matic Gas Saver
Valve. Thus , I concur fully in the findings ofliability. However, I must
disassociate myself from the confusing and wholly unorthodox reformulation of the traditional test for finding deception, which has been
announced in this opinion as the relevant legal standard.! Additionally, I dissent from the Commission s failure to adopt a more expansive
order provision concerning the retention of business records. (2)
Legal Standard for Deception

This is an uncomplicated case involving a number of advertising
claims , which are clearly false and deceptive , that could have been

addressed with swift and sure justice under existing law. Unfortu1 In

May 1983 , the Corrittee on Energy and Commerce of the U. S. House of Representatives asked the Federal

Trade Commission to prepare and submit " an analysis of the la w of jts deception jurisdiction as presm:tly applied
by the Commission and interpreted in cage law " II1 response to that request, on October 21 1983 , Chairman Miler
forwarded the appended " Policy Statement OD Deception " to the Honorable John D. Dingel! , Chairman of the
Committee. r dissented from the jssuance of that statement. This case represenL the first puhlic pronouncement
that the principles set forth in that policy statement are intended to be not just current agency enforcemcnt policy,
but also the legal standard for lilture Comm;.'iiOll deception cases.
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nately, a majority of the Commission has chosen to use the case as a
vehicle to set forth a new legal standard which has litte to do with
the case and much to do with an il-advised undertaking to rewrite the
law of deception.

Applying a shorthand variant of the oft-repeated standard for
deception , Administrative Law Judge Miles J. Brown concluded in the

Initial Decision that " any

representation that has a tendency or

capacity to mislead or deceive a prospective purchaser is an unfair or

deceptive practice which violates the Federal Trade Commission
Act." 2 The Commission s opinion dismisses this articulation as being
circular and therefore inadequate to provide guidance on how a
deceptive claim should be analyzed. 3 In its place is substituted a new
formulation , promoted as " a clear and understandable standard"
which states that the Commission will find deception where " first
there is a representation , omission , or practice that is likely to mislead , second , consumers acting reasonably under the circumstances
and third , the representation , omission or practice is material.'" (3)
Notwithstanding assertions to the contrary, none of these three
elements , as defined in the opinion , (or for that matter in the appended Policy Statement) correctly states the factors expressly relied upon
in prior

Commission

cases

and by reviewing courts to determine

whether a deceptive representation or practice has occurred. Rather
a complete and accurate statement of the elements of deception has

typically and traditionally included the three-part

formula that an

act or practice have the tendency or capacity to mislead a substantial

number of consumers in a material way. ' While the two statements
may at first glance seem semantically similar , the fact is that this
reformulation departs from current law in several significant respects , all of which have the potential to heighten the Commission
evidentiary burden considerably and thereby limit the time- honored

reach of its deception authority. For this reason , I dissent from the
legal standard employed in the opinion and believe it is important to
examine each of these new elements separately.
The majority s first criterion for deception is that there be a claim
omission or practice that is " likely to mislead" consumers. It is true
that the courts have occasionally used this or similar phrasing, such
as " the likelihood or propensity " (4) of deception , interchangeable
2 ID 35 , citing

Chrysler Corp- u. FTC 56! F. 2d 357 ,

363 (DC. Cir. 1977);
Charle.

ofthe Ritz Distrib. Corp. v. FTC

143 F. 2d 676 , 679-80 (2d Cir. 1944)

3 Slip op. at 7

'/d
'An early version of this standard appeared in a 1919 Commission decision. Sel' Iron Clad Tire 1 F.
385 (1919). nIP tand..n! was atrnned by the Seventh Circuit the same year. See Sears , Roebuck & Co,

C. 380
I). FFC
258 F. 307 , 311 (7th Cir. 1919). Application of the tendency or capacity standard haB continued regularly up to the
preAcnt.

See American Flume Prod'lets Corp- v. FTC. 695 F.2d 681 , 686-7 (3d Cir. 1982)

); ),
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with tendency or capacity. 6 I certainly do not object to and indeed am
sympathetic with such usage where the primary goal appears to be to
avoid the repetitious use of standard phraseology in the discussion of
well- grounded legal principles. Here, however , the majority makes
the phrase tendency or capacity
exchange
unmistakable its intent to

for the term likely, with only the brief explanation that it is meant
to convey an understanding that " actual" deception need not be
shown. As that was never in doubt , it does not explain the use ofthe
term likely generally, and it certainly does not make clear how its use
will be more instructive in assessing deception.

Unfortunately, neither the opinion nor the appended Policy Statement offers additional explanation for this stated preference, leaving
us all to guess as to any real or intended distinction from the " tendency or capacity " analysis. A standard Webster s definition of likely,
having a high probability of occurring or being true , suggests , how-

ever , that the purposeful substitution of this term for tendency or
capacity may well be intended to raise, or may be construed so as to
raise , the burden of proof the Commission must meet in demonstrating that deception has occurred. A careful reading ofthe opinion and
the Policy Statement lends support to this inference; recurring refer-

ences are made to the need for extrinsic evidence of consumer (5)
interpretations in many instances where it is not presently required
suggesting a need for the Commission to establish a higher level of
probability that deception may have occurred in any particular instance.
Although the Commission has often admitted and relied in the past

upon evidence about the effect of an act or practice on consumers

such a showing has not been required by reviewing courts , which have

regularly affrmed that such matters are committed to the discretion
of the FTC. Thus , use of the term " likely " here may be fairly perceived to be at least a partial retreat from the Commission s traditional position that it may on the basis of its own expertise determine
what representations a seller has made to the public. (6)
Co v. FTC 379 F.
" See, e. , Beneficial Corp. D. FT 542 F. 2d 611 , 617 (.1d Cir. 1976);Montgomery Word
Fe,l v. FTC.285 F.2d 879 , 886 , 896 (9th Cir. 1960)
666 , 670 (7th Cir. 1967);
J-TCv. Colgale-Palmo/ive CO. 380 US. 374 , 391- 92 (1965) (" Nor was it np.cessary for the Commission to conduct
a survey of the viewing public before it could determine that the commercials had a tendency to mislead" See
Resort Car Rental System
FTC 695 F. 2d 681 , 687-88 & n, lO (3d Cir- 1982);
a/so American Home Products Corpfne. v. FTC 518 F.2d 962 , 964 (9th Cir. cerl. denied sub nom. MacKenzie Q. United States 423 U.s. 827 (1975)
(Commission could have reached condusions regarding deceptive nat.ure of ads without consumer wit.nesses

whose teslimony merely support.ed the inferences whirh can logically he drawn by scrutinizing the advertising

B. Wi/liums Co. v. FTC 381 F.2d 884 , 890 (6th Cir, 1967) (the Commission need not. " t.ake a random
alone
sample to det.ermine the meaning and impact of the advertisements Ca.rter Products , Inc. v. FTC 3231". 3d 52,
eert d nied 370 U.s. 917 (1962)
Expvgition Pregg Inc, v, FTC, 295 F. 2d 869, 872 (2d Cir. 1961),
528 (5th Cir. 1963);
Actual con umer t.estimony is in fad not. needed to support. an inference of deceptivencs by the CommiR ion,
Zenith Rudi" Corp, V. FTC 143 F. 2d 29, 31 (7t.h Cir. 1944) (" The COlImi sion was not. required to sample public
, 98 F, C, 639 , 728
The Kroger
opinion to determine what t.he petitioner was representing to the public.
(1981), modified 100 F. C. 573 (1982);Nationol Dyna.mics Corp. 82 F,TC 488 , 548 (1973),uffd 492 F.2d 1333
(2d Cir. eert, denied 419 FS 993 (1974)
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The second requirement is that an act or practice be likely to mislead consumers " acting reasonably under the circumstances. " Ofthe
three newly introduced elements , I believe this is on its face the most

divorced from prior precedent and also the most likely to produce
troubling results.
While the precise wording has varied a bit from decision to decision

the concept underlying the existing analytical construct has remained constant: a claim or practice must deceive a !! substantial

number " of consumers in order to trigger a finding of deception.
Importantly, this standard affords protection to consumers and business merchants alike. Thus , it is well recognized that , if a claim is
directed at a particular audience , the test is whether it could deceive
a significant portion ofthat group. 9 At the same time , while it is clear
that a practice need not mislead all or even a majority of consumers
the Commission will not base findings of law violations on the (7)
idiosyncratic interpretations or the unreasonable misunderstandings
of an insignificant and unrepresentative segment of a seller s audience.

The substantial numbers test is not intended to lead to the strict
quantification of the number of consumers who have been misled by
a claim or practice and has, therefore , never required the introduction
of external evidence concerning such numbers. Rather the concept
provides the Commission with a flexible sliding scale upon which it
can typically infer whether or not a significant number of consumers
could be deceived from its own examination of the conduct at hand
and surrounding
circumstances , 11 often based on general information
concerning the size and composition of a specific target audience.!2
Even when extrinsic evidence is available , the Commission does not
rely exclusively on such documentation in reaching its decision.!3 (8)

Despite the forty-odd year application by the Commission and the
courts ofa substantial numbers formula , the opinion injects this alter8 TIlis element of the deception test has heen variously dtHlcrihed as requiring: a " substantial segment see
Statement of BasL and Purpose for the Funerallndw;try Practices Ru.le47 FR 42 260 , 42 274 (1982);Statement
of Basis and Pu.rpose for the Cigarette Ru.le 29 FH 8325 , 8350 (1964); a " substantial percentage see Benrus Watch
('-0., Inc. u. FrC 352 F. 2d 313 , 319- 20 (8th Cir. 1965),
cer!. denied, 384 U.s. 939 (1966); " substantial numbers, see
Raymond Lee Organization , Inc. 92 F.T.C. 489 , 649 (1978). af(d 679 F. 2d 905 (D. C. Cir. 1980);
BrL.tol- Myers Co.
85 F. C. 68S , 744 (1975);Truuel King, Inc" 86 l". C. 715 , 759 (1975); or " some reasonably signficant number,"
see The Kroger Co. 98 F. C. 639 , 728 (1981),modified 100 F. C. 573 (1982).
Cigarette Statement, supra note 8 , 29 FR at 8350.See Heinz W Kirchner 63 F. C 1282 , 1290 (1963),afrd
337 F_2d 751 (9th Cir. 1964).
See also Bate. D. Stute Bar of Arizona 433 U.S. 350 , 383
37 (1977)
H' Heinz W Kirchner
C. 1282 (1963),
afrd 377 F. 2d 751 (9th Cir. 1964).
See a/so The Kroger Co. 98 F,
639 , 728 (l981),
modified 100 F. C. 573 (1982)
11 See, e. g., The Kroger Co. 98 F. C. 639 , 728 (l981),modified
100 F. C. 573 (1982).
See, e. , Traue/King, Inc. 86 F. TC. 715 , 759-60 (1975) (" Many thousandsofil persons from all over the world"
constituted " substantial numbers " in finding deception where both physical har (from the interruption of proper

medical care and the rigors of international travel) and substantia! loss of time and money resulted from trip to
the Philippines for " psychic surgery,
I'! See , e. , American Home Products Corp. 98 F. 1'. C. 136 , 393-94 (1981),
afrd as modified 695 F. 2d 681 (3d Cir
1982); Bristol- Myers Co. , 102 F. C. 21, slip op. at 44-5 (Docket No. 8917 , July 5 1983), u.ppeal filed No. 83-167
(2d Cir. , Sept. 12 , 1983).
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native precept and unknown quantity, the " reasonable consumer
into the law of deception. Again , there is little helpful explanation as
to why.

While the opinion states that the concept of a " consumer acting
reasonably in the circumstances " is not new , and the Policy Statement includes citations to recent Commission cases which employ the
term " reasonable , reliance on prior FTC decisions for that proposition is misplaced. For example , in several recent deceptive advertising cases ,

the Commission has based a finding of liability under

Section 5 on its determination that consumers could " reasonably interpret" the advertiser s claims in a particular fashion. 14 While this

language describes one approach among many available to the Com-

mission in the exercise of its authority to determine whether or not
a representation is deceptive, it by no means established a legal reCommission
in which it was used,
cases
must examine consumer behavior in those
nor was it intended to circumscribe , much less preclude , the continued use of other long-accepted methods for finding (9) deception in
Commission cases generally. 15 I believe other citations to recent Commission matters are equally inapposite.!6
The consequences of this hastily constructed house of cards , devoid
as it is of any support in Commission precedent , accompanying explaquirement that consumers

act

reasonably or that the

nation , or meaningful application in this particular case , may be far
reaching. Practically speaking, one obvious result may be to complicate and delay Commission trial proceedings. Ifthe reasonableness of

consumer interpretations becomes a litigable issue-and there is
every reason to believe that future respondents ' counsel wil assure

that it wil be under the new standard-survey evidence or expert
testimony regarding consumer attitudes and actions may be mandated in even the simplest Commission cases.!7 The introduction of such
evidence wil , in turn , raise diffcult questions about related evidentiary issues , such as whether new discovery and cross- (10)examination
rights concerning survey methodology and results have been crea" See, e.

C. 136 , 367 , 371- 72, 386 (1981),atrd as modified 695 F.
102 F.T. C. 21 , slip op. at 7 , 11 (Docket No. 8917 , July 5 , 1983), appeal filed No.

, American Home Products GOrp. 98 F.

681 (3d Cir. 1982);
Bristol- Myers

83-167 (2d Cir. , Sept. 12 , 1983).
15 For a description of several different approaches used by the Commssion to detennne whether an IIdvertser
clairos have a tendency to deceive see American Home Products Corp. 98 F. C. 136, 367 , 371- , 393-94 (1981),
arrd as modified 695 F.2d 681 (3d Cir. 1982).
16 For example , in National Dynamics Corp. 82 F. TC. 488 , 548 (1973), uffd as modified,492 F. 2d 1333 (2d Cir.
C(Jmmi.o; ion
cert. denied 419 U.S. 993 (1974), the use of the term " reasonable " refers to the requirement that the

act in a reasonable (as oppo&ed to arbitrary or capricious) way in determining that commmers could he mialed by
98 F. C. 639 , 728 (1981),
modified 100 F. C. 573 (1982)
17 Even in the instant matter , a particularly uncomplicated Commission case, the majority specificaly notes that,
while it is able to " interpret the claims as a reasonable consumer would have , evidence as to how consumers
actually interpreted respondents ' ads " would have been helpful." Slip op. at 12
see The Kroger Co. ,
a claim or practice. For a general explanation of this obligation,

),

g..

);
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a seer to predict that the real beneficiaries of

these procedural complications and the ensuing delay wil be FTC
respondents and their counsel , and not the Commission or the public.
Another unfortunate but foreseeable consequence of the introduc-

tion of a reasonable consumer standard is to cast the courts adrift in
their efforts to understand and apply to Commission cases what is
clearly a departure from prior law. What , for example , are the elements of a reasonable consumer test? Without more , the courts may
logically turn for guidance to certain common law principles , such as
the standard of " ordinary prudence or care " attributable to the hypothetical " reasonable man " in tort law.!9 Although principles such as
these are useful tools to establish objective standards for judging
individual conduct which may result in physical or emotional harm

to others , comparable concepts have no place in the examination of
behavior in the marketplace, as the (11) Commission has
consumer
made clear in the past. Thus , while the Commission has indicated
that it wil not subject sellers to every interpretation made by an
insubstantial and unrepresentative segment" of the seller s audience , it has at the same time faithfully adhered to the enduring

proposition that consumers are entitled to take commercial representations at face value and need not mistrust them. 21 I believe the
imposition of a (t reasonable consumer " test as an element of the legal

standard for deception may seriously jeopardize this guiding principle
of deception law , which has permitted and encouraged the Commission to spread its protective mantle over the uninformed and (12)
credulous 22 those with understandable but often unreasonable
hopes 23 those with limited reasoning abilities , such as children 24 and
!8 SeePitofsky,

R"yIJnd Nader: Consumer Pro/edion and the Regulation of Aduertising, 90 Harv. L. Rev 661

679(1977)
19 See , e,

ReRtatcment (Second) of Tort.

281 128D (1965).

cert. denied 370 C.8. 917 (1962) (" lWJe think it plain
Press Inc. u. pre 295 F. 2d 869 (2d Cir. 1961),
that a deviation of one digit in the date on a coin i not likely to distingush it sufciently from the original to alert
an 'unsuspecting person of ordinary observation and are ' whom the criminal counterfeit JeW protccLs, let alone
lhe ' ignorant , unthinking and credulous ' who are not excluded from the protection of civil consumer law
possessed and relied
TIle Commission has , however , applied an analogous concept to determinf' whetherseller
a
See National Dynamics C"rp. 82 F. C. 488
upon a " reasonable basis " for believing a representation to be true.
modified 492 F.2d 1333 (2d Cir. cert denied 419 CS. 993 (1974) (finding was based on
553 557 (1973),"ffd
whether the advertiser " acted upon information which would satisfy a reasonably prudent businessman " that the
representation is true and that he thus acted in " good faith" See also Pfizer Inc. 81 YT. C. , 64 (1972) While
the Commi.s ion has not applied this standard often , it rightfully reflecLs, 1 think , society s general determination
that the seller assume certain risks and responsibilit.ies in making product offerings-burdens which should not
be shined unfairly to consumers.
20 Expo:;iti(Jn

See Yl'C u. Standard Education Society,302 UB.

1I2 , 116 (1937).

l' See , e, Ii. , Aronberli u. FTC 132 F. 2d 165 , 167 (7th Cir 1942) (" The law is not made for expert but to protect
the public- that vast multitude which includes the ignorant , the unthinking, and the credulous.. " Feil v. FTC.
, Lid. 92 F' r.C. 196 , 221 (1978),modified 92 YT.
Bullion Internfltional
285 F. 2d 879 , 887 (9th Cir. 1960); Gold
667(1978)
Z3 See, e. , Travel King, Inc. 86 F. C. 715 , 757 , 759-60 (1975);
Porter
Dietsch , Inc. 90 YT. C. 770 , 865 (1977).
r:ert denied 445 U.s 950 (1980);Stouffer Laboratories, Inc. v. FTCllffd as modified 605 2d 294 (7th Cir. 1979),
cer!. denied 364 U, S. 827 (1960).
343 F. 2d 75 , 83 (9th Cir. 1965);
Ward Laboratories , Jru,. 276 F. 2d 952 , 954 (2d Cir.),
2' See, e. g.

Cigarette Statement , supra note 8 ,

29 FR at 8358 (quotingFTC v. HF. Keppel

304 313 (1934)) See also Ideal Toy Co 64 l", C. 297 , 310 (1964) (initial decision),

Bro. , Inc.
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lIT Continental Bakinli Co., 83

(footnote cont'
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even " average " consumers whose guard may be down or who may
behave somewhat carelessly in the face of deceptive conduct. (13)
Although the Policy Statement promises to continue the traditional
protections afforded such groups, a reasonable consumer standard
like the rejected doctrine of caveat emptor , is analytically unsuited
for such purposes. By definition the term reasonable means " possessing sound judgment. " Thus, while the Commission may logically continue to consider " reasonable consumer interpretations " in instances
where it may be one acceptable approach , such as in cases involving
major national advertising campaigns aimed at mass audiences, traditional Commission fraud cases , focusing as they generally do on
consumer judgments and actions,
unreasonable
seller exploitation of
wil never lend themselves in an appropriate way to such an analysis.
Unlike the " substantial numbers " test , which by design encompasses
both types of cases by focusing on the likely reactions of a seller

intended audience-whatever human frailies the group may exhibit
to a marketing message , the majority s approach wil , I believe
require much analytical sleight of hand if the protections long promised and provided by the FTC to vulnerable consumers is to continue.
The third and last element of the new deception triumvirate is a

requirement that the representation, practice , or omission (14) be
material" . Of the new requirements , this has the potential to be the
wolf in sheep s clothing. The Commission has long held that a chal-

lenged act or practice must be misleading in a material respect in
order to be found deceptive. Additionally, the opinion accurately
states that materiality has been generally defined to include any sort

of consumer preference which is likely to affect the purchasing decision26 or post- purchase use ofthe product. ? And , perhaps most signifiAvulon indus. , Inc. 83 FT. C. 1728
865 modified 83 F. e. 1105 (1973).afrd 532 F. 2d 207 (2d Cir- 1976);
Notice a(Propusd Trade Refiulation Rltlemuking
Originals, Int: 67 F.T. C. 173 , 186 87 (1965);
43 FR 17 967 , 17 969 (1978)
and Public Hearing on Children s Advertising,
:u See , e. , Independent Directory Corp. FT
v. 188 F. 2d 468 , 470 (2d Cir. 1951) (" It was Tcasonahly to be expected
that a busy businc!! man might (be misled). Such a misconception i3 more probable in the ca8e of the careleS8
husiae(\ man who is a180 entitled to protection from deception. American Home Products Corp. v. FTC 695 F.
681, 689 (3d Cir, 1982) (" If accepted , AHP' s position (on the meaning of its advertisementsJ might well preclude
the Commission from taking action against advertisement. that , when read with scrupulous care by vigilant and
literal- minded consumers , could be seen to be making true claims. Colgate- Palmolive Co. v. FTC, 310 F.2d 89
rev d on other grounds 380 C.S, 374 , 391-92 (1965) (" It should he obvious by now to anyone that
91 Ost Cir. 1962),
Ward Laboratories, Inc. v. FTC:
advertsemenw are not judged by scholarly dissection in a college classroom.
276 F.2d 952, 954 (2d Cir, cert. denied 364 U.s. 827 (1960) (" (AJdvertisements are not to he judged by their effect
upon the scientific or l",gal mind which will dissect and analyze each phrase but rather by their effect upon the
1750 (1974);Stupell

average member of the public who more likely wil be influenced by the impression gleaned from a quick glance
SI/opell Orif:inals , Inc" 67 F. C. 173, 186 (1965) (" (WJhile the risk of injury (from
at the most legible words.
respondent' s productJ . may be obvious to the person who pauses to consider such possibility, we seriously doubt
that the ordinary purchaser would dwell on this eventuality.
FTC v. Colgate- I'almolive Co. 380 U.s. 374, 387 (1965);American Home Products Corp. 98 F. C. 136, 368
modified 695 F.2d 681 (3d Cir. 1982).
(1981), a(rd
7 Care Labeling of Textile Wearing Apparel Rule , 16 C.FR. 423 (1983) (requiring the disclosure of proper
instructions for the laundering and cleaning of clothing)
Also , in the last severa! years the Commission has alleged in numerous settled cases that information pertaining
to lhe use or care of a product is material to consumer See , e. , American MotoTs COTp. 100 F. 1'C. 229 (1982)
(footnote cont'

,"
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cantly, the opinion carefully and correctly disavows any requirement
of a specific finding that actual injury has occurred.
Just when all appears to be going well , however , the opinion (and
at greater length the Policy Statement) introduces a series of new
concepts which appear to qualify standard principles of(15) materiality in a restrictive fashion. At one point the opinion seems to equate
materiality with the actual effects of claims or practices on consumer
conduct 29 and the Policy Statement expressly states that " injury and
materiality are different names for the same concept" and that decep-

tion wil be found where an act or practice " misleads. . . to the

consumer s detriment." 3o (Detriment is , of course, legally defined as
injury.) The Policy Statement also notes that injury exists if consumers would have chosen difierently " but for " the misleading act or
practice , suggesting that reliance and causation are elements of
materiality.
While I don t pretend to understand the full import of these statements , they certainly imply the possible imposition in at least some

current
law. Because Section 5 protects consumer preferences generally, including subjective preferences , materiality can be found without reference to objective injury or
detriment." 32 Moreover , because
purchasers may be influenced by a combination or variety of factors
cases of new evidentiary requirements that are contrary to

it may be virtually (16) impossible to establish that a particular mis-

representation caused consumers to choose differently, much less that
they were !! injured" in some respect by the selection made. Hence
under the law (t)he fact that consumers were not harmed because

they would have purchased the product anyway. . . is not relevant."
Opinion and Policy Statement conclusions that injury and materiality are synonymous , that causation and reliance must be shown , or
even that the likelihood of consumer detriment must be demonstrated

in every case do not square with these accepted understandings of
materiality. Like the other elements of the new deception standard
(safe Uf\ of Jeeps in on- paVCoHmt driving); Chrysler Corp. 99 F. C 347 (1982) (use and care informatiun pertaining
to the replacement of oil fiters in vehicles). TIle Commssion has also is!ued complaints in matters still in litigation
alleging the materiality ofu and care information. Volkswagen of America Docket No. 9154 (complaint i",ued
Apr . 1, 1981) (use and care of Volkswagen and Audi vehicles); lnlemutirmal Harue. ter Co. Docket No. 9147
(complaint issued Oct. 10 , 1980) (use and care of tractors)
2B See Colgate-Palmatiue
Co., 380 VB. 374 , 391-92 (1965);Simeon Mana!;ement Corp. 87 F. C. 1184 1229 (1976),
atrd 579 F. 2d 1137 (9th Cir. 1978)
2' See Slip op. at 9.

30 Deception Policy Statement at 19
Id.
32 FTC u. Colgate- Palmolive Co. 380 C.S. 374
, 391- 92 (1965);Simeon. Management Corp_ 87 F. C. J 184 , 1229
(1976), alrd 579 F. 2d 1137 (9th Cir. 1978) (quoting
Resort Car Rental System , Inc. V. FTC,
518 F. 2d 962 , 964 (9th
Cir), cer/. denied sub. nom. Ma 'kenz;ie U. United Stales 423 U. S. 827 (1975) (" Neither actual damage to the public
nor actual deception need be shown
33 Firestone Tire Rllbber Co. 81 F. C. 398 , 451 (1972),
alrd 481 F. 2d 246 (6th Cir, cal. denied 414 S- 1112
(1973). See also Tru!Jel King, Inc. 86 F. C. 715 , 774 (1975) (" it (leed not be shown that even one consumer actually
relied on a particular false claim,

110
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the effects of such requirements may well be to raise the burden of
proof regarding materiality generally in FTC cases , while at the same
time seriously jeopardizing more complicated cases in which specific
consumer harm is not easily demonstrated. I aro particularly concerned that a restrictive materiality test may serve to undermine the
Commission s ad substantiation doctrine. If actual injury or even the
likelihood of harm must be shown in all events , the Commission may,
in addition to demonstrating a lack of substantiation , be forced to (17)

prove falsity in many advertising cases where it is not presently
required , in order to establish the necessary link to concrete consumer detriment.

The effort to apply the new deception standard to the instant case
, I believe , a particularly confusing and profitless effort. As I noted
at the outset , this case is unusually clearcut , involving as it does a
variety offalse performance claims , the meaning and import of which
can be readily discerned from an examination of respondents ' adver-

tisements and the record generally. Nevertheless , the opinion strains
valiantly at several junctures to introduce specific findings concern-

ing the " reasonableness " of consumer behavior and the presence of
materiality or " detriment" in
Cliffdale.
Again , I have no quarrel with

the conclusions reached in this case , but analyzing it by applying
these new elements is a wholly unnecessary exercise which demonstrates , I fear , the serious evidentiary diffculties and the exercise of
even greater analytical gymnastics that will be necessary in future
more complicated Commission cases.
For the most part ,

however , the opinion concedes that this case

precludes application of this purported new legal standard in any
meaningful fashion , and , as a result , the lengthy discussion ofit in the

opinion and appended Policy Statement is a largely academic exercise. Rather than clarifying the law of deception , the opinion attempts

to write new law which is destined to confound its readers. If applied
literally, the new three part definition could narrow the Commission s authority to (18) prosecute a range of dishonest or deceptive
conduct , while creating complications and uncertainty about the
cases we do bring. In the absence of further practical guidance from
the Commission and the courts , however , I believe interested parties
would be well advised to adhere to tried and true legal strictures
governing deception in the conduct of their commercial afIairs.
Record Retention Requirements

I also dissent from the failure to require that the record keeping
provisions set forth in Part IV of the order be extended to apply to the
marketing of all products, to the extent they are covered by the order.

),
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This omission seriously undermines the reach of Part III of the order
which applies to non-fuel saving products marketed by Cliffdale.
Significantly, Part III expands order coverage to " all products
marketed by the respondents by requiring that they not misrepresent
or misuse testimonials , misrepresent tests or survey results concerning energy savings or consumption , or use energy savings claims

without a reasonable basis. In the circumstances of this case , this is
a reasonable and justifiable order provision and the opinion does not
contest the burden of imposing it on these respondents.
However , the majority has refused to include in the order parallel
provisions requiring the retention of records with respect to the product coverage set forth in Part III. Unless records are retained , the
Commission wil be unable to monitor respondents ' compliance with
the order in an effcient or (19) effective manner. As discussed by
complaint counsel ,

under these circumstances a more expansive re-

tention requirement is entirely consistent with the record keeping
provisions contained in a number afrecent Commission orders. 34It is
also consistent with the broad record keeping provisions of consent
orders concerning other marketers of gas-saving products.
ORDER

PART I

It is ordered That respondents Cliffdale Associates, Inc. , a corporation , its successors and assigns , Jean- Claude Koven , individually and
as an offcer of Cliff dale Associates , Inc. , and Arthur N. Sussman , an
individual , and respondents ' agents , representatives , and employees
directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division , or other

device , in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or
distribution of the automobile retrofit device variously known as the
Ball- Matic , the Ball- Matic Valve , the Ball- Matic Gas Saver Valve and
the Gas Saver Valve , or any other automobile retrofit device (as " automobile retrofit device " is defined in Section 511 of the Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act , 15 U.se. 2011) (2) having
substantially similar properties , in or affecting commerce as " commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith
cease and desist from:
J4 See, e.g, Grulier, Inc. 91 F.T. C. 315 (1978), remanded oT! other grounds
615 F. 2d 1215 (9th Cir. 1980),
muJified
on other grounds 99 F. c. 379 (1982);Sear , Roebuck and Co. 95 F. C. 406 (1980),afrd 676 F.2d 385 (9thCir.
1982); Jay Norris Corp_ 91 F. C. 751 (1978),afrd 598 F. 2d 1244 (2d Cir, eer!. denied 444 U. S. 980 (1979); Porter
& Dietsch, Inc. 90 F. C 770 (1977), arrd, 605 F,2d 294 (7th Cir. 1979),cert. denied 145 U. S. 950 (1980)
J, See , e. g, American Con$umer, Inc. 94 F.T.G 648 (1979);
R. International, Inc. 94 F. C. 312 (1979);CI.
Energy Development , Inc. 94 F. C. 1337 (1979).
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a. representing, directly or by implication , that such device is a
unique product or new invention; and
b. representing, directly or by implication , that such device is needed on every vehicle except V olkswagens , diesel vehicles and fuel injection vehicles.

PART II

It is further ordered That respondents Cliff dale Associates , Inc, a
corporation , its successors and assigns, and its offcers, and JeanClaude Koven , individually and as an offcer of Cliffdale Associates
Inc. , and Arthur N. Sussman , an individual , and respondents ' agents
representatives , and employees , directly or through any corporation

or other device , in connection with the advertising, ofTering for sale , sale or distribution of any automobile gasoline
additive , engine oil additive , or automobile retrofit device (as " automobile retrofit device " is defined in Section 511 ofthe Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act , 15 U. C. 2011), in or affecting
commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , do forthwith cease and desist from representing, directly or by
implication , that such device will or may result in fuel economy improvement when installed in an automobile , truck , recreational vehisubsidiary, division ,

cle , or other motor vehicle unless , and only to the extent , respondents
possess and rely upon a reasonable basis which substantiates such

representation at the time of its initial and each subsequent dissemination. This (3) reasonable basis shall consist of competent and reliable tests, such as:

a. chassis dynamometer tests done according to procedures that
simulate typical urban and highway driving patterns , such as the
then current urban and highway driving test schedules established by
the Environmental Protection Agency; or

b. track or road tests done according to procedures that simulate
urban and highway driving patterns , such as the then current procedures established in the Society of Automobile Engineers ' J1082b test
protocol.

A competent and reliable test means one in which persons qualified
to do so conduct the test and evaluate its results in an objective
manner using procedures that insure accurate and reliable results.
Respondents shall , when using the results of any tests required by
this Part , clearly and conspicuously disclose the limitations upon the
applicability of the results to any automobile , truck , recreational
vehicle , or other motor vehicle. Where the results of such tests are
used in connection with a representation of fuel economy improve-

ment expressed in miles per gallon (or lier), miles per tankful , or
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percentage , or where the representation of the benefit is expressed as
a monetary saving in dollars or percentages , all advertising and other
sales promotional materials that contain the representation must
also clearly and conspicuously disclose the following disclaimer:
REMINDER: Your actual saving may vary. It depends on the kind of

driving you do , how you drive and the condition of your car. "

(4)

PART III

It is further ordered That respondents Cliff dale Associates , Inc. , a
corporation , its successors and assigns , and its offcers , Jean- Claude
Koven ,

individually and as an offcer of Cliff dale Associates ,

Inc. , and

Arthur N. Sussman , an individual, and respondents ' agents , representatives, and employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with the advertising,
offering for sale , sale or distribution of any product or service in or
affecting commerce as !I commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:

a. using, publishing, or referring to any endorsement unless respondents have good reason to believe that at the time of such use
publication , or reference , the person or organization named sub.
scribes to the facts and opinions therein contained;

b. failng to disclose a material connection , where one exists , between an endorser of any product or service and any of the respondents. A " material connection " shall mean , for purpose of this order
any relationship between an endorser of any product or service and
any individual or other entity marketing such product or service

which relationship might materially affect the weight or credibility
of the endorsement and which relationship would not reasonably be
expected by consumers.

c. representing, directly or by implication , any energy savings or
energy consumption characteristics of any product , other than any
gasoline additive , engine oil additive , or automobile retrofit device (as
automobile retrofit device " is defined in the Automobile Information
and Cost Savings Act, 15 U.s. C. 2011), unless , at the time of making
the representation , respondents possess and (5) reasonably rely upon
competent and reliable evidence that substantiates such representation;

d. representing, directly or by implication , that any consumer endorsement of a product or service represents the typical or ordinary
experience of members of the public who use the product unless this
is the case;
e. misrepresenting, in any manner , the purpose , procedure, results

Order

or conclusion of any test or survey pertaining to the energy saving or
energy consumption characteristics of any product.
PART IV

That respondents Cliffdale Associates , Inc. , a
corporation , its successors and assigns , and its officers , and JeanIt is further ordered,

Claude Koven ,

individually and as an offcer of Cliffdale Associates

Inc. , and Arthur N. Sussman , an individual , and respondents ' agents,

representatives , and employees, directly or through any corporation
subsidiary, division, or other device , in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution of any fuel saving product
in or affecting commerce as cC commerce " is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from failing to
maintain accurately the following records which may be inspected by
Commission staff members upon fifteen (15) days ' notice: copies of and
dissemination schedules for all advertisements , sales promotional

materials , and post- purchase materials; documents relating to the use
of or publication of endorsements; records of the number of pieces of
direct mail advertising sent in each direct mail advertisement dis-

semination; (6) documents which substantiate , contradict , or otherwise relate to any claim which is a part of the advertising, sales
promotional materials , or post-purchase materials disseminated by
respondents directly or through any business entity. Such documentation shall be retained by respondents for a period of three (3) years
from the last date any such advertising, sale promotional materials,
or post- purchase material is disseminated.
PART V

It is further ordered That the corporate respondent shall forthwith
distribute a copy of this order to all operating divisions of said corpo-

ration , and to all present and future personnel , agents, or representatives having sales , advertising or policy responsibilities with respect
to the subject matter of this order and that the corporate respondent
shall secure from each such person a signed statement acknowledging
receipt of the order.
PART VI

It is further ordered That the corporate respondent notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the
corporate respondent such as dissolution , assignment , or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which
may affect compliance obligations arising out of the order.
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PART VII

It is further ordered That the individual respondents named herein
promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of (7) their
present business or employment and oftheir affliation with each new
business or employment for a period of ten years from the effective
date ofthis order. Each such notice shall include the respondents ' new

business address and a statement of the nature of the business or
employment in which the respondent is newly engaged as well as a
description of respondent' s duties and responsibilities in connection
with the business or employment. The expiration of the notice provision of this paragraph shall not affect any other obligation arising

under this order.
PART VIII

It is further ordered That the respondents shall , within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order , and also one (1) year
thereafter , fie with the Commission a report , in writing, setting forth
in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this
order.
It is so ordered.
Commissioners Pertschuk and Bailey concurred in part and dissen ted in part.
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IN THE MATTER OF

GEORGIA- PACIFIC CORPORATION
VACATING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-2402. Consent Order,

May

, 1973-

Vacating Order,

April

, 1.984

On April 3 , 1984 , the Federal Trade Commission terminated the order issued against
Georgia- Pacific Corp. on May 16 , 1973 (82 F. C. 1428).
ORDER REOPENING AND TERMINATING ORDER ISSUED MAY 16 1973

On December 8 , 1983 , respondent Georgia- Pacific Corporatiol'
Georgia- Pacific ) fied a " Request To Reopen And Vacate Consent
Request" ), pursuant to Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade
Order
Commission Act , 15 U. C. 45(b) and Section 2. 51 ofthe Commission
Rules of Practice. The Request asks the Commission to reopen the
consent order issued on May 16 , 1973 (" the Order ) (82 F. C. 1428),
and vacate it in its entirety. Georgia-Pacific s Request was on the

public record for thirty days and no comments were received.
After reviewing respondent' s Request , the Commission has concluded that the public interest warrants reopening and terminating the
Order. The action we take today is consistent with our recent determinations in

Occidental Petroleum Corp. Docket No. 2492 , March 9
The Southland Corp. Docket No. 8915

1983 , (101 F. C. 373) and in
October 25 , 1983. (102 F.
Accordingly,

it is ordered

C. 1337)

that this matter be ,

and it hereby is

reopened and that the Commission s order issued on May 16 , 1973

shall be of no further force and effect as of the effective date of this
order.
Commissioner Bailey voted in the negative.

